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SPECIAL CLASS PROTECTIONS FOR GAYS:
A QUESTION OF "ORIENTATION" AND CONSEQUENCES

An analysis in two parts

by Tony Marco
0 Tony Marco, 1991,1992, 1993, all rights reserved

General Preface

In recent years, extremist homosexual, lesbian and bisexual activists and theirsupporters have
launched a multi-pronged legislative offensive, on national, stateand local government levels. Their
goal? To secure for "gay sexual orientations" the same (plus additional) class advantages,
protections and privileges under dvU rights laws now eiyoyed by legitimate, disadvantaged racial
and ethnic groups.

In other words, gay extremists wish to begranted what is known among dvil rights authorities
as protected class (sometimes refened to as •'suq)ect'' or "higher scnitiny") status, special legal
standing and advantages historically applied by governments in the United States toclasses ofpeople
characterized as, in ttie words of former U.S. Supreme CourtJustice Harian Stone, "discrete and
insular minorities," sharing a distinct and immutable status.

Gay activists also wish tobe extended the same special class protections accorded to people of
good character who arc physically challenged orhandica^ed, whether fiom birth, orbyunchosen
accident or disease, also througih no deliberate fault or behavior of their owa

(As attorney Roger Magnuson has pointed out, such protected class status isgenerally
predicated by demonstrated need resulting in measurable educational, cultural and economic
disadvantage. Such protected status is "muelated to behavior, traditional perceptions of moral
character or public health... One's racial inheritance, for example, creates a trae dass status. Race
teUs usnothing about a person's lifestyle or behavior" FArc Gav Rights Right?. Magnuson, RJ.,
Mulmomah Press, Portland, 1990. p. 73].) Thequestion gayextremists raise is this:

Should homosexual behavior - or "orientation," i^, indination alone ~ compd
federal, state and local governments to grant gays thdr wish, and bestow on them
fiilly recognized and legally sanctioned "protectedclass" status, with all
accompanying spedaladvantages, entitlements and privileges?

Before discussing this issue ingreater depth, let it be made clear that this paper's author and
distributors understand and arc committed to i^)hold traditional civil rights concepts, i.e., the principles
ofequal opportunity for all individuals ofgood behavior to life, liberty and the pureuit ofhappiness
under the laws and the Constitutions of our States and Nation.
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We do not wish to suggest denying homosexuals, lesbians or bisexuals any constitutional
rights legitimately theirs. We do notquestion gays* claim to legal protections shared by all citizens on
condition of good behavior, including (again, citing analysis by Roger Magnuson) tiie ability to:

o Incoiporate businesses and non-profit, tax-exempt oiganizations under State and Federal laws,
o "Form student oiganizations on state-supported campuses, including rights to tfie samebenefits

received by any other campus organizations, such as oiganized social Jftmctions... on campus."
o Publicly assemble, rally, petition, lobby and cany out all forms of political activism and

discourse in suppoit of political ideas.
o "Wear badges and buttons in public schools and colleges without fear of disciplinary action by

the schools."

o "Be employed under the Civil Service. The Qvil Service Commission has given the following
directive to its supervisors: *You may not find the person unsuitable for Federal employment
merely because t^ person is a homosexual orhas engaged inhomosexual acts."
(Cf. Magnuson, ibid., pp. 80, 81)

o Create and disseminate publications of interest to those in &eir lifestyle, subject to laws
governing illegal obscenity.

Gay people are also entitled to...

o The rigiht to i^ysical safety in their persons and property, and to speedy legal redress for acts
of {diysical violence against them, as for any American who suffers assault

o The right to fineedom from libel or slander against tiieir persons or reputations.

But, based on access to, and analysis ofconsiderable infonnation about gay sexual bdiavior
and flie cunent mean economic, educational, cultural and political status of gays inour society, we
question (1) whether gays and gay behavior tnily need orqualify forspecial protected class status, and
(2) whether society may infaa need protection fiom the probable effects of granting gays protected
class status and special advantages asa group solely defined byengaging in homosexual behaviore or
claiming to experience homosexual fantasies.

Consistent Constitutional and U.S. Supreme Court analysis reveals that gays as an entire dass
arenot disadvantaged, possess no provably innate, obvious and immutable characteristics, and are
anything but politically poweriess (see Part n of this paper).

If gays are not a demonstrably disadvantaged minority class, what are they? Cut through the
standard "gay rights" ihetoric to plain tnith, and thegayadvantages movement is revealed to be
nothing more than a powerful special interest lobby, intent on using its money and political
**dout** to **piggyback" on the legitimate gains ofthe disadvantaged to gain spedal rights and
privileges - at the expense ofothers truly in need. Certamly, affluent spedal interest groups,
regardless ofhow firusttated these may feel at not attainhig their political goals, are not —and ought
not to be- protected by anti-discrimination laws. Such groups (as we shall see, gay activists
induded) are often able to exerdseenormous power to advance theirowninterests. To secure m
addition spedal government protection for then- behavior and political agendas would be an outrageous
injustice to others who have straggled long and hard against prejudice based on non-behavioral (or
non-"sexually oriented") characteristics and experienced trae oppression and disadvantagement
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A Deeper Purpose

It is on the basis of this understanding that we oppose legislation that would grant ethnic,
minority or protected class status and special advantages to practitioners of gay sexual behaviors.
However, this understanding runs in tandem with a deeper puipose than merely opposing such
legislation. That puipose is to bring a message of hope to individuals who, because of alienation and
rejection, have chosen to go down a wrong road.

We understandthat kind of road. We can also attest to the reality of the hope - because we
have, in the testimonies of many ex-gays who have experienced it, living proof that fliis hope is
genuine.

This said, what follows is a two-partdiscussion of gay behavior, its consequences, and reasons
y^y citizensholding to traditional family values may conscientiously, rationally and confidently
oppose adding "sexual orientation** with protected class status to any civil rights statutes - protection
which would reward homosexuality, bisexuality and lesbianism withstatus equal to that enjoyed by
traditionally-iecognized protected classes.

Part One, "DeadlyBehavior: The Public Healthand Safety Impact of Granting Special
Advantages to Gays," examines the potential publichealth and safety impact of granting society's
special dass protection and subsidy to homosexual behaviors. Part Two, "Protected Oass Status for
Gays: CivilRight ~ Or Uncivil Wrong?" questions tfie validity of gay extremists* claim to spedal
class protections in light of criteriacleariy established by U.S. courts and recognized dvil rights
authorities.

We suggestthat the ai:gument contained in the two booklets that make up "Spedal Class
Protections for Gays: A Question of 'Orientation* and Consequences" be used as briefing material by
Americans actively opposing legislation granting gays special status and advantages.
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PART ONE

Deadly Behavior:
The Public Health and Safety Impact

Of Granting Special Advantages to Gays

Not only do we seriously question whe&er legislationgranting gays special advantages is
necessaiy to secure fimdamental rights and privileges for gays, we hold that granting "sexual
orientation" protected class status and special legal protection would, first, defy sound reason, and
second, prove a grave mistake with serious, even deadly consequences for thousands of Americans.

We are gravely concerned about the wisdom and safety of according protected class status on
the basis of gay sexual orientations. And were our concern over legitimizing homosexual, bisexual
and lesbian behavior unreasoned, we might indeed be guilty of prejudice, as "homosexual rights"
supporters claim. But reasoned distrust, grounded in knowledge of a host of significant facts about
that lifestyle, is not prejudice, but prudence. Americamust face this question fortiirightly:

Are there reasons to believe that legislation givmg gaysspecial advantages might pose clear
and present dangers to the health and welfare of America and all her citizens?

The Basis for Gays' Qaim To Protected Class Status
Is Shared "Divergent** Sexual Behavior or Mere Desire

Since homosexuals, bisexuals and lesbians would be the chiefbeneficiaries of any proposed
legislation specially protecting "sexual orientation," we mustconsider, first, the basis of gay activists*
claim to protected class status, and the implications of that claim.

Fundamentally homosexuals, bisexuals and lesbians, by their own admission share no certain
attributes on which they can base then* claimto protected class status. They merely perform (or
desire to perform) sexual acts with membersof the same gender. AsRobin Miller, a prominent
lesbianactivistresiding m Colorado Springs, Colorado, has written, "All being gay means,
fundamentally, is that a personlovesmembers of the samesex, ratherthan of the otiier" (Colorado
Springs "Gazette Telegraph." April 11,1991, emphasis added).

Homosexuals* claim to edmic-equivalentor protected class status cannot be founded for certain
on mere allegations to a shared mode of behavior or desre to practice that behavior. Nor
demonstrated behavior or desire alone offer a compelling basis onwhich to award protected, minority,
or eUmic class status with all accompanying entitlements.

As previously stated, special mhiority or protected class status has always been awaided and
maintained on condition of good behavior to qualified groups. In every case, the quality and social
impact of the behavior in question is the crucial issue.

Race, color, physical challenge and gender aresimply not factors on which judgments of
character can bebased. No rational person would argue that anoflier was immoral simply because he
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orshe was Wade, orfemale, orblind, "nue «hnici^ isnot behavior ordeshe, moral or immoral
Being black isn't abehavior. Being aman or woman isn't abehavior or adesire. Being Hispanic
isn't a behavior. Homosexuality is a behavior, or at least an inclination - and one whose moraUtv has
been questioned throughouthistoiy.

In feet, gay extiemists* entire claim to protected class status is based on the ancient logical
fellacy known as felse comparison. Comparing "gayness" with any tnie fonn of ethnicity (or religious
belief) is a travesty oflogic. "Gayness" can only be equated and compared logically with other sexual
behaviors, like heterosexuality. bestiality, necrophilia, rape, pedophiUa and even, as intfie case ofa
Jeftrcy Dahmer (who was sexually excited by eating human flesh), serial muider and cannibalism.
Why homosexuality, witii all the disease and psychological distress fliat accompany it (more to this
point wiU follow) should deserve special preference, raflier than some ofthe bizaire behaviore above is
a question gay extremists would be hard put toanswer logically.

In 1986, the U.S. Supreme Court (in flie case of "Bowers vs. Hardwick") was asked by
homosexuals convicted under Georgia's sodomy law to overturn the sodomy statute and recognize
homo»xu^s as a distinct dass protected under "right to privacy" and due process considerations
contained in tiie U.S, Constitution's Fifth and Fourteenth Amendments.

The Court's decision botii upheld Geoigia's criminal sodomy statute, and established that, in
the view of the court, homosexual practices constitute behavior, and not one qualifying for
ConstitutionaUy protected class status. In its ruling, the Ctourt established four significant findings
whidi finnly undercut gay activists' essential claim to true etimic-equivalent or minority status In the
Court's words:

1. Georgia's sodomy statute did not violate flie fundamental rights ofhomosexuals.
2. [The] Federal Constitution does not confer [a] fundamental right upon homosexuals to engage

m sodomy. ^
3. There should be peat resistance to expand[ing] [the] substantive reach of tiie due process

clauses of [the] FifBi and Fourteenfli Amendments, particularly of itrequires redefining [a]
cat^ory of rights deemed to be fimdamental.
[The] presumed belief of [a] majority of [tiie] Georgia electorate fliat homosexual sodomy Is
immoral and unacceptable provided a rational basis for Georgia's sodomy statute"
(Emphasis added)

4.

For tiie ComVs majority, (3iief Justice Burger wrote. "To hold tfiat the act ofhomosexual
sodomy is somehow protected as a fundamental right would be to cast aside millennia ofmoral
teactog " The Court also pomted out fliat not all fonns of sexual behavior, even sexual behavior
mdulged mby '̂consenting adults,** are immune from legal regulation or penalty. Incest, adult-diild
sex and prostitution are but a few examples ofbehavior addressed by legal statutes as criminal acts.

Certainly, no extreme leap oflogic is required to conclude tiiat, if ttie United States
a^tutionacwrds no fimdarnental right to engage in homosexual sodomy or flie otiier sexual
TCMviors mentioned, and considers itno abuse of fundamental rights for states to criminalize such
Iwhavior. ^ ffigh Court will not likely permit tiie awarding of protected class status to groups solely
identified by homosexual practices ormere aUeged homosexual desires.
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The Court specifically characterized "fimdamental liberties" under the Constitution "as those
liberties that are deeply rooted in this Nation's history and tradition" ~ which certainly have never
included a "right" to practice homosexuality. And if it is ai^gued that the quality in question when
detenninmg "gayness" is "sexual orientation" (i.e. mere desire, acted or unacted on, to have sex with
persons of the same gender), would it not be manifestly absurd to build an entire new "protected class"
status on nothing more than people's alleged fantasies? (More on this point in Part n of this analysis.)

Gay Extremists' Claim to Protected Class Status
For Shared Sexual Behavior or Desire

Is Based On Unsound Reasoning

Under careful analysis, the notion diat federal, state and local governments should award
ethnic or protected class status on die basis of "diveigent" physical bdiavior or desire alone ~ even if
that behavior or desire is shared by many, even though these individuals find that behavior or
fantasy orientation highly pleasurable and difficult (or impossible) to change - is revealed to be,
as 1984 author George Orwell once wrote, "an idea so preposterous that only an intellectual could
believe it" In fact any tme analysis of this premise must inevitably end in recognition of its
absurdity.

Medical science has failed utteriy to discover a way to determine the "sexual orientation" of an
infant at birth. No joumal or school of medicine has ever reported the discovery of any sort of
"homosexual gene" (See refutation of "innateness" theory of homosexual orientation under Part Two,
Criterion #2 of this paper).

No parenthas ever been able to say, whena <Md is bom, Tve just givenbirth to a hardy
homosexual." No parent looks at a newbom baby and says, "What a lovely lesbian!" No doctor can
tell the parents of a new-bom infant, "You are parentsof a boundng baby bisexual!" These
classifications can only be made much later, and only for certain on the basis of observed behavior.

On grounds this tenuous, why not grant protected status to other sharers of pleasurable
physical behaviors? Whynot protected class status for beer drinkers, who share a pleasurable, though
sometimes dangerous, physical bdiavioi? Or smokers, whose behavior is, m fact, discriminated
against by many who don*t share it? Or food)all fans, who evidence a distinct subculture built around
their sharedspectating behavioi? Or prostitutes, who share the practice of "diveigent" sexualbehavior
for profit? Or anyone merely claiming a desue to engage in tiiese behaviors?

Or, as homosexual authorMarshall Kiri^ has in fact suggested, why not protected class status
for left-handed people? Left-handers* physically innate behavior is discriminated against by neariy
every mechanical device ever invented and in current use.

(A recentiy-released studyin The NewEngland Joumal of Medicine presented statistical
evidence that left-handed individuals live an average of nine years less than right-handed people. Left
handers areforced to endure lifetimes as objects of epithets like "soutiq)aw" and "lefty." "Left-wing"
is a term with highly smister connotations. The word "sinister" itself derives fiom a Latin word for
left-handedness. Left-handed people maywell outnumber homosexuals in our society. Does it follow
that societyshould feel compelled to make left-handers a specially protected class? Or that left
handers should launch a left-handers' liberationmovement?)
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As Dr. David Willis ofCorvallis, Oregon, has obseived, regulating b^vior is the veiy heart
of America's legal system. Even behaviors that arc not illegal are subject to legal sanctions when
engaged in toexcess or in a manner that isdistressing to others. Willis gives as examples abuse of
alcohol, obscene speech, failure topay one's bills, smoking inenclosed public places and even gross
neglect of personal cleanliness.

Even sexual behaviors involving "mutual consent" are subject to society's sanctions. Aprime
example is adulteiy, which, however widely practiced, is generally considered socially undesirable and
detrimental to family stability.

To say that homosexual behavior and the "homosexual rights" agenda should be legally
immune from criticism under "gay rights" laws is, as '^^s concludes, "to subvert the essential nature
ofdvil rights legislation and, indeed to provide 'special rights' for only one type ofbehavior" (July,
1992 newsletter. FirstBaptist Church, Corvallis, Oregon).

Willis' point is underscored bythe realization that gays are not a true minority class, buta
powerful special interest group attempting to advance itsagenda under the cloak ofcivU rights
riietoric.

**111118160688** Alone No CompeUing Reason
To Award Special Protected Class Status

Next, it is absurd tosay that society has no right to withhold special class protection fiom
certain bdiaviors orphenomena even if they are "innate" oroccur frequently innature. Again, flie
Supreme Court's above-dted decision in "Boweis vs. Haidwick" cleariy grants sovereign States the
right to deteimine which bdiaviors itmay proscribe as "immoral" or"unacceptable."

The common-sense reasons for this are obvious. Many "natural" orpossibly "innate"
behaviors ofboth anunals and human beings remain uiq)rotected or strictly controlled by society. The
striking behavior of poisonous snakes is perfectly natural. Do we aigue that "because snakebites are
natural" people ought to welcome and take no steps to protect memselves from venomous vipers?

Some students ofhuman behavior theorize that criminals may be bom with faulty chromosome
stmctures. Various types ofhabitual criminals would seem to logically qualify for special, protected
status under strict "shared bdiavior" criteria. Should we immediately award ethnic status and legal
protection tosociopaths simply because their bdiavior may be the product oftwisted genes? Should
anallegedly inborn propensity to ill temper confer ona bully toe "right" to intimidate and inflict
violence on his neighbors?

Some might conceivably aigue that the cannibalistic bdiavior ofnotorious murderer Jef&^y
Dahmer was somehow genetically in^ired. Simply because such "divergent" behavior may be
"natural" or innate, should society fevor special advantages and protected class status for cannibal-
murderers? AIDS, and other dreaded diseases, arc "natural" phenomena. Does it follow that society
shouldencourage these diseases to proliferate?

Urination and defecation arc obviously natural behaviors, engaged inby all human beings.
Does it follow that in a civilized society, iwblic perfonnance offliese functions, with genitalia
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exposed, should be a protected "civil right"?

All of the above-mentioned innate or "natural" shared behaviors or phenomena have equal
grounds with homosexuality, according to the logic (or illogic) asserted by gay special rights
advocates, to be granted special protected class status. Yet rational people don*t seriously suggest we
grant these behaviors and phenomena ethnic status or special class protection. Thus, would it not be
patently ridiculous to award ethnic status and special privileges solely on ttie unexamined basis of how
some pec^le desire to gratify their "diveigent" sexual appetites?

Relevance of "Behavior/Desire" Argument
To the Special Gay Advantages Issue

Activists seeking special advantages for gayshave recently admitted that "Certainly it is true
that 'homosexual, lesbian, or bisexual orientation* is not equivalent to racial minority status..."
(testimony of gay activist Robin Miller, before the Colorado State Elections/Licensing Committee,
September 19,1991, emphasis added). They also say theyconsider the argument thatdiveigent sexual
behavior or desue doesn't equal ethnicity as "irrelevant" to discussion of the issue.

Not so. First, already-enacted special gay advantage legislation (including a recent Denver
ordinance) clearly identifies gays as a group with status equivalent to ethnicity. OnFebniaiy 11,
1991, tfie Ck)lorado State House Judiciaiy Committee considered an "Ethnic Harassment Bill" which
would cleariy have given gays class status and protections equivalent to those of ethnic groups. The
Ck)mmittiee rejected this proposed legislation precisely because they didnot agree thatgay behavior or
desire offered a legitimate basis forgays* inclusion in a billspecially protecting disadvantaged ethnic
classes. Ignoring gay extremists* diaiges of "bigotiy and homophobia," these legislators cleariy agreed
that behavior or desirealone should not compel the grantingof ethnic-equivalent status.

It is absolutely relevant to recognize that special gay advantage legislation would indeed grant
homosexual bdiavior (ormere desire) equal status withethnicity. Those who can't (or won't)
perceive this are either short-sighted - or simply determined to make the equation a reality without
acknowledging it

Society Must Evaluate Potential Dangers Before
Awarding GaySexual Orientations Special Privileges

Again, we recognize that nothing inour ([Constitution prevents us from awarding special class
status and protection toshared behaviors we perceive tobebeneficial. Religion, gay extremists have
argued, isshared "behavior," not a trae form ofethnicity. Yet our society has ftom the beginning
perceived benefits inprotecting and encouraging flie practice ofreligioa Accordingly, we have
forbidden tbe federal government to establish a state churdi and guaranteed our citizenry the fiee
exercise of religioa

However, the fiee exercise ofreligion is not a dvU right, granted on the basis ofqualification
for special status as a "discrete and insular minority... callmg for more seardiing judicial inquiry [i.e.,
special protection by the courts]." The free exercise ofreligion is an inalienable right, guaranteed
under the First Amendment to the Constitution ofthe United States. Furthennorc, Constitutional
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protection for religion applies to belief, not necessarily behavior. The sincerity of religious beliefs
mustbe demonstrated by behavior consistent with religious tenets espoused, courts have niled. Butno
matter how firmly believed in, some religious practices, such aschild sacrifice, enjoy no protection
under the First Amendment Behavior is simply notan ultimately deciding fector in First Amendment
piotectioa

On the contraiy, society has seen fit to witiihold its blessing and special protection from otiier
shared behaviors ~ murder, theft and fraud, and "sexual ori^itatiohs** like necrophilia, bestiality and
pedophilia. When people act out tiiese behaviors, society reacts witii revulsion and punishment -
because these "orientations" obviously represent a clear and present danger to the physical, mental,
cultural and spiritual health ofthe citizenry. Again citing "Bowers vs. Haidwick," the U.S. Supreme
Couit does regard society's judgment ofbehaviors as "immoral and unacceptable" as providing a
rational basis for maintaining criminal statutes against them.

Protected class status bestowed onhomosexuals as an entire dass would represent the first
awarding of suchstatus based solely on mere allegations of shared behavior or desire - and a
frightening precedent Gay advantages extremists know well that if precedents are established
allowing etiinic status to begranted ontiie basis of alleged shared "divergent" sexual behavior or
desire alone, it logically follows that other groups claiming to share other sexual behaviors will have
the li^nse to leverage that precedent to secure the same status. And their claims would have to be
exmnined on a case-by-case basis - just the kind ofbehavioral analysis gay activists hope toavoid in
their own case. Unless all gays cease behaving homosexually, the known sexual behavior ofgays
does indeed raise serious public health and safety questions. Gay special advantages activists wish to
deny society's right and often compelling dutyto analyze destructive behavior, and refk*aln from
ofTering it special protection as tiie citizenry sees fit But would it not be only prudent and
reasonable for Americans, before granting legal protection to any behavior, to closely examine tiie full
consequences to our people ofsuch action? What follows isa close analysis ofthis kind, informed by
what behavioral science tells us about homosexual behaviors and lifestyles.

A Thorough Health and Safety Analysis Mandatory

Gay extremists and supporters ofspecial gay advantages protest heatedly. Qn fact, gay
activists have admit^ [more to fliis point later] that it is cleariy in their interest to conceal tiie true
nature ofgay behavior.) But are we excused from ^ploying practical, common-sense analysis simply
because anissue is controversial and emotionally diarged? Obviously not

As a basis for theirclaim to special class status andentitiements, homosexuals and lesbians
often assert, "We're just like everyone else." We must question that statement's validity. Are
homosexuality, bisexuality and lesbianism, as gays state in tiieir manifesto, "The 1972 Gay Rights
Platft)nn," "valid, healthy preference[s] and lifestyle[s]... viable alteniative[s] to heterosexuality"?

What kinds ofbehaviors are gay activists asking society to protect? Bdiaviors commonly
practiced by gays which radicaUy deviate from the norm; which are, in some cases, criminal offenses;
behaviors presenting immediate, serious public healtii and safety tiireats to all Americans. What
follow are findings of science and matters ofpublic record which must beconsidered if Americans are
to thoroughly understand what is at stake ingiving special class protection to gays as an entire class.
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Homosexuals and the Young

Society has agreed that ethnic status and special protections should not be awarded to child
molesters. Child molestation is regarded in every State as a criminal offense. Yet it's common
knowledge that homosexuals are notorious practitioners of sex with minors. The Gay Report (Summit
Books, 1979, p. 275), a survey of gay attitudes and behaviorby Jay and Young, two homosexual
researchers, revealed that 73% of homosexuals surveyed had at some time had sex with boys 16-19
years of age or younger. 23% admitted to having sex with boys 16 years of age or younger when
they themselves were 20 years of age or older.

J.C. Coleman, in Abnomial Psychology and Modem Life (1964) lists eariy homosexual
experience as the main cause of homosexuality. His finding was that more than 50% of adult
homosexuals had been seduced by older homosexuals before the age of 14. Masters and Johnson
describe the process of establishing "homophile orientation" in Human Sexual Inadequacy (Little,
Brown and Company, Boston, 1970, p. 180) as follows:

"In most cases, homophile interests developed in the early to midteens... There was no history
of overt heterosexual experience prior to homophile orientatioa Recruitment usually was
accomplished by an oldermale, frequenUy in his twenties, but occasionally men in their
thirties were the initiators. When the homosexual commitment was terminated, in most
instances, the relationship was broken by the elder partner. With termination, the teenager
was left with the concept that whether or not he continued as an active homosexual, he
would always be homophile-oriented" (Emphasis added).

In a national random survey of 4,340 adults, 96% of heterosexual males and 97% of normal
females reported that their first sexual experience was heterosexual. 85% of homosexuals and 29% of
lesbians reported their first sexual experience as bisexual or homosexual (Nebraska Medical Journal."
August, 1985).

A survey in The British Joumal of Sexual Medicine (April, 1987) reported the mean age of
homosexuals* first sexual encounters with other males as 15 years and one month. Homosexuals are,
statistically, about 18 times more likely to engage in sexual practices with minors than heterosexuals.
Crime statistics reveal that about 31% of children younger than 13 who claim to have been molested
by men were homosexually assaulted ("Child Molestation and Homosexuality," Institute for the
Scientific Investigation of Sexuality, 1987). (See also Psychological Reports. 1986, #58, pp. 327-337,
which reveals that homosexuals, [while representing perhaps 2% of tiie population], perpetrate more
than 1/3 of all reported child molestations.)

A nationwide investigation of child molestation in the Boy Scouts of America (see Insight
magazine, June 17,1991) reported 1,151 complaints by Boy Scouts of abuse by Scout leaders in the
past 19 years, in all 50 States and tiie District of Columbia. This makes, the article stated, "sex abuse
more common in Scouting than accidental deaths and serious injuries... In that time, at least 416 men
have been arrested or banned from Scouting for molesting boys in their care." The Boy Scouts have
spent literally millions of dollars in litigation related to this abuse.

In an official statement, issued during the North American Man-Boy Love Association
(NAMBLA) 1992 Annual Conference, reported in The NAMBLA Bulletin (September, 1992, p. 6), we
read:
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"NAMBLA calls on the Boy Scouts of America to cease its discrimination againstopenly gay
and lesbian persons in the appointment of its scout masters and scouters and in its
membership. This will permitscouts to be exposed to a variety of life-styles and will permit
more of tihose individuals who genuinely wish to serve boys to do so."

In an internal memo of which this writer has a copy, leaders of the Washington, D.C., chapter
of the militant gay activist group "Queer Nation" offer members these recommendations: "Ask for a
public meeting with your local United Waychapter to demand that they defund the Boy Scouts. Take
the mediaand apply to become a scout leader. Take the media andmeet withlocalscouttroops.
Hnd out if the Scouts recruit at school and ask the school board to throw themout Boy Scouts of
America says it will not comply with tiie demands of homosexuals."

Patlar Magazine: Voice of Lesbian/Gav America (October 1991, p. 32) contains ^s quote:
"Our £riends advised us diat M has beenselected for tihe National Giris Initiative, where young
lesbians between the ages of nine and fifteen will be photographed. This event will take place
sometime in 1992."

Lester Kiri^dall and Dr. Roger Ubby, authorities in the sex education establishment
commented, in The Journal of Sex Education and Therapy. Spring/Sunmier 1985 ("Sex Education in
the Rituie"): "Sex education of the future willprobe sexual e3q)ression with same sex partners; and
ev^ across... g^rational lines."

Knowing that between 1/4 and 1/3of diild molestations involve man-boy contact, gay
extremists are now conveniently attempting to daim that male molesteis of boys should not be
considered homosexuals. However, a recent Canadian study of male child molesters revealed the
following: (1) 30%of Uie offenders studied admitted to having engaged in homosexual acts widi
adults; (2) 91% of molesteisof non-familial boys admitted to no lifetime sexual contactother than
homosexual, ie., flieir sexual orioitation was cleariy homosexual (Marshall, WX., et al, "Eariy onset
and deviantsexuality in duld molesters," Joumal of Interpersonal Violence. 1991, 6, 323-336).

Among homosexual activists di^selves, a heated debate rages overwhether die gay
community should include among their ranks homosexuals who have sex withthe young. In a typical
editorial favoring inclusion appearing recently in theBav Area Reporter. (Ffeb. 13,1992, p. 6) one
Bradley Rose said:"... What is a pedophile? A pedophile is not a r^ist or a murderer, or a devil, but
a person who loves... As a gaydiild, I would have welcomed sexual relations with males, of adult age
as well as my own... Gay liberation is stuck in backwaters as long as gay children are denied their
sexuality and as long as parents are allowed to pushtheir gay diildren into the roles of hetero adults...
Most of the heteros just don't know how to give gay-a£Qnning support to theirdiildren (the gay ones
as well as the non-gay ones). Let's give them a hand." Similariy, supportfor "homosexual men who
love boys" is found hi a recent San Frandsco Sentinel editorial. In fact, the editorial states that "the
love betwe^ men and boys is at the foundation of homosexuality" ("No Place for Homo-
Homoi^otna," March 26,1992).

David Thorstad, a founding member of both the North American Man/Boy Love Assodation
and former president of the Gay Activist Alliance of New York wrote several years ago: "The issue
of man/boy lovehas mtersected thegaymovement since the latenineteenth centuiy..." But,Thorstad
complained, pedophilia is being sweptunder the rag by the gay advantages movement, which "seeks
to sanitize the image of homosexuality to facilitate its entrance mto the social mainstream" ("Man/Boy
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Love and the American Gay Movement," Jomnal of Homosexualitv. 20, 1990, pp. 251-252). Eailier,
Thorstad said: "I think that pederasty should be given [society's] stamp of approval. I ttiink it's true
that boy-lovers are much better for Aeir children than the parents are, and, at a minimum, it's
something that doesn't haim the boy at air (Colorado Springs Gazette Telegraph. January 14,1983,
pg. E-9).

Dr. Judith Reisman, President of The Institute for Media Education, has released a not-yet-
published study entitled A Content Analvsis of The Advocate Fthe national gav "slick" equivalent to
"Time" and "Newsweek"] 1972-1991 speaking to this issue. The Advocate is generally recognized as
a "mainstream" publication in the gay subculture. Reisman argues persuasively that The Advocate
closely reflects national "gayculture" andgay "community values." A recent Advocate poll reported
the average annual income of its reisers as about $62,000 (see Part11 of ttiis analysis for more on gay
income). Among Reisman's findings: "'Boys,* 'chicken* [acommon homosexual term for underage
young sexual partners] and 'teens* are solicited and displayed sexually in THE ADVOCATE. Man-
boy sex is encouraged by prevailing 'gay* cultural values. Finding: 10-20% of ADVOCATE ads
sexually solicited boys/teens within a larger poolof 58% prostitution ads. Up to 23% of sex
customers wanted 'hairless* or smoothbodieswhile 38% used youthcues ('boys,' 'youth,' 'son') to
recruit boy lovers" (p. 18, used by special pemiission).

Reisman contmued: "Claims of asexual interest in boys for adoption andyouth counseling (Big
Brothers, Scouts, school sex counselor) are not supported by THE ADVOCATE On the
contrary, the evidence reveals a repeated pattern from 1972 to 1991 of man-boy sex and 'boy lovers*
as a prevailing cultural gay/ADVOCATE value. Roughly 10-20% ofads since 1972 both blatantly
and (post-1988) subtly, have solicited childAeen boy aitr^m^.. [Thus] for fiilly 19years (July
1972-July 1991) THE ADVOCATE has incited its readers into sexwifli 'boy lovers* iiRing American
youths when legally possible and foreign you^ when necessaiy. Ads forThird Worid trips often are
accompanied by images of what could be seen as 'boylovers.* Some aigue tiiat these repeated ads
confirmthe need to aggressively recruitboys into gay life" (Ibid, p. 18).

Prominent in national news lately has been theso-called "Rainbow Curriculum" proposed for
implementation in New York City public schools. Featured in that curriculum are several books,
recommended for reading by 1stand 2nd graders, entitled Heather Has Two Mommies, Daddy*s
Roommate and Gloria Goes to Gay Pride. All three books depict homosexual "families" as nonnal,
hai^y arrangements, and give the impression that any typeof sexual conduct is fine and
commendable, so long as "love" is present These books are rapidly entering children*s sections of
libraries across America.

Researcher Peter LaBaibera remari^ aboutthe publi^er of thesebooks:

"These and other books intended to condition diildren to accept homosexuality are produced
by a publishing house that caters to adults who want to have sex with children... Alyson
Publications produces and distributes a variety ofhomosexual literature, fiom gay travel guides
to manuals on me methods ofsadomasochistic sex, to erotic lesbian novels, generating $1
million mannual sales. Alyson is regarded as the top independent gay publisher inthe United
States.

"piiis] line of pro-homosexual children's books, called the Alyson Wonderiand series, is
aimed primarily atchildren between the ages oftwo and eight, with an emphasis on firet-
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graders. The series was originally intended for children ofhomosexual parents, but flie
publishing house also says that the books are for *kids who on television, inmovies and in
their other books, never see the full range ofchoices that are open to them, and to others.'
Alyson says its books are also for *kids who themselves may later decide they are gay'
(Alvson Wonderiand Book Caialopuft. 1992-1993. p. 28). The intent of the books is to
condition children to accept homosexuality as normal and wholesome.

jMyson's 'other* books oriented toward children are quite different They promote children
as objects ofsexual pleasure, advise how to have sex wifli children without getting caught,
provide locations around the world where child prostitutes can be had, and listclubs
pedophiles can join such as the North American Man-Boy Love Association (NAMBLA).

"Titles include an intellectual aigument for man-boy sex called Pedophilia: The Radical Case
Another is Macho Sluts (edited by publisher Sasha Alyson), erotic fiction containing
homosexual torture ofachild. In one scene aprotagonist lesbian mother peifoims
sadomasochistic sex onher young daughter, whipping the girl until she bleeds.

"One of Alyson's ^Uest ventures was The Age Taboo, published in 1981... An anthology of
mostly pro-pedophile views, [it] maintains that *man/boy love' isadvil rights issue, and
rejects the 'child molester* label. Oiildhood innocence is derided as anew social phenomenon
that rq)resses children's alleged sexual desires; the book aigues that children can be seduced
(and diildren can seduce adults): consensual homosexual sex with children is therefore noimal;
and the relationship is wholesome as long as Move' is involved.

"The book also aigues for a stniggle against 'ageism* - a term for age discrimination now in
vogue among the poHtically coirecL As in the abortion debate, proponents aigue that people -
• inlhis case children - 'must have the right to control the use oftheir own bodies.* One
contributor says that 'The scare against kiddie-pom was used - and continues to be used today
~ to blunt and turn back the movement toprovide children with the infonnation and
oppoitumties to make informed choices about theirlives and their bodies.'

"...r/ic Age Taboo urges that small children be taught at an eariy age to be comfortable with
homosexuality; this is the agenda behind Daddy's Roommate, Heather Has Two Mommies and
Alyson's other children's books. The New Yoric Qty Boaid ofEducation and odier advocates
aipeth^ the books arc necessaiy to promote 'tolerance' of people who arc different Alyson
thinks differently; they arc needed to cultivate the next generation of homosexuals. The Age
T^oo states, 'the best way to encourage [a child to make asexual] choice is by encouragmg
different attitudes to sex. "A healthier attitude would make iteasier for the child to speak up
without feeling embarrassed about it*"

...Oflier Alyson titles are aimed directly at teens to hel^ them accept and give in to
homosexual feelings, and to join the gay activist movement.. Sasha Alyson, who owns the
publishing company and writes and edits much of the material, said in an interview wi&
LAMBDA REPORT that he thinks parents will not care that the same company that publishes
p^homosexual children's books also publishes pro-pedophile worics. *These are veiy
different books for different audiences,* he said. As achild outgrows one generation of books,
Alyson has a set for the next age bracket The Alyson Wonderland series is for diildrcn; as
children grow and become sexually aware they can read Alyson's more explicit line of books
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for adolescents, followed by hard-core material.

"...A survey of Alyson Publications' materials leads one to conclude that it institutionally
supports sexual acts which society temis child molestation. In fact, Alyson's most prolific and
oft-published author, homosexual advice columnist Pat Califia, declares that opponents of
pedophiliaare the enemy. She aigues in The Age Taboo, *Boy-lovers and the lesbians who
have young lovers... are not child molesters. The child abusers are priests, teachers, therapists,
cops and parents who force theirstale morality onto the young people in theircustody*"
("Man/Boy Love and the Lesbian/Gay Movement," The Age Taboo: Gav Males. Sexuality.
Power and Consent. Boston and London: Alyson Publications/Gay Men*s Press, 1981, p. 10).

("Who publishes those pro-gay kids' books?" Lambda Retx?rt. edited by Peter LaBarijera, Febniaiy
1993, pp. 1-3)

Self-identified lesbian Donna Minkowitz has written in an eariy 1993 The Advocate column
(entitled "Recruit, recruit, recniit!") about views she expressed on a recent T.V. talk show regarding
"children, sexual choices and the reasons we need pro-gay curricula in our public schools":

"I amincreasingly impatient with theoldchesmut that ourmovement forpublic acceptance
has not increased and will not increase the number of gay men and women in existence.
'There are more ofus than there used to be,* historian John D*Emilio has written. Fimily
believing this, I wanted to goon&eshow to aigue themorality of teaching kids that gay is
OK even if it means that some will join our ranks."

It ^ould come asnosurprise, then, that gay extremist manifestos such as "The 1972 Gay
Ri^ Platfomi" have consistently called upon govenmients to (1) "Repeal all state laws prohibiting
private sexual acts involving consenting persons [not consenting adults]," and for(2) "Repeal of all
laws governing the age ofsexual consent" (In 1991, under considerable lobbying pressure by, among
others, homosexual activists and dieir liberal supporters, the State of New Jersey significantly lowered

. the ageof consent in laws relating to sexual behavior within its sovereignty.)

Supporters of protected class status for gays infer that homosexuals are less of a threat to the
innocence of the young than heterosexuals, because ''heterosexuals commit a majority ofchild
molestations." However, since heterosexuals make upneariy 98% of society, it would be
extraordinarily suiprising if they did not commit a majority of child molestations. What is
extraoidinaiy is the amount ofchild molestation committed by homosexuals relative to gays* presence
in the general populatioa Gays extremists bristle at references to infonnation like the above.
Sometimes they infer that they have changed their ways. However, we are aware of, and gay activists
offer, no persuasive evidence that this is the case.

Homosexuals and Sexually Transmitted Diseases

Surely society should think twice about awarding protected class status to or specially
protecting the behavior of its most persistent and diange-resistant communicators of sexually
transmitted diseases (STDs). Yet ^cial gay advantage legislation would grant just such status and
protection to homosexual behavior, which results in extraordinaiy levels ofvirulent, sexually
transmitted disease.
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Public health records demonstrate that homosexuals, who represent peihaps 2% of America's
population, suffer upwards of 80% of several of America's mostserious sexually transmitted diseases -
- afflictions acquired directly through sexual behavior gay activists are asking Americans to legally
endorse and specially protect Public health statistics reveal beyond question that incidence among
homosexuals of diseases like gononhea, syphilis, hepatitis A and B, cytomegalovims, amoebic bowel
disease and heipes far exceeds theirpresence in the general populatioa

Hepatitis C. a recently discovered variant, was evidenced in 7% of gays, versus 1% of
heterosexuals under treatment at a London, England, clinic. 48% of gays, butonly 8% of "straights"
suffered from hepatitis B; 31% of gays and only 1% of heterosexuals were AIDS-infected (British
Medical Journal. 1991, 302:1299-1302).

Male homosexuals are 14times more likely to have had syphilis than heterosexuals. Eight
times morelikely to have hadhepatitis A or B. Hundreds of times more likely to have had oral
infection by STDs through penile contact Thousands of times more likely to have AIDS (Jaffe and
Keewhan, et al., "National Case-Control Studyof Kaposi*s Sarcoma, etc. in Homosexual Men; Part 1,
Epidemiologic Results," Annals of Internal Medicine. 1983,99 (2), pp. 145-157).

(Lesbians show similar patterns of high venereal disease incidence relative to the general
population. Compared witti heterosexual females, lesbians are 19 times more likely to have had
syphilis. Twice as likelyto havehad genital warts. Four times as likely to havehad scabies. Seven
times more likely to have had infection from vaginal contact 29 times more likely to have had oral
infection from vaginal contact And 12 times more likely to have had anoral infection from penile
contact ["Medical Aspects of Homosexuality," Institute for ttie Scientific Investigation ofSexuality,
1985; Jaffe and Keewhan, et aL, op. dt]. See infoimation onlesbian promiscuity, this report, p. 30.)

After passage ofspedal gay advantage laws in San Francisco, the dty saw a sharp increase in
venereal diseases - upto22times the national average. By 1979, approximately 80% of flie 75,000
people who visited SanFrancisco venereal disease clinics were homosexuals ("San Erandsco
Exantiner," April 23,1979).

In 1983, Denver, Colorado's, Sexually Transmitted Disease Clinic reported homosexual men
responsible for neariy 41% of the clinic's gononhea cases ("Fear of AIDS and gonorrfiea rate in
homosexual men," FJ<I. Judson, Lancet 1983; 2:159-169). Earlier, the same clinic reported that
homosexual menaccounted for about 30% of its STD caseload (Sehna K. Dritz, letter in Joumal of the
AmericanMedical Association. 1977; 24:51).

In anApril 21, 1976, article inThe Advocate, homosexual author Randy Shilts stated the
following: That one-half ofAmerica's ^hilis carriers are gay. That gays are five times more likely
tohave syphilis tiian straights. Shilts estimated tiiat 150,000 gay men atfliat time were syphilitic.
That [using Kinsey's dubious 10% ofpeculation figure for gay pres«ice in American society] Shilts's
estimate was that a gay man would "contract gononhea" eveiy 30 seconds oftiiat year.

Dr. Judith Reisman (in a previously-mentioned as-yet-ui^ublished study), comments ina
footnote on Shilts's article: "As ttie ten perc^ *gay' population [figure, in Reisman's opinion] was
exaggerated 8-fold, it is possible that throat gononeah was contracted about eveiy three seconds that
year. ShUts pointed out tiiat 'Gay VD woricers' documented 45% ofWashington syphilis carrieis and
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95% of all earners in Hawaii as gay. Only halfof male gonorrhea is penile - *40 percent shows up
in the anus with another 10-14 percent in the throat'... Penile gononhea, he warned, can cause anhritis,
testicleand prostateinfections, withsyphilis causing blindness, insanity, death. Other VDs are r^idly
transmitted, says THE ADVOCATE, through kissing and even through *use of the same towel* (Ibid,
p. 63).

The U.S. Centers for Disease Control recently reported that 29% of Denver hepatitis A cases,
50% of San Francisco cases, 56% of Toronto, Canada cases, 66% of New York cases, 42% of
Montreal cases, and 26% of Melbourne, Australia, cases in ttie first six months of 1991 were among
gays ("CDC Hepatitis A among homosexual men ~ United States, Canada, and Australia," MMWR.
1992:41:155-64,12).

AIDS: Transmitted by Homosexual Behavior, Not ''Straight** Bigotry

While, of course, all homosexuals do not suffer from AIDS, homosexual behavior is far and
away the most frequent means by which tbis always fatal disease is transmitted in America. Medical
science has asceitained that anal receptive sex and otiier body-substance and fluid exchanges
commonly practiced by homosexuals are biologically among tiie most efficient metfiods of transmitting
AIDS.

Sudi practices include fisting (fully inserting one*s fist into a partner's rectum); oral-anal sex
and tfie ingestion of urine and feces (an exhaustive study published in "TheNew England Journal of
Medidne," 1980, 302, indicated that homosexuals ingest, on the average, die fecal material of 23
different men each year); and of course, oral-genital sex, whichhas recently been indicted in several
cases of AIDS.

Recent research demonstrates diat the AIDSvims can be carried in saliva, and is concehrably
transferable by such activities as "soul kissmg" ("AIDS fiom a deep kiss: *Very low risk'", USA
Today, pg. 1, Fri.- Sun., June 21-23,1991).

AIDStransmission is also s^parently possible accident ttuoughintrusive suigeiy and dental
treatment In a recent, much-publicized case, Kimberiy Beigalis, a 22-year-old Florida woman who
had never participated m what is considered as high-risk activity, contracted HIV infection while
having teeth removed by a bisexual dentist

The Boston Herald (August 19,1991) reports a nurse at Brigiham aiul Women's Hospital being
AIDS-and liq>atitis B-infected whena convict underher treatment vomited on her hands. By law,
she was not allowed to be told of the convict's infections in advance.

Researdiers believe it is possible for HIV infection to be passed from patient to patient in
medical or dental procedures, through inadequately sterilized instmments. The American Medical and
Dental Associations have very recently authorized special lengthy sterilization precautions necessitating
the purdiase by physicians anddentists of double quantities of instiuments, to facilitate patient
treatmentat normal speeds - at a cost that will doubdess be passed on to patients.
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The AMA and ADA have also called for HIV-mfected medical/dental personnel to either
infonn their patients orstop perfonning invasive medical and dental procedures. Recently, flie U.S.
Centers forDisease Control have drafted guidelines suggesting identification of AIDS-infected health
careworkers who fail to meet standards of infection control or whose stamina or mental makes
them unfit to practice.

According to studies reported inThe New Yoik Times (October 8. 1989), in New Yoik, N.Y.,
and Miami, Fla., areas where HTV infection is prevalent, one percent ofminors 15 and 16 years old
are infected. In U.S. areas where the vims is rare, only one child in 330 this age is infected.

On October 15th. 1990, the Colorado Department of Health, Tom Vemon, Director, issued
data that implicates homosexual behavior in approximately 85% of the 1.500 AIDS cases reported in
Colorado as offlie end ofSeptember. 1990. 85.2% ofthese cases have occurred inflie Metropolitan
Denver area alone.

The U.S. Anny has estimated the average cost oftreating a single AIDS-infected patient from
timeof mfecaon through death from symptomatic AIDS at about $250,000. It is estimated that the
total impact of AIDS-related illness will costAmerica as a whole at least $60 billion in 1991 alone.
Cumulative medical costs ofAIDS treamient could exceed $1.5 trillion within ten yeais. Insurance
industry estimates range as high as $50 billion for AIDS-related claims during the •90s. No cure for
AIDS is in sight

Proponents ofspecial gay advantage legislation try to make **anti-honiosexual bigotry"
the scapegoat for the spread of AIDS. But, though we recognize the intense grief and anxiety the
AIDS epidemic has brought to homosexuals, the undeniable fact is that what has contributed most to
the ^read of AIDS in America is the persistently dangerous sexual behavior of homosexuals
themselves.

One stody demonstrates fliat 6,349 Americans who contracted AIDS ftom contaminated blood
as of1992 received this fiom homosexuals. Most women in California who contracted AIDS through
heterosexual activity were infected by bisexual men (Chu. et al.. "AIDS inbisexual men in the U.S.,"
American Journal of Public Health. 1992:82:220-24).

Gay special advantage advocates complain (and lobby) constantly because "not enough money
isbemg spend on AIDS research." An Associated Press article ("Sickness and Politics." June 7.1992)
reported: "Since 1982. when the federal government spent $5 million on it. the waron AIDS has
grown to consume $2 billion infederal research, prevention and treatmem programs. That's the same
as the govemmern q)ends on cancer, a disease fliat will kill 22 times more people this year."

Ina related AP article ("Politicizing budgets could be dangerous, health experts say." June 7.
1992) we read: "For every American who dies ofAIDS, the federal govemmern spends about $79,000
to stop the disease. For everyone who dies ofstroke, it spends $600... 'With aU those squeaky wheels
[referring to AIDS activists, mostly homosexual] how much will be left over for the problems of
groups toat are not (lobbying)?* ~ University of California's Dr. Robert Wachter."
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Gays and "Safe Sex"

Some special gay advantage supporters argue that we need no longer be concerned about the
prevalence of homosexually transmitted diseases because of the effects of what some call "safe sex"
education programs and practices. Medical authorities disagree widely as to whether "safe sex" - use
of condoms to preventexchange of body fluids ~ is a truly effective means of disease protection.
Condoms have a highfailure rate, especially when aggravated by vigorous sexual activity, such as
certain practices homosexuals commonly engage in.

As Richard Smith, a specialist in AIDS and Sexually Ttansmitted Disease withover 20 years*
experience in public health, testified not long agobefore the Burlington County, NewJersey, Board of
Freeholders, "supplying condoms to persons at risk for ADDS is not only risky firom a legal standpoint,
but also 'bad public health.* He notes that the federal Food and Drug Administration allows one out
of every 250 condoms to have a pinhole. Factor in failure from improper ^pping and storage and
improper use, he said, and relying on a condom to protect against a lethal disease becomes a matter of
•Russian roulette*" ("Critic wins point as condom giveaway is barred," The Sundav Star-Ledger. April
14,1991, Section 1, p. 52, emphasis added).

In o&er testimony, before a New Jersey State Department of Health AIDS Public Hearing, on
November 14,1990, Smith pointed out that, in fact, one popularcondomin question...

"... has never beentested in vivo,meaning, under the actual conditions when particle transfer
will take place, which is at the moment of ejaculation. This is equivalent to testing
effectiveness of brakes, forexample at 30midi and then proclaiming their safety at 90mph.
Latex is heat, cold, light and pressure sensitive and adversely affected by humidity, ozone and
air pollution as well as the mere passage of time-deterioratioa I have seen evidence... that
condoms are rarely transported in compliance with federal regulations subjecting them to
intense heat and cold.

"Such conditions, as well asthe interent nature of latex tostretch unevenly, dramatically
increases the permeability of themembrane, and so infection is now possible without it
breaking. Themoment this will happen is unpredictable because it is random. Furthermore,
quality control is conducted on a random basis testing only 144 condoms out of each lot of
1000. Furthermore, HIV is three times smaller than herpes, 60 times smaller than the
spiiodiete that causes syphilis and 450 times smallerthan sperm. It is also a virus which is
incurable and fatal" (emphasis added).

(On July 27,1991, the AMA ordered recall of all lambskin condoms because these do not
prevent transmission ofviral organisms. Only robber orlatex condoms will be regaided as "safe" by
the AMA ~ and these have tested with dangerous failure rates as well. One wonders how many
pe(q)le have been HTV-infected while practicing what they thought was "safe sex.") In the wake of
"safe sex" promotion following the recent discovery that basketball star Magic Johnson has contracted
flie HIV vinis, colunmist Joseph Sobranwrote:

"Only a few years ago liberals were arguing for legal abortion ongrounds that condoms are
unreliable in preventing pregnancy; now we are supposed to believe that condoms cancontain
a lethal virus. As my friend Tom Bethel observes, fighting AIDS with condoms is like
fighting lung cancer with filter tips. If any oflier product were to fail so frequently, putting the
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user so much at risk, Ralph Nader would be calling press conferences to demand that the
federal government clamp down on the whole industry. The goal of the safe-sexers is not to
save lives, but to save tiie sexual revolution."

Not suiprisingly, recent smdies indicate that even thoroughly "safe sex" educated homosexuals
tend, after a few months of practicing "safe sex", to revert to fomier unhealthy practices, often because
"safe sex" simply isn*t as pleasurable as their customaiy behavior.

Nor do "safe sex" considerations seem to curb the promiscuity of homosexuals. In a study of
the sexual behaviorof 1034 San Francisco homosexual men between June, 1984 and Januaiy, 1985, it
was determined that, even after several years of community-wide "safe sex" education, nearly 20% had
over 50 sexual contacts in the two years prior to the study. This calculates to more than one new
partner every two weeks for two fUll years. Dr. W. Winkelstein, authorof the study, wrote:

"The findings reported here, along with the other reports ... support the inference that
sexual transmission of HIV infection in homosexual/bisexual men in San Francisco,
during the current AIDS epidemic, has largely been a fiinctlon of the numbers of
sexual contacts and the practice of receptive anal/genital contact among them"
(Winkelstein, W., "Sexual Practices and Risk of Infection by the Human
Inmmnodefidency Vims," The San Francisco Men's Health Study, JAMA. 16 Januaiy,
1987, Vol 257, #3, p. 323, emphasis added).

A studyby McKusick, et al., of 655 San Francisco gays("AIDS and sexual behaviorreported
by gay men in San Francisco", American Joumal of Public Health. December, 1985, 75,493-496)
r^rted that "knowledge of health guidelines was quite high, but this knowledge had no relation to
sexual behavior." Only 24% of McKusidc*s sample claimed to have be^ "monogamous" during the
past year. And of this 24%, 5% drank urine, 7% engaged in sex involving insertion of a fist in their
rectums, 33% ingested feces, 53% swallowed semen and 59% received semen in ttieir rectums in the
month just previous to the survey. McC^usick's report gei^rated shaip criticism of these gay
behaviors in medical circles. WhenMcKusick reported this criticism to gays surveyed, gays
responded by saying that..

"... the recommendation that gay men limit tiiemselves to committed monogamy was discussed
and found to lack creativity... and to reflect the simple insensitivity of an outsider
i^proaching the gay worid. Altiiough most of our subjects [McKusick continued] have
expressed a desire for more primaiy partnering in response to AIDS, there has been no
significant increase in these bonds during the [three year] period of our investigation"
(Letters to the Editor. American Joumal of Public Health. December, 1985, 75,1449-1450,
emphasis added).

"In Pittsbuigh a study of 503 homosexual and bisexual menrevealed tiiat though they had a
veiy high rate of knowledge where so-called 'safe sex* practices wereconcerned, they did littie to
mo^ their behavior. In fact, thou^ 91 percent recognized that sex was the highest risk
behavior and 90 percent knew that condoms reduce the spread of AIDS, 65 percent had engaged in
anal intercourse witiiin the past six months, andof those 62 percent *never* or 'hardly ever* used
condoms. Sixtyfour percentsaid tiie sameof theirpartners. Seventy two percent said they had
engaged in sexual intercourse withmultiple (2-100) partners during the last six months and 24 percent
reported that half or more of their partners were anonymous.
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"The conclusions of the leseaicters: *Their under-utilization [ofcondoms] is probably not
related to deficits in knowledge* (Ronald O. Valdiseni, et al., HI International Conference on AIDS:
Abstracts Volume p. 213).

"An NIH study of 4,955 homosexual and bisexual males revealed that over half were still
practicing receptive anal sex. And more than two thirds of them did not use condoms.

"Whilethe study did report some claims of reduction in risky behavior, the authors concluded
that 'further reductions were cleariy warranted.* (Robin Fox, eL al., HI International Conference on
AIDS: Abstracts Volume p. 213)

(Above as reported in Exposing die AIDS Scandal. Paul Cameron, Ph,D., Huntington House, 1988, pp.
93-94, emph^is added.)

In a Time magazine. July 2,1990, article, "ALosing Battle With AIDS," a survey of San
Francisco homosexuals between the ages of 18and 25 reported that 46% of those polled admitted
having engaged in anal intercoursewithout a condomduring the past month. Hiis article echoes
a San Francisco Departmentof Health survey of homosexual men, released in June, 1991:

o Neariy 43% of young homosexual men ages 17-19 were currently engaging in condom-
unprotected anal intercourse.

o So were 24.7% of 20-22-year-olds, and 29.9% of 23-25-year-olds.

Eveiy young man surveyed knew about AIDS andwhat constitutes high-risk behavior. Asked
why they didn*t usecondoms, some admitted to being under the influence of dnigs or alcohol at the
time theypracticed unprotected sex. Others saiddiey were "too much in love" to care, or that their
partners "looked healthy."

Researchers at the 1990 Intemational Conference on AIDS reported that, though die
percentages ofhomosexuals practicing "safe sex" had risen in the previous four years, and high-risk
behavior overall had dropped ...

o Homosexual and bisexual men under age 30 were twice as likely to engage inunprotected anal
sex as older men.

0 Halfof black homosexual men continued to engage in anal intercourse without a condom.

o In smaller U.S. cities where the full bnmt ofAIDS has not yet hit, homosexual men practice
unsafe sex at rates asmuch as three times higher than in laiger, uiban areas.

o 19% of homosexual and bisexual men who practiced "safe sex" reported relapsing to unsafe
behaviorover a four-year period.

Researchers also concluded that "simply being infomied about the AIDS virus does not make
people any more likely topractice safe sex" (above findings as reported in The Wadiingtnn Pnsf
Sunday, June 24,1990). Other 1990 International AIDS Conference studies presented evidence that-
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40% of homosexual men relapsed into unsafe sexual behavior overa 16-month study
period (St. Lawrence, J., et al., University of Mississippi, Jackson, Mississippi,
Abstract F.C 725).

"Why are young men engaging in high rates of unsafe sex? ..." Their chief reason?
"Greater enjoyment" (Hays, B., et. al., University of Califomia at San Francisco,
Abstract F.C 722).

"Continued use of multiple recreational dmgs including *poppers* (volatile nitrites) is
related to continued high risk sexual behavior in a cohort of homosexual men"
(Ostrow, D.. et al.. University of Michigan, Ann Artwr, AbstractF.C. 726).

120HTV-infected homosexual mencompleted an anonymous questionnaire up to nine
months afterbecoming aware of theirHIV-positive status. Over half of the sexually-
activesamplereported they did not tell their new partners of their HIV infection
(Brown, S.. et al., Westminster Hospital, London,Bigland, Abstract S.C. 652).

In 1978,1% of gay blood tested in San Francisco tested positive for AIDS. By 1980,25%
tested positive for AIDS. By 1984, following expenditure of millionsof tax dollars to "educate the
gaycommunity," 65% of gays tested evidenced HIV infection ("Moibidity and Mortality Weekly
Rqwrt," U.S. Centers for IMsease Control, July 13,1984; Perlman, D., "2 AIDS 'viruses* may be the
same," San Francisco Chronicle. July 13,1984).

Incidentally, in its April, 1991, issue (p. 12) Quest a Denver magazine for homosexuals,
reported survey findings that, among Denver homosexuals, condom use during anal-receptive sexhad
faUen fiom 42.7% in 1989to 36.5% in 1990. "Even more alamiing," the article states, "22.4%... said
they sometimes did notusecondoms during anal intercourse." 67.3% admitted notalways "or
usually" usmg condoms during oral sex.

In a more recem Denver Quest article ("The Untimely Return to Unsafe Sex," by Brent
Hartinger, Qctober, 1992, pg. 19, we read the following startling admissions:

"The news is in... regarding levels of unsafe sexual behavior among gaymen, and it doesn't
look good. A 1991 survey of gay men in 16 U.S. cities found tiiat 31 percent had unprotected
anal sexduring a two-month period, sometimes even witti HIV-positive partners. Lastyear,
cases of Hepatitis A, an indicator of unsafe behavior, jumped asmuch as 42 percent in New
Yoric City, and similar increases were reported in D^ver, San Francisco, Canada and
Australia.

"Most gay menhave made major changes in theirsexual activity as a result of AIDS, but as
the epidemic enters its seccmd deca(te, a significant number of men seem to be returning to
older, decidedly unsafe practices, or arebeing less careful about less risky, but still dangerous
ones. And de^ite new educational campaigns geared directiy to lesbians, safer sex between
women may be mfrequentiy practiced at best

"Teople aregetting sickand tired of hearing about safe sex,* says a 28-year-old gay man who
asked that his name notbeused. Teople are still dying, and [some gay men] are thinking that
there hasn't been an end to this for ten years, and tfiey'rc sick of waiting, sick of playing it
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safe and going to all the trouble of using that stupid robber. So they say, "Oh well, just skip
if*

"'It^s still considered a taboo subject to talk publicly about unsafe sex,* he says, *but
eveiyone*s doing it*

"...According to the MACS [Multi-Center AIDS Covert] study, the risk of infection in gay
men drops in the late twenties, to about a 1 percent chance each year at age 30 and beyond.
But given cuirent standardsof sexual safety, by the time he turns fifty, the study found that an
average 20-year-old gay man has at least a 50 percent chance of becoming HIV infected.
And since the men participating in the study were highly motivated ~ educated about safer
sex, willing to get tested and fill out detailed questionnaires regularly ~ the real rate of
infection may be even hi^er than that

"...Says Ben Factory, a 31-year-old bisexual and a national coordinator for Bi-Net USA, a
national bisexual oiganization based in Washington, DC, *I felt that by 1986, we were really
starting to do well in changing behaviors. [But now] there*s some sense of fatalistic
inevitability [in the gay conmiunity]. People say, "Either1*11 get it or I won*t. and Fm just
not going to botherabout it".... I am propositioned for unsafe sex less fiequently [by bisexual
men] than by either gay men or strai^t women. Vm astounded by the amount of unsafe
sexual behavior [in these two groups].* Still, he concedes, there are probably plenty of closet
bi men who are sexually unsafe.

"Amonglesbians, the level of unsafe sex may be even higher. Holly Mulcahey, ownerof It*s
Mv Pleasure, a feminist novelty shop in Portland, Oregon, says, 'There is a fair amount of
educatioa.. and discussion about safer sex,* and that some of the lesbians she knows who are
not in long-temi, monogamous relationships practice safer sex regulariy.*

"Mulcaheyknows what researchers have known for years: that lesbians are at risk. know
several lesbians who are HIV-positive and/or have AIDS,* she says. 'As those statistics start
to increase, that*s going to make us realize that we*re as susceptible as anybody.*

"..3ut the most pressing problem for AIDS educators is the slipping standardsof safety
among gay men, who still comprise this country*s largest numbers of AIDS cases and HIV
infections. 'The condom inthe *80s was kind of a fad,* [AIDS "educator" Ryan] Black says.
•People who*d never used condoms before used them asa sexual aid, and now they*rc gettmg
kind of tired of it because it*s boring. It*sextra trouble.*

"...All researchers agree that oral sex ismuch less risky than anal sex, and may beeven safer
than anal sex with a condom. But several recent studies have proven that oral sex, even prior
toejaculation, iscapable oftransmitting HTV. Among gay men, however, miprotected oral
sex is the accepted norm, inpart because ofdisagreement among AIDS educators and lax
norms in thegay community. 'I don*t know anyone who would use a condom for oral sex,'
Black says. *Iwouldn*t*

"According to Bob Wood [Medical Director ofthe AIDS Prevention Project inSeattie], if
every gay man switched fix)m anal to oral sex, new infections among gay men would almost
completely stop. 'If they could then switch fiom oral uiq)rotected to oral protected, then we*d
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probably have the problem solved,' he says, pausing before adding, 'but I doubt we'll get
that'

"...In an age when we know how HTV is transmitted, any new infection is frustrating since
viitually all these infections are easily preventable. Safer sex could slow or almostcompletely
stop the spread of HIV. But, if recent trends are any indication, counting on this doesn't seem
like a sure bet" (Emphasis added)

Recently, the AmericanJournal of Public Health (October, 1991) reported a study of 138
mostly homosexual and bisexual HIV-positive men, 45% of whom remained sexually active after
learning flieu* HTV status. Of tiiose who continued to have sex 52% did not inform their sexual
partners of their positive HTV status. Fuithennore, the study concluded that die greater the number
of sexual partners the subjects had, the less likely die subjects were to admit positive HTV status to
their sexual partners.

^ On March 9, 1992, the Associated Press reported:

"ATLANTA - Federal health officials last week reported outbreaks of hepatitis A among
^ homosexual men, who have nothistorically been at high riskfor the vu^ liverdisease.

Researchers with the U.S. Centers for Disease Control said they fear the outi>reaks in several
cities could signal a resuigence of unsafe sex...

"Hepatitis A enters die body orally, through lapses in hygiene that result in contact with fecal
matter, such as in day-care centers or homes with children in diq)ers. But some fonns of anal
sex also could cause similar contammation, the CDC said.

"In Denver, 24 cases of hepatitis A were reported among gay or bisexual men in the first half
of last year, up from the typical incidence of zero to three cases. There is no treatment for
viral h^atitis, which can cause fever, lediaigy and pain. Some patients may be ill only
briefly, but others can be ill for months; death or chronic complication is rare."

("Rise in hepatitis A cases concernsofficials," Colorado Springs Gazette Telegraph, pg. D-2)

Homosexual authors Marshall Kiric and Hunter Madsen, in their book. After the Ball
(Doubleday, New Yoric, 1989, pp. 299-300) review such facts and comment:

"None of this is to say that the gay community has made no changes m its sex
practices. But sweeping as sudi dianges may be, don't kid yourself: a very sizeable
proportion of gay men continue to show such callous disregard - and we think it's
monstrous."

Despite Their Behavior, Gay Activists Demand Recognition as **Normal"

Nevertheless, gays loudly demand that society regard them as "just like everyone else." And
tiiat society recognize and protect dieir behavior with no questions asked as a "normal, if divergent,
lifestyle." Recently, the gay activist headof a Denverhomosexual coalition clauned opponents of
special gay advantage legislation "failedto distinguish between sexual orientationand sexual
deviance." Webster's Third International Dictionaiy defines "todeviate" as "to turn aside, especially
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fiom anestablished way." Studies of homosexual behavior cleaily demonstrate radical deviance from
society's norms.

AIDS research released in 1982 by the U.S. Centers for Disease Control reported that the
typical homosexual interviewed claimed to have had over 500 different sexual partners in a lifetime.
Considered by themselves, flie AIDS victuns in this study averaged more than 1.100 lifetime sexual
partners. (A psychologist we have interviewed tells ofcounseling a homosexual clergyman who
claimed more than 900 sexual partners to date.) Some homosexuals have reported as many as 20,000
sexual partners in one lifetime.

Inperh^ the most thorough study ofhomosexual bdiavior ever undertaken, published by the
Kinsey Institute inBell and Weinberg*s book Homosexualities. AStudv ofDiversitv Among Men and
Women (New York, Simon and Schuster, 1978, pp. 308-309) weleam that:

o 43% of white male homosexuals estimated they had sex with 500 or more different partners.
75% had 100 or more. 28% (the largest subcategoiy) reported more than 1,000partners,

o 79% said more than half their partners were strangers.
o 70% said more than half flieir sexualpartners were men with whom they had sex only once.

A study of San Frandsco homosexuals published in"Psychology Today," (February, 1981)
revealed that 28% of homosexuals surveyed had engaged in sodomy with more than 1,000 partners.
An additional 70% had more than 50 partners.

In the May 28,1986, issue of InStep. a Madison, Wisconsin gay tabloid. Dr. Will Handy, an
admitted homosexual, and former Co-(3iairof that State's Governor's Council on Lesbian and Gay
Issues, detailing his objections to "contact tracing" for HIV-positive people, was quoted as follows:

"(jontact tracing hasnotproved very effective among gay men, even forthose diseases
(syphilis and gononhea) whidi are, in a sense, 'designed' for it In the three weeks incubation
period for syphilis, tfie average gay man will have three sexual partners to report Wisconsin's
HTLV-m contact tracing proposal calls for the tracing of partners back to 1980: that suggests
quite a large pool of people to contact for each positive test given to a gay/bisexual man. But
the reality is that manyof those contacts would have been anonymous or so casual that
memories of names, addresses, and dates would be long lost. The Division of Health can't
trace my partners if I can't recall who they were."

In medical literature's only study reporting on homosexuals ^o kept sexual "diaries," (Corey,
L., and Hohnes, K.K., "Sexual transmission of hepatitis A in homosexual men," New England Journal
of Medicine. 1980, 302:435-438), the number of annual sexual partners was nearly 100. The diaries
also r^rted the average gay as, per year:

Fellating 106differentmen and swallowing 50 of their seminal ejaculations.

Admitthig 72 penile penetrations of the anus.

7% were infected widi hepatitis A and 10% contracted hepatitis B during a six-month period
of the study alone.
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A 1992 study has reported that the proportion of London, England, gays who engage in
"limming" Oabial-anal stimulation) had not declined since 1984 (Elford, J., et. al., "Kaposi*s sarcoma
and insertive rimming," Lancet. 1992:339:938.27).

(Ingestion of feces has recently been implicated in the transmission of an especially virulent
form of cancer [Beral, V., et al., "Risk of Kaposi*s sarcoma and sexual practices associated with
faecal contact in homosexual or bisexual men with AIDS," Lancet, 1992:339:632-35.28]. The first
documented case of salivaiy AIDS transmission by "rimming" [oral-anal sexual stimulation] has been
reported in Genitourinary Medicine. 1992;68;254-257).

Studies reported by A.P. Bell, M.S. Weinberg and S,K. Hammersmith in the book Sexual
Preference (Bloomington, Indiana University Press, 1981) indicated that only 3% of homosexuals had
fewer than 10 lifetime sexual partners. Only about 2% could be classified as either monogamous or
semi-monogamous.

Not lhat "monogamy" can be said to have traditional meaning in gay circles. Studies indicate
that "monogamy" for homosexuals lasts from between 9 to 60 months (Gebhard, P.H., and Johnson,
A.B., The Kinsev Data. Sanders, 1979; Bell, Weinbeig and Hammersmith, Sexual Preference, op. cit;
"The Psychology of Homosexuality," Institute for ihe Scientific Investigationof Sexuality, 1984).

Weinbeig and Williams reported two-thirds of 1,117 homosexuals they surveyed answered
"no" when asked whether they or their present sexual partner were currently "...limiting your sexual
relationships primarily to each other." Only a third of homosexuals surveyed claimed they had "ever"
been involved in such a mutually exclusive relationship.

(Hunter and Madsen, in After the Ball, op. cit, pg. 330, admit: "... the cheating ratio of
^manied* gay males, given enough time, approaches 100% ... Many gay lovers, bowing to the
inevitable, agree to an *openrelationship,* for which there are as many sets of ground rules as there
are couples.")

A 1984 study by the American Psychological Association's Ethics Conmiittee, reported in
USA Todav (November 21,1984), indicated that fear of AIDS had lowered homosexuals' promiscuity
rate from 70 different partners a year in 1982 to 50 partners per year by 1984. Even at this "safe sex"
rate, a homosexual from ages 18-30 would still total over 600 sexual partners.

In a letter to the editor of the American Journal of Public Health (December, 1985, 75, pp.
11449-1450), Dr. Hunter Handsfield, Director of Seattle, Washington's Sexually Transmitted Disease
Control Program, noted that, in the face of the AIDS epidemic, these changes in behavior are "almost
ludicrous."

A recent, large-scale study of sexuality among Roman Catholic priests (presented to the 98th
Annual Convention of the American Psychological Association, August, 1990, by A.W. Richard Sipe)
reported that approximately 6-8% of heterosexual priests were sexually active. But approximately
50% of homosexually-oriented priests were sexually active.

Gay&f claim to normality is also undercut by studies regarding the sexual behavior of the U.S.
population as a whole. A University of Chicago survey (Adult Sexual Behavior in 1989: Number of
Partners. Frequency andRisk, presented to the American Association for the Advancement of Science,
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Febniaiy, 1990, published 1990 by NORC, University of Qiicago) concluded that the estimated
number of lifetime sexual partners smce age 18 for the U.S. population as a whole is 7.15 (only 8.67
for those who never marry).

Isolated interview studies since 1987 suggest that homosexuals may have lowered the number
of tiieir sexual contacts to around 10 per year. Even a reduction of this magnitude would mean
homosexuals have more sexual partners in a year than the average American has in a lifetime.

Positivelv Aware, a gay "AIDS"joumal, reports in the Summer 1992 issue on a study of gay
behavior headed by Robert Stempel of San Francisco General Hospital and issued at the Eighth
International Conference on AIDS. SempeKs findings from 1981-1991 include:

"... Mean number of sexual partners decreased from 80 [annually] before 1984 to 12 in 1988,
but increased to 22 by 1991. Mean number of receptive anal intercourse partners decreased
from 36 to 2 in 1989, but mcreased to 4 in 1991.

"Insertive oral intercourse declined to 86% by 1988, but rose to 90% by 1990. Receptive
oral intercourse declined from 96% before 1984 to 79% in 1984, but rose to 85% by 1991.
Celibacy increased from 1% to 18%; monogamy increased from 6% (1981) to 24% (1988),
and then decreased to 19% in 1991... Since the beginning of the study, ^mpel said,
'increases in sexual risk-taking appear to be on the rise agaui since 1988, after a period of
maiked decline"' (pg. 21).

Evidence also exists that levels of lesbian promiscuity are high - correlating with previously-
mentioned high disease-incidence statistics among lesbians. Jay and Young's Gav Report [op.cit., pg.
5] revealed 38% of lesbians surveyed had between 11 and more than 300 lifetime sexual partners - far
beyond the norm for heterosexual women. In Homosexualities, op. cit. Bell and Weinbeig reported
that 41% of white lesbians admitted to having between 10 and 500 sexual partners.

Homosexual Behavior DifTerent in Kind as WeU as Frequency

Deviance in homosexual behavior is not only a matter of fiequency, but of kind practiced. For
example, one-third of homosexuals and one-eighth of lesbians admit to practicing sadomasochism
(hurting or being hurt as a part of achieving sexual pleasure). This is a rate at least 600% greater than
heterosexual males and 400% more than claimed by heterosexual females ("Murder, Violence and
Homosexuality," Institute for the Scientific Investigation of Sexuality, 1987; cf. Gebhard, P.H., and
Johnsoa A.B., The Kinsev Data. Sanders, 1979).

Similarly, one-fourth of homosexual males and 8% of lesbians admit to engaging in "water
sports" (urinating onsexual partners); again, rates over 450% higher than for heterosexuals (op. cit.
paragraph preceding).

OutFront a Denver, Colorado, gay newspaper published (in its September 27,1991 issue) an
article entitled "About Water Sports," by a writer identified as "The Leathersex Faiiy," which we
exceipt (severely edited here for propriety's sake):

"Unattractive as some people find it, p— is hot stuff to a lot of guys. Even so, watersports is
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one of those things, one of those words even that embarrasses people. Why? What is so
embarrassing about wanting to see, play in, drink, or be 'humiliated* with p— in a subculture
thataccepts all kinds of variations on oral sex, rimming, and bootlicking without hesitation?
^Oppressive potty training?* Maybe. But, whatever causes the discomfort around watersports
as a topic of conversation seems to evaporate like p— on hot concrete the moment the curtains
are drawn and the lights are down...

**The fact is that just about eveiy boy I have been with in the past 15 years or so was either
actively seeking p— orreadily willing to take it, one way oranother... What other people call
waste water, is only considered a waste by some of us if it is discarded beforeit is shared. P~
can be a reward: 'You can*t have my p— till you prove you deserve it\.. It can bea challenge
given to establish or test relative degrees of dominance and submission: 'Yes, here and now, in
thebar, in front of your pals, p— in your faded jeans and let the p— collect in your boots.* It
can be, on step lurtiier in the same direction, intentional humiliation: 'Now that we are sure
your ftiends are watching, getdown and beg me to p— on you. If you do it well, I may even
p— on your face.'"

Surely, articles like these (typical of fare in gay-catering imblications) reflect neither "nomial"
sexual behavior or a "normal" mindset The program brochure of the "13th National Gay and Lesbian
Health Conference." scheduled forJuly 24-28. 1991. includes a woikshop entitled "Normalizing S/M
[sado-masodiism]: A Non-DSMOIR Af^roach." We quote from its description (p. 18):

"Tliis woricshop is anattempt to explore sAn as a normal sexual identity, despite the
DSMiuk (the American Psychiatric Association's listof psychological disorders]
assessment of it as a psychosexual disorder." (emphasis added)

Ina study previously refeired toof "gay values" as reflected in 19 years* issues of the gay
"slick" magazine. The Advocate. Dr. Judith Reisman found that "'Gay-on-gay violence* is instigated
inTHE ADVOCATE as 'S&M*'spanking,* 'slaves wanted* etc. - and is largely endorsed by the
prevailing 'gay* cultural values. Finding: roughly 13-22% of ADVOCATE sex ads solicited or
promised brutality, humiliation, 'gay-on-gay bashing' or other forms of sexual injury (Ibid., p.

^ 33).

Reisman comments:

"Hie 'straight* worid had long rejected the idea that brotality held a legitimate place in sexual
relations between men and women. Therefore, the nation [has] responded positively when
homosexual advocates called for 'hate crime legislation* to punish 'gay-bashing.* It seemed
fairto those outside the homosexual culture that gays likened 'gay-bashing* to Jewish and
black fears of religious and racial bmtality.

"However, an examination of ADVOCATE sex ads found sexual violence solicited in roughly
13-22% of ADVOCATE 'Personal* ads biweekly from July 1972 to July 1991. Moreover,
much of the solicitation takes the fomi of illegal ads forprostitution, further complicating the
nature of the violence...

"Inan interview [personal interview with Reisman, Ffebmaiy 23.1986] onserial rape-muider,
Robert 0. Heck, chief police investigator of the Office of Juvenile Justice and Delinquency
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Prcvcntioii, U.S. Department of Justice, pointed out that many such [gay sex crime] victims
have beenminors, usually young boys" (Ibid, p. 33).

Reisman further observes:

"On the evidence, neither blacks nor Jews solicit personal violence. Neither The Jewish News
nor Jet nor Ebonv, etc., can be shown to have printed ads soliciting beatings and msults from
Jews, blacks or other interested parties. Areasonable question is, can one compare ^lal and
leUfiious violence - with its chronicle of lynching, mutilations and cross-burnings of Jews and
blades - to apeople who publicly soUcit violence roughly 500 times per gay magazine per
month annually?

"On the other hand, there is no record nor any complaint cjpiessed in THE ADVOCATE
recaiding gay males who hann young boys during the S&M rituals to which the children are
on record as subjected. TOs view of boys as objects for men*s sexual violence is ^ m&echad pornography and chUd prostitution culmre. Some number of gays being bashed wUl
have to be men who are enga^g in conduct which got out of hand. Or. die *hate cnme may
be OTtr^ent July 16,1991. the AD OF THE ISSUE:

"•Cietting Airested TURNS ME ON!11...Activist nookie is for me! I dig those multiple bod
pierdngs, that animal odor of old leather jackets...and cool tattoos. Fve been arrested five
times and eadi time I get an erection when I think about t^g the streets shoulder to
dioulder with some buzz-cut wairior/stud. Apolitical disco-wimps and body-doU gym blow
ups can go to the concentration camps..J have aHUGE EAGER ROD for the ri^ heU-raiser.
Fix or no answer!..'

" Gays rarely report gay-on-gay torture, harassment, rape, even S&M gang rape, known to be
fai'riy ivmimnii among boys and men are picked up at bars and who go to the hranes of

for sBx. Hk aigument has been that to rqwit gay-on-gay assault risks rejection and
fiirflier abuse by the gay conunuiUty."

(Ibid, pp. 34-36)

One wonders, indeed, how many "gay-bashings" and "hate crimes" are in fact the product of
gay-cm-gay atoise convenienay blamed on "straights" to help promote sympathy for gay extremists that
might lead to granting gays special, protected class status.

An article inOuest, Denver's gay tabloid CA Look at Gay and Lesbian Domestic Violence,"
May 1992, p. 13), reported:

"Relationship abuse is, unfortunately, alive and well within our lesbian and gay community.

"FACT: Every night in Denver another gay or lesbian get [sic] beaten by their loverMate
spouse/roommate every 30 minutes.

"FACT: Only 1in50 ofthese beatings are reported to intervenmg autiiorities (police/hospital
shelters), and only 1 in20 are ever revealed to other possible helpers (landlords/family/ftiends).
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"FACT: Domestic violence is still a closeted issuein Denver'sgay and lesbian communities.
It seems tbat the taboo against it is not as strong as the taboo to talk against it."

The Preliminaiy Program of the 13thNational Lesbian and GayHealth Conference, which
took place July 24-28,1991, in New Orleans, lists no less than 27 woikshops dealing witfi such topics
as child abuse, substance abuse, sadomasodiism and gay "domestic violence."

Again, gays sometimes infer that some of the above-cited studies and findings are "outdated,"
or "do not reflect a representative sample." Gays infer thatthey have radically changed their sexual
behavior and drastically reduced their promiscuity and altered their sexual behavior. Again, we are
unaware of, and gays fail to supply, any persuasive evidence to support this inference.

Fallacy of the Beard

Attempting to shore up their claim to "normality," gayextremists aigue fliat: (1)Wildly
promiscuous heterosexuals also exist (2) The range of 'lionnality" is vast

Their aigument is known in logic as the "fallacy of the beard." It's like insisting that the face
of a man whose morning ^ve hasmissed onewhisker is just as hairy as the face of a manwith a
iiill beaid. No reason^le personcan equate tiiepromiscuity levelsor disease incidence statistics of
the homosexual population withthose of the general population.

Homosexual **10%** of Population Numbers and **Normality Status** Doubtful

Several recent studies call into serious question the 1948 Kinsey research figures often quoted
by homosexuals to suggest a 10% homosexual presence in the general population

In their book, Kinsev, Sex and Fraud. (Lochinvar-Huntington House pub., 1990) Reisman and
Eidiel point out that Kinsey's data base was cleariy skewed by his choice to include a high percentage
of prison inmates and known sex offenders. Convicted criminals comprised a fiiU 25% ofKinsey*s
male sample, though they made upless than 1% of the total U.S. population. Both practice
homosexual bdiavior much more ftequentiy than individuals in thegeneral population (More to this
point later.)

Tom W. Smitii'smuch more recent, previously citedstudyAdult Sexual Behavior in 1989:
Numbers of Partners^ Frequencv and Risk, conducted among a full probability sample of the adult U.S.
household population, reported tiiat "Overall... less than 1% [of tiie study population] has been
exclusively homosexual."

Jefftey Vitale, President of Overiooked Opinions, a Chicago-based maricet research finn which
"is compiling the results of an ongoing national survey of a panel of about 20,000 homosexuals"
estimates that "even inCalifornia and New Yoik, two well-known [gay] havens, tiie gay population is
less than 8percent" (American Maricetplace. "Gay Community Looks for Stren^ in 'Numbers,*" Vol.
12,No. 14, July 4.1991, p. 131).

Recent national surveys of about 10,000 subjects conducted by tiie National Center for Health
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Statistics and the U.S. Centers for Disease Control report less than 3%of men as saying they have had
sex with anotherman "at some time since 1977, even one time ("AIDS Knowledge and Attitudes for
Januaiy-March, 1990, Provisional DataFrom the National Health Interview Survey," Deborah Dawson;
Joseph E. Htti and Marcie Cynamon, op. cit for April-June, 1990; Pamela F. Adams and Ann M.
Haidy, op. cit for July-September, 1990, in Advance Data. #s 193,195,198, National Center for Health
Statistics, Centers for Disease Control, Public Health Service, U.S. Department of Healthand Human
Services, p. 11 in all three documents).

The September 2, 1992, Dallas Morning Times ^g. 4C) reported on a "University of Chicago
studyaimed to be the most significant smdy [on American sexuality] since Mr. Kinsey*s" and a related
study by the National Opinion ResearchCenter. The findings:

"...An estimated 3 percent of thepopulation claimed at least one act of homosexual sexduring
1991. Over the respondents' lifetime. 4.5 percent claim some such sex... The final conclusions
fix)m the University of Chicago's study may confirm a figure far lower than Mr. Kinsey's.
They may also show that American sexual behavior is quite conservative. The mean number
of sexual partners overan individual's lifetime is probably around six or seven" ("Study of
U.S. sex habits may contain surprises").

Science magazine, July 3, 1992, reports a veiy recent French study that found only 4.1% of
men and 2.6% of women said they'd had homosexual intercourse at least once in their lives. Only
1.1% of men and 0.3% of women said they'd hadhomosexual intercourse in tte past 12 months (as
reported in "Homosexual figures grossly exaggerated," AFA Journal. September, 1992, pg. 9).

Likewise highly suspect and tainted is the homosexual community's vaunted "normality
status," gained in 1973, when theAmerican Psychiatric Association removed homosexuality from its
DSMn listing of psychological disorders.

The 60% of APA members voting in favor of this decision did so under enormous intimidating
pressure, the result of constantdisruptive and confiontational tactics by homosexual activists. Ronald
Bayer, a gay extremist sympathizer, described the situation at that time as follows:

"There was a shift in the role ofdemonstrations [by gay activists] fiom a form of expression
to a tactic of disruptiort In this regard, gay activists mirrored the passage of a confixMitation
politics that had become the cutting edge ofradical and antiwar student groups. The purpose
ofthe protest was no longer to make public a point ofview, but rather to halt unacceptable
activities. With ideology seen asaninstrument ofdomination, the traditional willingness
to tolerate the views of one's opponents was discarded" (Homosexuality and Amftriran
Psychiatry; The Politics of Diagnosis. New Yoric, 1981, p.98-99, emphasis added).

Fbrthennore, only about 25% ofAPA members voted on the proposed change. In late 1977,
68% ofAmerican Medical Association psychiatrists responding to an anonymous poll still viewed
homosexuality as a pathological adaptation as opposed to anormal variation (reported in "Hope for
Homosexuality," Free Congress Foundation, 1988, p. 53).

As Dr. Joseph Nicolosi wrote in the Febraary, 1989, issue ofThe California Psvcholn^st.
"Many members of our profession still privately express the opinion that homosexual development is
not nonnal. The 1973 APA ruling did not resolve the issue ~ itsimply silenced 80 years of
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psychoanalytic observation."

(Employing similar "brownshirt" tactics, gay "AIDS activists" have also gained controlling
influence with the AIDS medical research establishment A recently published book, The Fragile
Coalition: Scientists. Activists and AIDS. Robert M Wachter, M.D., St Martin's Press, New York,
1991, documents how gay activists adiieved this control.)

Gay activists repeat the 10% figure with broken-record frequency because they know it is key
to their efforts to advancing their political agenda. Activist Bruce Voeller said in a recent book:

"I campaigned with Gay groups and in the media across the country for the Kinsey-based
[10%] finding ttiat *We are everywhere.* This slogan became a National Gay Task Force
leitmotif. And the issues derived from the implicaticHis of the Kinsey data became key parts
of the national political, educational and legislative programs during my years at New York's
Gay Activist Alliance and the National Gay Ta^ Fbrce. And after years of our educating
those who inform the public and make its laws, the concq)t that 10 percent of the population
is gay has become generally accepted *fact* While some reminding always seems necessary,
the 10 percent figure is legiilariy utilized by sdiolars, by the press, and in govetnmem
statistics. As with so many pieces of knowledge and myth, repeated telling made it so ~
incredible as the notion was to the worid when the Kinsey group first put forth its data or
decades later when the Gay Movement pressed that data into public consciousness" ("Some
Uses and Abuses of the Kinsey Scale," Bruce Voeller, Homosexuality. Heterosexualitv:
Concepts of Sexual Orientation. The Kinsey Institute Series, June Machover Reinisch, ed.,
Oxford University Press, 1990, p. 35, emphasis added).

In a recent article. The New American reported: "Eversmce the Alfi:ed Kinsey study,
homosexual activists have been insistingtiiat they represent about ten percent of the the total
population. This notion, based on faulty science, has beengenerally accepted as fact by the popular
culture. Even Nemweek discovered this discrepancy in a recentissue, reporting that 'ideology, not
sound science, has perpetuated a 1-in-lO myth. In tiie nearly half century since Kinsey, no survey has
come close to duplicating his findings,' Patrick Rogers wrote in the February 15th issue. *Most recent
studiesplace gays and lesbians at somewhere between 1 and 6 percent of the populatiotL' "Thestory
also iqwrted tiiat somehomosexual activists now admit that they exploited the inflated Kinsey figures
for political reasons. *We used that figure when mostgaypeople were oitirely hidden to try to create
an impression of our numerousness,' saysTom Stoddard, former member of the Lambda Legal
Defense Fund [a sort of gay A(XU]'" ("The Homosexual Numbers," March22,1993, p. 37).

An even more rec^ major national survey of male sexualbdiavior concluded that "Nearly
one-fourth of American men under40 havehad 20 or moresexual partners during their lifetimes, and
only 2 percent ever engaged in homosexual behavior... A team of researchers from the Battelle
Human Afiairs Research Centers in Seattle published a series of reports on their studyin &e Mardi-
April [1993] issue of Family Planning Perq)ectives, the magazuie of the Alan Guttmadier Institute.

"...Only 2.3 percent of the menreported any homosexual activity in the past 10 years, and
just 1.1 percent said they had engaged in exslusively homosexual sex. That is far less than
the 10 percent figure attributed to the landmark Kinsey report fiom 1948" CHomosexual
activity lowerfeanbelieved, study shows," Colorado Springs Gazette Telegraph. April 15,
1993, p. A-13, emphasis added).
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Gay extremists respond to revelations about the extremity of their bdiavior and smallness of
their numbers by saying "it is a repressive society diat drivesgays to compulsive and dangerous sexual
behavior.** I.e., because society does not support conmiitted homosexual relationships, homosexuals
are "forced" into tbe counterculture of bars, bathhouses and other "cruising" places. This asseition
doesn't stand up to analysis. Fifty or 60 years ago, society almost universallycondemned heterosexual
pre- and extramarital sex. Yet no such incredible levels of heterosexual promiscuity were in evidence.

Today, in cities like New Yoik City, San Francisco, and Laguna Beach, California, where male
homosexual relationships are most accepted and legally protected, the level of promiscuity remains
enonnously high relative to the general population. Thesecities also retain the highest levelsof AIDS
cases and the highest levels of sexually transmitted disease infection in the homosexual conmiunity.

Gay extremists occasionally cite low gay disease incidence statistics in isolated conservative
communities as proofthat such a thing exists as "healthy homosexuality." But closeanalysis reveals
the figures presented prove no suchthing. First, the statistics presented arenever accompanied by
exact tallies of these communities* gay populations. Fuitheimore, gays admit that many of their
number are still "in the closet" and unaccounted for. Some diseased individuals claiming to be
"straight" may well be "closet gays." Therefore, these apparently "favorable findings" are statistically
meaningless.

Thoughhomosexual authors Hunter Madsen and Marshall Kiik also laigely blame society for
rampant gay STDs, they admit in their book. After die Ball (op.cit, pp. 47,48): "There is more
promiscuityamong gays (or at least among gay men) than amongstraights... Correspondingly, the
snail trail of promiscuity - sexually transmitted disease - also occurs among gay men at a rate five to
ten times higlier than average."

Studies of homosexual (andhighly promiscuous heterosexual) behavior, and of frequent users
of pornography, strongly suggest that sexual license does not assuage sexual appetite - but rather
increases both appetite and fiequency of bdiavior. Gay activists at times compare statistics aboutdie
behavior of other, legitimate ethnic groups, in an attempt to link themselves witii these groups as
another "oppressedclass." Colorado lesbian gay activist Robin Miller has written: "Could health
statistics be used to 'prove* tiiatblackpeople are *bad?* Blacks have 28 percent of tiie AIDS cases
but constitute only 12 percent of the population... The syphilis rate among blacks is five times that for
whites... Anyone claiming tiiat blacks are *bad* because of this would be rightfully censured for r^ist
prejudice... " (Colorado Springs GazetteTelegraph. July 28,1991, pg. B-10).

Weanswer Ms. Miller*s comparison of blacks and gays is false. Thebehavior, good or bad,
or sexual fantasizing, of black people does not define then* claim to minority status. A black person is
identifiable from birth asblack, before he or she ever manifests good or bad behavior orexperiences
sexual fantasies. Gays, however, are defined, by Ms. Miller's own admission (op. cit, this study, pg.
3)solely byorientation/behavior. Thus, the potential impact on society ofgiving gays special status
is notonly an appropriate, buta critical issue in any debate about giving protected class status to
"gayness."

Miller*s "argument" raises another questioiL Would any rational person suggest that society
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excuse the dangerous behavior of any minority group simply because it is a minority? Should
dangerousbdiavior be legitimized or protectedsimplybecause it is indulged in by minority groups,
legitimate or illegitimate?

This is the very kind of iiialionality gays are asking us to endorse —that we legitimize and
specially protect gay behavior, however dangerous, behavior which is gays* only demonstrable claim
to minority status, without analyzing its impact on society. Again, America's people would be
utteriy lemiss to do so.

Gays Want Information About Their Behavior Concealed

Gay extremists don*t want this kind of information publicized. Homosexual writers Marshall
Kiric and Erastes Pill admitted as much in their 1987 Guide magazine article, ''The Oveihauling of
Straight America," which outlines media and public relations strategies for winning protected class
status for homosexuals (also in Kiik*s previously-mentioned After the Ball):

"In the early stages of any campaign to reach straight America, the masses should not
be exposed to homosexud behavior itself, [emphasis the authors*] Instead, the
imageiy of sex should be downplayed and gay rights should be reduced to an
abstract soda! question as much as possible, [em^diasis added] First let the camel
get his nose inside the tent ~ and only later his unsightly deirierel"

So, homosexual extremists accuse opponents who reveal sudi infonnation of bigotiy, vert)al
abuse or "gay bashing." But facts do not hate. They simply are. And society would be hi^y
irresponsible not to take tiiese facts into accountbefore we considergrantuighomosexual behavior
special ethnic status and class protection.

Why, one might well ask, if homosexuality tnily possesses qualities of ethnicity, has this not
been self-evident to all civilizations throughout history? Only now, in our permissive era, have some
in our society seen fit to even tolerate the brazen claim of homosexuals to edmic status.

Dare society give special protection to the behavior of or consider nonnal highlypromiscuous
individuals whose actions may exposemillions of sexual partners ~ and innocent contactees including
children ~ to a host of highly communicable, even incurable, diseases? Dare we ignorethe potential
impact of such bdiavior in sensitive occupations like health care, diild care and food care? We think
not.

Numerous diseases most fiequently sufferedby homosexuals, including hepatitis A and B, are
easily transmittable by the kind of hand-to-mouth contactcommon in these occupations. As
previously mentioned, AIDS transmission, both ftom health care woikers to patients, and from patients
to healtti care woikers (then possibly to other patients), is increasingly becoming a public issue.

AIDS sufferers have recently been ^own to be incubating virulent new strains of tuberculosis
tiiat are practically incurable, in addition to other new variations of disease easily transmissible through
incidentalcontact (Dooley, S.W., et al., "Nosocomial transmission of tuberculosis in a ho^ital unit for
mv-infected patients," Journal of the American Medical Association. 1992:267:2632-35, 25).
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Some argue that the incidence of AIDS (and other disease) transmission in such settings is too
low to beofgreat concent TTiey continue toaigue against mandatory testing ofeither caregivers or
patients. We beg to differ. Are we to regaid protecting the license to practice dangerous, deviant sex
as more important than life itself? Is not life too precious to sacrificed on the altar of a handlul of
people's perilous sexuality? Surely, even one life lost by specially protecting irresponsible behavior is
too many!

According to the Colorado Department of Health, 1.9% of the state's AIDS sufferere did not
acquire thedisease through high-risk behavior. Some health authorities believe that by the mid-1990s,
it will be difficult for sick persons in America to get hospital beds because ofovercrowding by AIDS-
infected homosexuals. Some authorities also believe that, under special gay advantage legislation,
payments to homosexual AIDS patients may threaten to drain Social Security's trust fund for retirees.
Should society be unconcemed about tiie plight of these guiltless victims?

Others have argued that behavior-bome diseases (like AIDS) can't be controlled by
government, so it is government's chief role to protect the "civil rights" of sufferers of diseases like
AIDS. We beg to differ. Is it not also the government's role toprotect the general population from
the consequences of the "diveigent" behavior of a few?

When research demonstrated that cigarette smoking banned non-smoking people, national
campaigns were launched against smoking, and smokers' "rigihts" began to be severely limited in oider
to protect non-smokers fiom the effects of "passive smoking." Should Americans suddenly embrace
the idea that taxpayers should pay the medical costs of smokers who reliise toquit smoking and
consequently develop lung cancel? AIDS-infected homosexual extremists are vigorously (and
sometimes violently) pressing society to "pay the tab" for their iiresponsible behavior, by making
taxpayers, through state and federal governments, pay for the medical care of AIDS sufferers.

Surely, society cannot heedlessly overtook die deadly consequences ofunhealthy gay behavior
and give special preference to those who unrelentingly practice it Issociety "blaming ttie victim"
when it expresses concern over the consequences ofhomosexuals' heedless sexual license? Is it not
society's right and duty to protect Itself against the impact ofthis behavior - by at least not granting
that behavior protected dass status and special advantages?

"Gayness" —A **Healthy, If Divergent Lifestyle*'?

Is homosexuality "a healthy, ifdiveigent, lifestyle"? Not only is the sexual behavior of gays
and lesbians deviant fiom tiie norm, it is well documented that homosexuals and lesbians exhibit drug
and alcohol abuse far in excess of tiie general population.

For instance, neariy 31% ofhomosexual men participating ina survey of700 homosexual and
lesbian San Francisco residents reported using drugs or alcohol at dangerous or addictive levels,
according to tiie San Francisco Lesbian and Gay Substance Abuse Planning Group (which
commissioned the survey). About 18% oflesbians surveyed reported dangerous or addictive use of
drugs or alcohol. Substance abuse of botii homosexuals and lesbians surveyed were far higher tiian
substance abuse rates ofheterosexual men and women, according to tiie survey group OTie Advocate
[a gaynational magazine], Dec. 3,1991).
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FamilyResearch Institute founder Dr. Paul Cameron has compiled compelling evidence that
homosexuality is anything buthealthy. (Gay activists £requently attempt to discredit Cameron, citing
Cameron^s laigely gay activist-engineered breach with flie American Psychological Association. It
seems Cameron refused to stop publishing unflattering information about gay behavior - an "offense"
which gay activistshad pressured the APA into making an "ethicsviolatioa" Gay activistsgn^
their teeth at many of Cameron's findings, but have yet to successfullyrefute his research.)

In his study The Homosexual Life-Soan. Cameron compared 4,153 homosexual or lesbian
obituaries iirom 10 homosexual journals with a random sample of obituaries fiom uiban i^wspapers.
(We've recently learned that Cameron's smdysample now totalsmore than 4,8(X), with no significant
change in results.) He concluded (suidy pg. 1):

"[The urt>an newspaper obituaries] were very similar to national averages for longevity: the
medianage of death of mairied men was 75, 80% died old (65 or older); the median age for
unmarried men was 57, 32% died old. The median age of death for married women was 79,
85% died old; the median age for unmarried women was 71,60% died old.

"For the 4,083 homosexual deaths, the median age of death if AIDS was the listed cause was
39, irrespective of whettier or not the individual had a long time sexual paimer [LTSP], <1%
died old; the median age of death from unlisted causes was 38 if me individual had a LTSP,
45 if he did not, 1% of both groups died old.

"Forthose 414 homosexuals who diedof non-AIDS causes, the median age of death was43
and 7% died old... "The 70 lesbians registered a median age of death of 45 and 24% died old.
Lesbians exhibited highrates of violent death and cancer as compared to women in general."

Cameron comments: "Thediscrepancy between the median life-span of married men and
homosexuals (i.e., 75-43=32 years ignoring AIDS deaths) or married women and lesbians (i.e., 79-
45=34 years) is considerably larger tfian any registered discrepancy between lifestyles (e.g., smokers
and non-smokers) which we could locate in the [medical] literature."

Cameron also discovered a curious fact in scientific literature regarding homosexuals compiled
from 1858 to 1990: "Old homosexuals havebeensignificantly absent or proportionately less numerous
than their heterosexual counterparts... The pattern of eariy death evident in the homosexual obituaries
is consistent with the pattemexhibited in the published surveys of homosexuals" (pg. 1).

The Health Verdict is In

The laws of many states sdll reflectsociety's historic disapproval of homosexual behavior.
The State of Colorado, for example addresses the practice of sodomy in its Criminal Code. The code
refers to bothsodomy and fornication, defining sodomy as "deviate sexual intercourse." It prescribes
penalties for the crime of "promoting sexual immorality," in section 18-7-208 (Colorado Revised
Statutes, Volume 8B, 1986 ReplacementVolume, Criminal Justice II), whidi it describes as follows:

"Promoting sexual immorality. (1) Any person who, for pecuniary gain, furnishes or
makes available to another person any facility, knowhig that the same is to be used for
or in aid of sexual intercourse between persons who are not husband and wife, for or
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in aidof deviate sexual intercourse, or who advertises any sudi facility for such
purposes, commits promoting sexual immorality, [emphasis added]

"(2) 'Facility*, as used in diis section, means any place or diing which provides
seclusion, privacy, opportunity, protection, comfort, or assistance to or for a person or
persons engaging or intending to engage in sexual intercourse or deviate sexual
intercourse." [emphasis added]

This statute doubtless contains a lingering echo of Colorado's now-repealed sodomy laws. It
mightwell allow Golorado citizens to refuse to rentproperty to homosexual or unmarried heterosexual
couples. Yet in Colorado and elsewhere, special gay advantage suf^rters seem intent, despite the
conclusive evidence of public health and safety dangers, onendorsing and protecting gay behavior,
and advancing the gay extremist political agenda.

One former Golorado Civil Rights Commission official (who also co-chaired the State's most
prominent pro-special-gay-advantages advocacy organization), though sworn to uphold the laws of this
State, has been quoted as saying that he wouldn't care of 99% of Colorado's citizens voted down
special gay advantage legislation by referendum. He would continue to urge Colorado's legislators to
overrule the people's will - and also, evidently, die laws of the State of Colorado.

Would this official (along with others who've supported special gay advantages) succumb to
the demand of homosexuals for "Irmnediate release of all Gay women and men now incarcerated in
detention centers relating to victimless crimes orsexual orientation; and diat adequate compensation be
made for the physical and mental duress encountered; and that all existing records relating to the
incarceration be immediately expunged" (The 1972 Gay Rights Platform)? It's all too likely.

Nevertheless, die public healfli and safety verdict onhomosexual activity is in. Homosexuals
are "not just like everyone else." They practice extremely unhealtiiy, even life-shortening, behavior,
which radically deviates from thenorm. Society has largely tolerated more than two decades of
increasmgly unbridled homosexual activity. We have a broad base of evidence on which to decide
whether or nothomosexual behavior merits ^cial legal protection.

We conclude, on the basis of public healfli considerations alone, that America would be remiss
indeed to grant eflmic status and special legal protection toa group witfi nothing more incommon
than a lifestyle ofshared sexual behavior constituting aclear danger to tfie public's healfli and safety.

Gay extremists claim they need protected class status to bring fliem "human dignity." But
granting special advantages, forced public acceptance and subsidy to such a special interest cannot
confer dignity on flie lifestyle itembodies. And gay extremists are not really asking for rights, but
demanding license and special advantages - license not only to continue engaging in flieir
"divergent" sexual behavior, but to continue do so wifli special advantages and at society's expense.
But we againstatecleariy:

Despite flie willful arrogance or unwitting ignorance of special gay advantage-supportive
pubUc officials, America's citizens have every right - and duty - to Judge dangerous behavior on
its la^ of ment, and withhold protected status from that behavior as we see fit. We urge all
Americans to exercise fliat right and perform fliat duty before gay activists succeed in securing the
special class protections, entitiements and status they seek.
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PART TWO

Protected Class Status for Gays:
Civil Right - or Uncivil Wrong?

Pait One of "Special Protections for Gays: A Question of 'Orientation* and Consequences"
presented an analysis of gay behavior and the possible healthand safety consequences of giving
protected class status to gays.

Gay extremists are asking for recognition of gays as a class with full protected dass
minority status and privileges,based on their **divergent** sexual behavior (or mere de^e) alone.
Since behavior/desire plays the only defining role in gay extremists* claim to any sort of class status, it
is imperative that society, before awarding gays the status theyseek, carefully examine gay behavior
and detemiine, by "conmion-sense" analysis whether this behavior/desire merits special class
protection. Whilewe stated cleariythat we do not wish to see gay citizens deprived of any rights
legitimately &eirs under the U.S. Constitution, we concluded that, on the basis of health and safety
dangers posed by gay behavior and its effects alone, gays should not be given protected class status
and advantages.

At the outset, we must make clear diat ttie special protected class status and advantages we
believe gays should be prevented from securing are not the fkindamental rights and protections
guaranteed to all Americans under the U^. Constitution. The Siq>reme Couithas cleariy raled
diat citizens may bei^fit from all fundamental rights and protections without possessing special,
protected class status, which is reserved for truly disadvantaged, politically powerless and
obviously distinct minorities, under strict Couit-established criteria (see below).

Thus, Part Two of this paper will presentthe significant dvil rights groundsttiat ^ould
compel society to reject legislation granting special advantages to gays. First, we will provediat gays
do not qualify for q)edal class protections historically givento disadvantaged minorities and that
awarding thoseprotections to gays would result in significant hann to legitimate minorities. Second,
we willmake clear that gays are not, in fact, in any sense, a disadvantaged minority class, but an
affluent, powerfvd spedal interest attempting to **hyack** dvil rights status for even more gain.
Third, we will demonstrate that granting gays protected class status would result in dangerous abuse of
the fundamental rights of all Americans. Fourth, we will refute commonly-heard, groundless
aigumentsadvanced in favor of special dass advantages for gays.

Protected Class Status for Gays Unwarranted
Under All Three Traditional Criteria

The first question we must consideris this: Do gays, as a group linked solely by shared sexual
behavior (or alleged desire), warrantprotected class stams by any criteriawhichhave given that status
to legitimate ethnicgroups? Historically, courts and civil rights authorities have employed three
"touchstones," in awarding protected class status to groupsof people who...
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1. As an entire class have suffered a history of discrimination evidenced by lack of ability to
obtain economic mean income,adequate education, or cultural opportunity.

2. As an entire class exhibit obvious, immutable, or distinguishing characteristics, like race,
color, gender or national origin, that define them as a discretegroup.

3. As an entire class clearly demonstrate political powetlessness.

(a. "Frontiero vs. Richardson," 411 U.S. 677,684-687, 93 S.O. 1764,1769-70, 36 LED 2nd
Ed. 583,1973; "San Antonio Independent School Distria vs. Rodriguez," 93 S.Ct 1278,1293, 36
i .F.n 2D16.1973; "Massachusetts Board of Retirement vs. Murgia," 96 S.Ct 2562, 2566, 49 LED
2D520.1976; "Plyler vs. Doe," 457 U.S. 202.216, N14. p. 219-223,102 S.Ct. 2382,2394, N14,
2395-2397, 1982; "Cityof Qebume vs. Clebume Living Center," 473 U.S.432,440-441,105 S.Ct.,
3249, 3254-55, 87 LED P2D, 313,1985; restated also in "Jantzvs. Muci," March 29, 1991,759 Fed.
Supp. 1543.)

This means not all "minorities** are eligible for protected dass status. Top corporate
executives, for example, are definitely a "minority" in America. Yet they are obviously unqualified
under the above criteria, because, if organized, they wouldrepresent a special interest group, not a
true minority. Other groups, such as disadvantaged Afiican Americans, rightly qualify for protected
class status. Let's consider whether gays as an entire dass warrant protected class status in light of
each of these criteria.

Criterion #1

A historyof discrimination evidenced by lack of ability to obtain economic mean income,
adequate education,or cultural opportunity.

Are gays economically, educationally or culturally disadvantaged? Anygay claims to that
effect seem cleariy bogus in lightof emerging mariceting studies that ^ow gays to be, to the contrary,
enormously advantaged relative to the general population ~ and astronomically advantaged when
compared to trulydisadvantaged minorities. A July 18,1991, Wall Street Journal article, entitled
"Overcoming a Deep-Rooted Reluctance, More Firms Advertise to Gay Community", reported the
following findings by the Simmons Market Research Bureau and the U.S. Census Bureau:

♦ Gays have an average annual housdiold income of $55,430. versus a general population
income of$32,144. Mean income ofdisadvantaged African-American houscjiolds Is only
$12,166 (Statistical Abstract of the United States. 1990).

♦ More than three times as many gays as average Americans are college graduates (59.6% vs.
18.0%) - a percentage dwarfingthat of truly disadvantageo Afiican-Americans and Hispanics.
More than three times as many gays as average Americans hold professional or managerial
positions (49.0% vs. 15.9%) - again, making gays mbarrassingly more advantaged than true
minorities in the job market

♦ 65.8% of gays are overseas travelers ~ more than four times the percentage (14.0%) of
average Americans - and more than 13 times as many gays as average Americans (26.5% vs.
1.9%) are frequent fl^.
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The ailicle quotes Rivendell Maiketing Co. president Joe Di Sabato as saying, "This is a
dream maiket** ~ an opinion echoed by other maiket research studies (one of massive scale, involving
about20,000 gay and lesbian individuals) reported in recent issues of Maiketing News. ("Gays Are
Affluent ButOften Overlooked Ma±et"), December 24,1990;The SanFrancisco Chronicle ("Gay
Market a Potential Gold Nfine"), August 27,1991; Travel Weekly magazine ("ForGays, Ship Charters
Are a Boon. SayTwoTravel Companies"). August 5,1991; The Rockv Mountain News ("Corporate
America comes out: Companies tr^g to win share oflucrative gay market"), November 30,1991;
nie Wall Street Journal. ("Leaving the Corporate Closet"), November 22,1991; Overlooked Opinions
[a Chicago-based market research firm, study released January 1, 1992. boasting +/-1% accuracy at the
95% confidence level]; Marketing to Women. fDemographics: The Lesbian Market") March 1992,
Vol. 5, No. 5) andgay newspapers. The Bay Area Reporter ("Where the Money Is: Travel Industry
EyingGay/Lesbian Tourism"). September 19,1991; and Ouest magazine, a Denver gay tabloid
("Invisibility = Stagnation"). Ffcbruary. 1992:

'According to Overlooked (pinions more than half of the gay men*s households
surveyed had income of $50,000or more, and nearly 30 percent of the lesbian
housdiolds were in the same income group" (BAR).

The national average incomeof lesbian households is $45,927" (RMN).

"Companies across the countiy are begirming to woo tfie gay market in an attempt to cash in
on a relatively untapped section of society that has more disposable income, has an average
housdiold income of $55,000 (whidi is $23,000 more ttian thenational average) and who live
on the edge of society and therefore [are] more inclined to try newproducts" (Quest, gay
tabloid).

"Together, gaymen and lesbians earn over$514 billion annually" (Overlooked Opinions
survey, op. cit).

"Jeffrey Vitale. thepresident of Overlooked Opinions, described the lesbian/gay market
segment as having ^tremendous buying power andlots of discretionary income*... One
of the firm's findings: neariy 40 percent of the lesbians and gays surveyed had traveled
overseas during the past year" ^AR. emphasis added).
A cruise line executive, specializing in a boom market in all-gay luxury cruise
vacations said. "Fifty-two percent of tl^ passengers sign up for a cruise in the next
year while on the cruise" (TW. emphasis added).

7% ofgays live in households wifli annual income ofover $100,000 (Overiooked Opinions
survey, op. cit).

Gays households are four times as likely as average Americans to be earning in excess of
$100,000annually (SFQ.

"54.1% of gay male households have annual incomes over$50,000" (RMN).

"[Overiooked Opinions president Jefi&ey Vitale] pointed out that 2% of the lesbians on his
panel make more flian $200,000 annually, which is a higher percentage than gay males
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surveyed" (MN).

"More than 90 percent ofgay men and 82 percent oflesbians report that tiiey read magazines ^
as a hobby or special interest" (Oveilooked Opinions survey, op. cit).

"And a reader's poll conducted for the Advocate, anational gay magazine, last year showed ^
tfiat its readers (98% of whom are men) have average household incomes of $62,100" (WST).

47.7% of gaymales and 43.1% of lesbians own their own homes. 31.7% of gays and 33.1%
of lesbians reside in suburban areas (Overlooked Opinions survey, op. ciL). ^

"56.2% of cohabiting lesbian/gay couples* household incomes top $50,000 a year"
(Overlooked Opinions survey, op. cit.). ^

"...Almost 30% of lesbianhouseholds earn over $50,000 annually" (MTW).

62% of gay males are college graduates (vs. 24% of all U.S. men). 59% of lesbians are
college graduates, compared with 17% of all U.S. women. "30.1% of gays and lesbians have
advanced degrBe(s)" (F^!N). u

"America's gay and lesbian communityis emerging as one of ihe nation's most
educated and affluent, and Madison Avenue is begitming to explore tiie potential for a ui
market that may be worth hundreds of billions of dollars... *It*s a maricet that screams
opportunity,* said Eric Miller, editor of Research Alert, a consumer research newsletter
based in New York" (SFC). ^

While 32.8% of African Americans live below thepoverty line ($8,343 for2-person
households under age 65 [Statistical Abstract of the United States, 1990]), 62% of gay ^
households earn more than the average American household, and more than 95% of gay
households live above the poverty line (Overiooked Opmions survey, op. cit).

Only 19% of gay households earn less than $20,000 annually (Overiooked Opinions survey,
op. dt).

"*Gay greenbacks are very powerful and the gay and lesbian community is avirtual ^
motheriode of untapped sales,* said Robert Bray, spokesman for the National-Gay and Lesbian
Tadc Fbrce in Washington" (RMN).

Ul

"[Agency president Jeflrey] Vitale's Overiooked Opmions has recruited gays around the
country to answer regular mail surveys. While some are still *in the closet* and using phony names,
the dieer number ofrespondents assures accurate sampling" ("Gay community looks for strength in
numbers," American Marketplace. Vol. 12, No. 14,July4,1991, p. 131).

"Editor and Publisher magazine reports that there are now more than 125 newspapers catering "
to homosexual readers presently being published in the United States, witha combined circulation of
more than one million" (The New American. October 8,1991) ~ newspapers, our sampling shows,
packed with advertising. ^
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*"Eveiybody*s going after gay business/ said Sean Stnib, Hie owner of the [Stiub Media
Group] direct-mail company in Rockland County, N.Y. *Tbis is happening in such a targeted
way that no one else would recognize it'

"It is also happening in ways that everyone recognizes. For example, a 60-foot-high billboard
for a cruise company, now on view in West Hollywood, Calif., shows two men in bathing
suits, with one man*s arm around the other. *RSVP Gay Cruises,' it reads. *Call Your Travel
Agent* Smaller versions of the ad are on display in Greenwich Village in Manhattan and in
San Francisco subway stations. And then there is the glossy new catalogue that landed in
250,000 mailboxes last fall. Shocking Gray, 'the catalogue for the other 25 million people,'
resembles countless others... but only same-sex couples are shown." [Early results of this
mailing ^ow extremely high percent and dollar response. Shocking Gray's second catalogue
is being mailed to 400,000 people ("Gay consumers come out spending," American
Demographics. April, 1992.]

("With Varying Degrees of Opermess, More Companies Lure Gay Dollars," The New York Times.
March 2,1992)

An Advertising Age, July 27,1992, space ad reads: "TAP INTO THE $377 BILLION
UNTAPPED GAY MALE MARKET. Introducing DIRECH' MALE, the cost-effective direct response
advertising vehicle for as little as 2.6 cents per contact For your media kit call
(202) 483-1300 WinMark Concepts, Washington, D.C."

The Advocate, a national gay "slick" magazme with a readership of over 120,000, reported
advertising revenuesdoubledfrom $1.9 million in 1990to $3.8 million in 1992, and its advertlsmg
budget goal for 1993 is $4.6 million (as iiqmrted in Mailceting News. July 20,1992, "Mainstream
marketers decide time is right to target gays," pp. 8,15).

Lesbian activist Robin Miller has called gay advantage opponents* objections to special gay
entitlements on the grounds of gay affluence akin to "the prejudice of Nazis against rich Jews." Not
so. For one thing, Jewishness is an innate characteristic or religious belief, not a class status based on
behavior. Second, Nazis* depictions of what Hitier described as "Jewish subhumanity" were
manifestly untrue; information given about homosexual behavior, income status and political "clout" is
medically and sociologically verifiable and a matter of public record.

Third, Jews as a class have never attempted to use the persecutionJews have experienced as
leverage to achieve added benefits at the expense of tiidy disadvantaged people. On the contrary,
Jews have nobly tumed the fact of their maltreatment into an impetus to compassionate championship
of protections and rights for the truly disadvantaged. Gay activists show littie beyond token interest in
advancing anyone's status but their own.

(Interestingly, according to Jewish rabbinictradition,even non-Jews are obligated to abide by
seven basic guidelines, known as the Noahide Laws, based on the Torah*s Book of Genesis. The sixth
of the Noahide Laws is "To refrain from robbing one's fellow man.")

In truth, to equate gays with any troe ethnic group is a travesty of logic, a fallacious false
comparison. "Gayness" can only be equated and compared logically with otiier sexual behaviors or
fantasies, like heterosexuality, b^ality, necrophilia, pedophilia and even, as in the case of a
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Je£6ey Dahmer (who was sexually exdted by eating human flesh), serial murder and cannibalism. ^
Again, why homosexuality, with all the disease and psydiological distress that accompany it (see Part
I of this analysis) should deserve special preference, rather than some of the bizarre behaviors above is
a question gay extremists would be hard put to answer logically. ^

Noted African American leaders are not deceived by the counterfeit of civil rights gay
extremists have raised in their own interest Denver civil rights legend Rev. Leon Kelly has said, "I ^
never saw gays riding in the backs of buses or denied service at restaurants.*' Others comment:

"Hie equation of homosexuality with the noble historyof civil rights in this countryserves ^
only to dilute, distort and denigrate true civil rights.**

- Dr. Anthony Evans
Executive Director ^

The Urban Alternative

(America's largest ministry
to African American families) w

***Gay rights* cannot be likened in any fashion to the Blackstruggle for Qvil Rights. *Gay
rights* is not, nor will it ever be, a Qvil Rights issue, but rathera question of morality and ^
individual values.**

- Rev. Gill Ford

Pastor, Salem B^tist Church ^
Denver, CO

"Skincolor is a benign, non-behavioral characteristic. Sexual orientation is perhsqys the most
profound of human bdiavioral characteristics. Comparison of the two, racial and sexual
discrimination, is a amvenient but invalid argument"

- Gen. Colin Powell
The Retired Ofificer. July, 1992 ^

An Afiican American diurch pastor in Kansas Gty, MO, put it no less accurately, if a bit
more colorfully: "The Freedom Bus that wentto Selma wasneverintended to go on to Sodom." As
former Colorado CivilRights Commission Chairman John Franklin and othershave observed, if
having "divergent" sexbecomes all it takes to be considered "etfmic," with full minority status and
privileges, theconcept of ethnicity will soon lose all traces of meaning or value. The rights of ^
legitimate ethnic groups weren'twon so easily, or on suchflimsy and ignoble grounds.

Criterion #2

Specially protected classes should exhibit obvious, immutable, or distinguishing ^
characteristic^ like race, color, gender or national origin, that define them as a discrete
group.

There is no credible scientific evidence to support gay claims that "gayness" is either
genetically determined or immutable. In fact, the weight of scientific evidence is to tfie contrary:

Lai

"Homosexuality, flie choice of a partner of the same sexfororgiastic satisfaction, is not innate.
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There is noconnection between sexual instinct and the choice of a sexual object Such an
object choice is learned, acquired behavior; there is no inevitable genetically inborn
propensity toward the choice of a partner of either thesame or opposite sex" (Socarides, C.W.,
"Homosexuality: Basic Concepts and Psychodynamics," hitemational Joumal of Psvchiatrv.
Vol. 10 [March 1972,pg. 118], emphasis added).

"The genetic theoiy of homosexuality has been generally discarded today... Despite the
interest in possible honnone mechanisms in the origin of homosexuality, no serious
scientist today suggests thata simple cause-effect relationship applies" (Masters,
Johnson and Kolodny, Human Sexualitv. Boston: Little, Brown & Co., 1984, p. 319)

"Noonehas everfound a single, replicable genetic, honnonal or chemical difference
betweenheterosexuals and homosexuals" (Dr. Judd Mannor in Homosexual Behavior
A Modem Reappraisal. New Yoik: Basic Books, 1982 (Mannor is past President of
the American Psydiiatric Association]).

"Homosexuals are made, not bom *that way.* From my 25 years* experience as a
clinical psychologist, I firmly believe that homosexuality isa learned response toeariy
painful experiences and tiiat it can beunlearned" (Dr. R. Kronenmeyer, New York
Tribune. May 6,1983).

'*We*re bom man, woman and sexual beings. We leam our sexual preferences and
orientations" (William Masters and Viiginia Johnson, intervriew, UPI, April 23,1979).

Alfired Kinsey was convinced "that the psychologists were making matters worse by
starting with the assumption that homosei^ity was an inherited abnormality which
could notbe cured simply because it was inherent Kinsey was confident that tfiere
was absolutely noevidence of inheritance..." (W3. Pomeroy, Dr. Kinsfty
Institute forSex Research. New Yoric: Haiper & Row, 1972, p. 247).

"Hiere is littie evidence of the existence ofsuch a tiling as innate perversity... There is an
abundance ofevidence that most human sexual activities would become comprehensible to
most individuals if tiiey could know tiie background ofeach individual's behavior" (Alfred
Kinsey, as reported by W.B. Pomeroy, Dr. Kinsev and the Institute for Sex Research. New
York: Harper& Row, 1972,p. 273).

"The experiences of homosexual arousal during childhood and adolescence and
involvement ingenital-Q^ homosexual activities were very strong indicators of future,
adult homosexuaUty" (AJ>. BeU, M.S. Weinberg, S.K. Hammersmitii, Sexual
Preference. Bloomington, Indiana University. 1989, p. 113).

"Conh^ to once popular belief, tiiere is littie evidaice to suggest tiiat gaietic, chromosomal,
organic, and other physical variables play any role mthe development ofttie sexual preference
offile overwhelmingly vast majority ofhomosexuals. Male homosexuals simply are not
'female* in hormonal makeup, and lesbians are simply not 'male* in hormonal makeup"
(Abnormal Psvcholoev. Schumer, D.C. Heatii &Co., Lexington, MA, 1983 [citing Masters
and Johnson, 1979; Tourney, Petrilli and Hatfield, 1975).
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**Neither present day endociinological tests nor microscopicor clinical examination have
revealed any physiological differences between the heterosexual and homosexual individual"
(McCaiy, J., Sexual Myths and Fallacies. New Yoik: VanNostrand Reinhold, 1971, pg. 94).

A Kinsey Institute report (Bell and Weinbeig, Homosexualities: A Stodv of Diversity Among
Men and Women: op. ciL; Hammersmith, S.K., Sexual Preference: Its Development in Men and
Women« Bloomington: IndianaUniversity Press, 1981)stated that 84% of gays and 29% of
heterosexuals shiftedor changed their "sexual orientation** at least once in a lifetime. 32% of gays
and 4% of "straights" reported another shift. 13% of gays and 1% of heterosexuals claimed at least
five changes in sexual orientation!

In his 1987 publication, Psychoanalytic Theory. Male and Female Homosexuality:
Psychological Approaches. Dr.Reuben Fine, direaor of the New York Center for Psychoanalytic
Training, wrote: "I have rec^y had occasion to review the resultof psychotherapy with
homosexuals, and beensurprised by the findings. It is paradoxical that eventhough politically active
homosexual groups deny the possibility of change, all studies fk'om Schrenk-Notzlng on have found
posative effects, virmally regardless of the kind of treatment used... a considerable percentageof
homosexuals became heterosexual...

"If the patients were motivated, whatever procedure is adopted, a large percentage will give
up their homosexuality. In this connection, public information is of the greatest importance. The
misinformation spread by certain drcles that 'homosexuality is untreatable by psydiotherapy* does
incalculable harm to thousands ofmen and women" OPP- 8^86, emphasis added).

Dr. Michael Ross, an Australian AIDS/homosexuality researcher coounented in a recem study
on fluid changefix>m homosexual/bisexual involvement to heterosexuality:

"Married men with homosexual experience were, predictably, significantly more personally
concemed about AIDS and more scared of the disease. They were more likely to know
homosexual people, and less likely to think that sexshould be limited to marriage. In terms of
sexual bdiavior, those with homosexual e3q)erience were also significantly less likely to have
had sex with a woman in the past 12months, andmore likely to haveeverused intravenous
drugs.

"On the Kinsey Scale, predictably, they were more likely to consider themselves bisexual
(although 63 percent now rated themselves as completely heterosexual; category 0). This last
piece of data suggests that a substantial proportion ofmen who have had previous homosexual
experience may now think of themselves currently as completely heterosexual, and that sexual
behavior is, as Kinsey et al. (1948) found, reasonably fluid across the lifeq)an" (Marriage and
FamUv Review. 14, no. 3/4,1989, pp. 35-57, excerpt p. 40).

One wonders how "immutable" behavior can be "reasonably fluid across the lifespan."

No wonder "gayness" hasyet to achieve legal recognition as an immutable trait The 9th
Circuit U.S. Court of Appeals C'High-Tech Gays vs Defense hidustrial Security Qearance Office,"
1990) ruled:

"Homosexuality is not an immutable characteristic; it is behavioral and hence is
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fundamentally different from traits such as race, gender, or alienage... The behavior or
conduct of sudi already recognized classes is iirelevant to their identification."

Elsewhere, the Couit said in a footnote:

"After Hardwick... It would be quite anomalous, on its face, to declare status defined by
conduct that states may constimtionally criminalize as deserving of strict [or heightened]
scrutiny under the equal protection clause."

Recently, a "study" has surfaced coirelating the su[^sedly common homosexual behavior of
fratemal twins as "proor of a possible genetic origin for homosexuality.

But significantly, the "study" (by Bailey and Pillaid [a homosexual]) fails to compare twins
raised in sq>arate environments. Only smdies of twins raised separately in very different environments
might even conceivably be true indicators of physiological origins for homosexuality.

Anne Fausto Stiriing, a developmental biologist at Brown University has said, after analyzing
Bailey's and Pillaid*s study: "In order for sudi a smdy to be at all meaningful, you*d have to look at

^ twins raised ^art It*s such badly inteipreted genetics" (Newswedc. Feb. 24,1992, p. 48).

Several quotes fiom The APA [American Psvcholoeical Assodationl Monitor highlight serious
^ doubts about Bailey*s and Pillard's "twin study":

"... Leon Kamin, a psychologist at Northwestern University, said twins studies do not show
that any trait is hereditable. Twin studies *tell you absolutely nothing* about the influence of
genes versus the environment, he said. *There is nothing new here.* Identical twins share
many more experiences than do other siblings and are more apt to be similar in all regards, he
asserted.

"Moreover, Kamin said, the researchers did not include in tiieir hereditability estimate their
finding that only 9 percent of the subjects* non-twin siblings were homosexual. This is lower
than what Bailey and Pillard found for adopted brothers and fraternal twins. If homosexuality
had a large genetic component, then siblings should be more apt to be alike than adopted
brotiiers, and as similar as fiatemal siblings, who are no more genetically similar than non-
twin siblings, Kamin said.

"... *A lot of people thinkthis [study] says sometiiing aboutwhetiier people can choose to be
straight,* Bailey said. But the study 'really can*t* do that. Just because sexual orientation *is
biological [whidi we do not concede] does not mean it is immutable,* he said. However, he
added, research does ^ow that one*s sexual orientation is very difficult to change.

"... Also, advertising in gaypublications [how Bailey andPillard secured theirstudy*s sample]
does not necessarily guarantee a representative sample. 'The sampling method in this study
falls short of the ideal genetic epidemiological study, whidi would involve systematic
sampling fiiom a well-specified population,* tiie autiiors acknowledged."

(VoL 23, ii2,Feb. 1992, "Study links genes to sexual orientation," pp. 11-12, emphasis added.)
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Fuitheimore, as Dr. Paul Cameron has pointed out, "In this study, the hint of a finding that
appearedwhen homosexuals testified to the sexual orientation of their brothers, disappeared when the
brothers themselves testified. When siblings spoke for themselves, there was no difference between
fraternal twins and adopted brothers in the proportion who were homosexual." Cameron concludes
tiiat, however shoddy. Bailey's and Rllard's data in fact supporta model of "contagion" or "incest"
among homosexual siblings rather than any genetic connection. Even Bailey admits "There must be
something in the environment to yield the discordant twins" (David Gelman, et al., "Bom or Bred?"
Newsweek. Feb. 24, 1992, p. 46).

Another "gay twin" study, providing veiydifferent results, has recently been reported in The
British Journal of Psvchiatrv (March 1992, Vol. 160, pp. 407-409). Michael King, M.D., senior
lecturer in a British medical school, and Elizabeth McDonald, a psychologist/researcher with a London
psychiatric institute, reported a much lowerconcurrence of homosexuality amongtwms than was
reported in the Bailey/Rllaid study.

Only two among 20 identical twins reported that their twin was also homosexual. Three
reported having a bisexual twin. Combined concuirence of homosexuality v/as only 25%, compared
with 52% in the Bailey/Pillaid study. Two fiatemal twins reported that their twin was homosexual;
only one reported that he or she wasbisexual. Concunmice in this casewas only 12%, compared with
22% in the Bailey/Piilard study. The authors concluded that "genetic factors are insufficient
explanation of the development of sexual orientatioa" Despite these disparities, this studywas very
sparsely covered in U.S. media. Further more, in this study, as in the Bailey/Pillaid study, "contagion"
offers a more reasonable explanation than genetics for the concuirences reported.

Nor does a recent, much-publicized studyby an avowed homosexual, puiporting to discover
"homosexual brains" (LeVay, S.. Science. 253 (1991): 1034), afford any credible substantiation to a
"genetically detemiined" hypothesisfor the origins of homosexuality.

SimonLeVay*s study of the brainsof 19 homosexual malecoipses (all died of AIDS
complications) noted a difference in size compared with that of a group comprised of 16presumably
heterosexual male and six female coipses. Dr. Paul (Cameron has conmiented:

"If... all homosexual brains contained smaller INAH3s [a neuron group], then we mighthave
an interesting hypothesis to woric with. Butthat's not thecase. First, LeVay couldn't verify
the sexual orientation of his non-gay subjects —a fact thatseverely limits the meaning of
general differences in his study.

"Second, 3 out of 19 homosexuals had a larger INAH3flian the mean size for 'heterosexuals'
(the 2nd laigest INAH3 belonged to a gay) and 3 of 16 'heterosexuals' had smaller INAH3
than the mean size for homosexuals...

"According to [LeVay's] theoiy, 3 of tfie 'heterosexuals' 'should' have been homosexual, and
3 of the homosexuals 'should' have been heterosexual. When you completely misclassify 6 of
35, you don't have much of a theoiy."

Similariy, gay writer Mchael Botkin remaiks, in a Bav Area Reporter article entitled "Salk
and Pepper" (September 5,1991, pp. 21, 24):
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"... It turns out that Le\ ay doesn't know anything about the sexual orientation of his control
group, the 16 coipses 'presumed heterosexual.* A sloppy control like this is... enough by itself
to invalidate the study. LeVay*s defense? He knows his controls are het[erosexual] because
their brains are different from the HTVer coipses. Sony, doctor, this is circular logic. You
can use the sample to prove the theoiy or vice versa, but not both at the same time."

Botkin concludes: "... [Even] if LeVay actually did find a difference between the *gay* brains
and the 'presumed heterosexual' brains, this reflects a difference in social identity, not in sexuality."

In another of the study's serious lapses, 6 of the reportedly "heterosexual" men had died of
AIDS. This represents 37.5% of LeVay's sample —a much higher percentage than men in tfie general
populatioa

LeVay himselfhas admitted that, evenwere his findings totally consistent, they would not
distinguish whether the observed difference in brain size was a {Hobable cause of hcnnosexual
orientation, or an effect of AIDS infection or the gay lifestyle itself.

(A munber of prominent gay activists have recently attempted to disparage LeVay and his
"findings" andboldthathomosexuality is indeed a choice, for a curious reason: They fear that if
"gayness" can be proved to be genetically detennined, it will therefore be "suigically correctable."
They fear "fascists" and "homophobes" may tiy to round up gays and "correct" their sexual orientation
"under the knife" or even kill infantsdetennined genetically to be homosexual!)

Self-id^itified lesbian writer Donna Minkowitz comments on tiie "innateness" question in a
recem Advocate article, entitled "Recruit, recniit, recruit!":

"Remember that most of the line abouthomosex being one's nature, not a dioice, was
articulated as a response to brutal repression. *It's notourfault!* gay activists began to
declaim a centuiy ago, when queers first began to oiganize in Gemiany and England. *We
didn*t choose this, so don*t punish us for it!' One hundred years later, it's time for us to
abandon this defensive posture and walk upright on the earth. Maybe youdidn't choose to be
gay - that's fine. But I did."

Also, studies of prison inmate behavior, both male and female, cleariy demonstrate tiiat, behind
bars, for a variety of reasons, homosexual behavior is practiced by inmates who have notpreviously
engaged in homosexual behavior - and whodo not practice "gay" behavior after their release from
prison. About lesbianism in women's prisons, one authority on inmate sociology remariced:

"Graphic exceipts fiom interviews seemed to suggest that [homosexual] social oiganization
among the women prisoners had aninstitutional origin, smce most of tiie participants had not
been involved inhonosexual liaisons prior tothe prison experience and were evidentiy
unlikely to continue homosexuality after leaving prison" (Societv of Suhniriinatftg, Charies
Tittie, Indiana University Press, Bloomington, IN, 1972, pg. 17).

The same authordiscovered, about male homosexuality in prisons ...

"Fbr males [behind bars] homosexual activity seemed to focus primarily onphysical
gratification; inmany instances it represented a commodity for economic exchange; and it was
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likely a transitoiy act" (Ibid., pg. 71).

Tittle quotes a male imnate: "Well, eveiyone has to have sexual satisfaction... I buy the job for
five or six packs of dgarettes" (Ibid., pg. 71).

Obviously, the faa that homosexual behavior can be situationally chosen and unchosen at will,
by individuals with no previous and no subsequent histoiy of homosexual practice, adds to a
considerable weightof evidence castingserious doubt on gay claims that "gayness" is innate and
inmiutable.

Finally, veiy recent smdies reporting the incidence of homosexuality among compared ethnic
groupscast serious doubt on the "genetic" or "innateness" theoiy of homosexual origins. Dr. Paul
Cameron comments:

"TheAmerican Psydiological Association [APA] asserts that homosexuality is-not a matterof
'individual choice,* *does not increase or decrease with any particular moral code or set of
social or moral attitudes,* 'is found consistently in about ten percent of the malepopulation*
and, in 'different historical eras and in totally different cultures the incidence of homosexuality
remained the same irrespective of public attitudes andprohibitions* [Testimony of Biyant
Weldi, Executive Duector for Professional Affairs, APA, before the American Bar Association
House of Delegates, 2/6/*89]...

"Since the APA holds sexual orientation to be heritable and constant across cultures, the
propoition of Blacks who engage in homosexuality, bisexuality or exchisive heterosexuality
should not differ from the propoition of Whites in those same categories. If the proportions
vary significantly, application of the APA*s position on intelligence [and crime, i.e., that ethnic
group differences in measured I.Q., and crime statistics, etc., must be due to cultural and
environmental factors] would suggestthat environment and learning must influence sexual
orientation. In addition, the APA*s claim that 10% of males areuniversally 'bom that way*
would become untenable" (Familv Research Reix)rt March-April 1992, pp. 3,8).

Cameron analyzed statistics gathered in studies conducted by Chu, et al., ("AIDS in bisexual
men in the US, American Journal of Public Health. 1992,220-24; Trocki, Sex Research. 1992:29:85-
94, a random questionnaire of (California adults; and Remafedi, et al., "Demograj^y of sexual
orientation in adolescents," Pediatrics. 1992:89,714-21).

The figures would seem to indicate, Cameron comments, that if "people are 'bom* with
immutable homosexual desires and acton them irrespective of 'moral code* or 'prohibitions,* then it
would sppost that Blades are bom homosexual over twice as frequently asWhites! Application of
the same logic would have Blacks bom bisexual over four times as frequently as Whites! Since
Hiq>anics (7% of the population) fEdl in between Whites and Blades onproportions paitidpating in
both homosexuality and bisexuality, would the APA contend that homosexuality and bisexuality are a
fimction of skin color? Obviously not Sohow can these substantial racial differences beexplained?
The same waythe APA accounts for otherracial differences: the learning experiences must have
been different...

"If the rate of homosexuality did notvary by subculture, we might suspect that the APA was
correct about homosexuality's immutability. But the finding that the proportion of U.S. men
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claiming to be homosexual as well as those who behaviorally engaged in homosexuality
varies among the races/subcultuies suggests that homosexuality is no more immutable than
criminality or scores on I.Q. tests. We must look to adverse learning experiences, not
defective genes as the root cause of homosexuality."

In March, 1992, The National Association for PsychoanalyticResearch and Therapy of
Homosexuality (NARTH) "was founded... by psychoanalysts and psychoanalytically informed
individuals who believe that obligatory homosexuality is a treatable developmental disorder/'
according to the group's literature.

The group, which includes distinguished then^ists from across the U.S., was fomied to
counter what NARTH leaders called "disturiDing recent movements within the psychiatric and
psychological professions" and to "Combat efforts to declare homosexuality a *non-condition' and
label those who treat it as *homophobic' and 'unethical,* and to "make available to comprehensive
referral system of inforaied psychothen^ists" able to treat and correct the condition of homosexuality.

The group said, in a joint position statement: "We have seen many homosexual men and
women who are profoundly distressed by their condition. Homosexuality is completely contrary to
their social and/or religious values and their conviction that all men and women are created naturally
heterosexual." The group will "Endeavor to protect the rights of [such] patients to receive treatment"
to change their homosexuality. As of this writing, almost 50 psychologists and other professionals
have joined the new oiganization.

ColumnistJoseph Sobran wiyly commented in his December 30,1992 colunmon the duplicity
of gay activists* and supporters* claim that "gayness" is innate:

"Lately we have been told that homosexuality is implanted by nature, not by nurture or free
preference. So far, though, the scientific evidence for this is at best tentative. Yet gay rights
advocates are already treating the idea as established fact This strikes me as a case of wishful
thinking.

"...The wishthat begets this thought, it seems to me, is the desire for a public morality and a
public policy that treat homosexuality not as a fluid category of conduct, but as a fixed
'natural* category, like gender.

"Yet it was only yesterday that the Latest Progressive Thinkers wereeagerto minimize the
stubbornbiological differences between the two sexes. Feminists jeered at Freud*s dictim that
'biology is destiny.* We were all expected to assent.

"Now today*s Latest Progressive Thinkers are telling us that when it comes to homosexuality,
biology is destiny after all. And again, with their passion outrunning their proof, they want us
all to assent Wishful thinking is as old as the human race. But when did it become our
democratic duty?"

Periiaps gay militants are not so much practicing wishful thinking as they are indulging in a
politically self-serving double standard, propagated by self-serving rhetorical double-talk.
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Criterion #3

Specially protected classes should clearly demonstrate political powerlessness.

Far from being politically powerless, gay activists have in recent years demonstrated enormous
political "clout" relative to their numbers. Combining economic and educational advantage with high-
pressure lobbying tactics, gay activists have ridden waves of tolerance emanating from the sexual
revolution to a position of almost irresistible influence in today's America. They have: ^

Secured, as mentioned previously, "nonnality" status from the American Psychological
Association. Captured the AIDS research establishment and molded policy so as to make
AIDS history's first "politically protected" plague.

Secured passage of legislation granting gays protected class status in eight States and scores of
communities across America. Secured passage of the Federal Hate Crimes Statistics Act of
1990, as a means to monitor so-called "gay bashing," and prepare for launching nationwide
special gay advantage legislation. Secured Executive Orders in several States barring
discrimination on the basis of sexual orientation in State employment, etc. Secured political
office both in the U.S. Congress and on numerous major U.S. city councils.

Secured privileges and benefits for live-in lovers and "domestic partners" identical to those of
married couples, and other kinds of preferential treatment and lifestyle promotion in several
major U.S. coiporations. ^

Secured implementation of gay-created curricula promoting homosexuality (despite much
evidence to the contrary) as a valid, healthy altemative to heterosexuality. ^

Gained ordination in mainline church denominations. Case in point: On December 12, 1991,
flie Colorado Springs Gazette Telegraph reported: ^

"A prominent Marin County, Calif., lesbian minister has been named the first openly
homosexual pastor of a member church of the Presbyterian Church U.S.A. The Rev.
Jane Adams Spahr... will become a co-pastor of the Downtown United Presbyterian
Church of Rochester, N.Y., on April 1.

"The Rochester church is part of a networicof 45 Presbyterian churches in the nation
that have declared themselves *Morc Light Churches,* open to anyone ^without regard
to sexual orientation or affectational preference."'

In vivid contrast to the dignified non-violence which characterized the African American civil
rights movement as led by Rev. Dr. MartinLutherKing, gay extremist attempts to ride the civil rights
bandwagon have been anything but civil.

Recentiy, gay activists vandalized California State office buildings. Burned State flags and
California's governor in effigy afterhis vetoof a special gay advantage bill. And pelted the governor
himself with garbage at a speaking engagement following his veto.

In 1989, gay "AIDS activists" invaded a Roman Cafliolic mass at New Yoric City's St. <-»
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Patrick's Cathedral, shouting obscenities and defiling Communion elements. A few participants in this
blatant desecration incurred slight legal penalties.

On Saturday* November 16,1991, "A group of AIDS demonstrators dressed in suits and ties
infiltrated the Family Concerns Conference brunch Saturday at First Baptist Church of Atlanta, then
peppered the diners with hundredsof condoms while chanting 'Safer sex saves lives.* The
demonstrators were removed by church securi^ guards and police. Outside, 90 placard-waving
protesters marched in front of the church at Peachtree andFifthstreets, chanting and waving at
automobiles as drivers honked and waved. There were no arrests.

"A catalogue to an AIDS ait show, partly funded by the National Endowment for the Arts,
reflects the general tone [of gay "aits" attacks against the Roman Catholic Church]: [New Yoik*s]
Cardinal 0*Connor is a *fat cannibal in skirts* and his cathedral is a *house of walking swastikas*...
Savagemockeiy of Qmstianity is now a conventional part of the publicgay culuire. A ridiculous
looking Jesus figure canying a cross is always featured in the gay Halloween parade in New York..."
(•'The gay tideof Clatholic-bashing," U.S. News and Worid Report April, 1991, p. 15.)

"The action was staged by the National Organization for Women. AtlantaPro-Choice Action
Committee, and ACTUP/Atianta [a radical gay activist oiganization]. The groups oppose the
conservative Christian group's stands against bothabortion and high school sex education courses that
provide information about the use of condoms to prevent AIDS transmission** ("AIDS activists crash
church brunch,** Atianta Journal (institution. Sun., Nov. 17,1991, emphasis added).

The National Endowment for the Arts (NEA) has given generous grants to homophile "woiks
of art** whidi blatantly blaspheme traditional religious and family values ~ to the applause of liberal
gay advantage siq^rters who would doubtiess fight any suggestion of federal funding forreligious an
'*tooth and claw.**

Gay activists* behavior at non-violent, pro-life Operation Rescue protests has been notoriously
violent and even obscene. TheLos Angeles Times. October 6,1991, reported:

"Members of ACT UP, the AIDS Coalition to Unleash Power, spit on, kiss andstick
needles into Operation Rescue members and then shout 'Welcome to the world of
AIDS,* claims Bill Soucie, a Glendale abortion foe. Some ACT UP members push
and shove Operation Rescue members, ^^e others drop their trousers and moon their
opponaits or lift T-shirts to expose their breasts, he said...

About the nudity, ACT UPmember David Barton is quoted: "'Sure, it*s militant
behavior,* he said. "Riese people are so offensive to us, we do whateverwe can to
o£fend them.' Nudity is sometimes just a spontaneous action, said [ACT UP member
Judy] Kristel, ^o exposed her breasts at [a] June 29 demonstration Her action and
that of three others who exposed tiiemselves was videotaped and the tq)e given toEl
Monte police for possibleprosecutioa**

It is surely a measure of gay activists* political power thatno arrests were made and no
charges filed. Nor were charges filed orarrests made atSan Francisco's 1990 and 1991 Gay and
Lesbian Pride Parades, of which we have video footage depicting:
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o Public nudity, both male and female.

o Lewd and lascivious acts, including public fondling of genitaliaand several acts of what
appears to be public anal sex between homosexuals.

o Transvestism, "leatfier culture,** sadomasochistic paraphernalia, open promotion of pedophilia
and savage ridicule of religious objects and symbols.

o Clearevidence of police presence, plus footage of SanFrancisco's mayor, who rode in and
endorsed these parades.

San Francisco police audiorities were contacted and asked why no arrests were made. Their
explanations were as follows:

(1) Police officers present "may nothave seen indecent behavior or received fonnal complaints."
(2) Police "may have seen such behavior," but primaiyresponsibility on that date was to "reflect

community standards and maintain crowd control."
(3) MayorArt Agnos endorsed andparticipated in the parade, andthe police department had to

assume Uiat his sanction was on anything that took place.
(4) "Thesepeople [gays present] have shown they will riot at the drop of a hat, and it was the

primaiy responsibility of police officers to keep the peace, even at the possible cost of
tolerating public indecencies."

In Madison, Wisconsin,on Sunday, September8,1991...

"About 100 ACT Upprotesters chaiged the Capitol... defacing tiie hallway leading to the
governor's office with food and stickers and staging a *die-in* in the rotunda. They were
protesting what they call 'criminal* state policies against prison inmates with AIDS...

"The protesters were met byCapitol police and security officers, who closed the govemor*s
office and blocked the group's entiy. The protesters tten tossed sandwiches and towels
toward the door, and leftnumerous ACT Upslickers on die walls thatportray [Wisconsin's
governor Tommy] Hiompson as a public health menace because of the prison policies. Other
protesters used some type of black maiker to write on the maible floor..."
CAIDS protesters deface Capitol," The Capital Times. September 9,1991)

No airests were reported in relation to this incident

Obviously, that gay extremists can indulge in this kind of license, while oidinaiy niles of law
are suspended, reflects considerable political power ~ power gay activists themselves boast ofhaving
achieved. As recently as 1987, a repoit issued by the Federal Elections Commission stated that "The
Human Ri^ts CampaignFund" [HRCF], the national homosexual PAC, was at tiliat time the "16th
laigest independem political action committee (PAC) inthe nation" and "the 39th largest PAC
overall." Considering that at the time, more than 4^00 PACS had registered with the FEC, fliis
represents enonnous political power.

The HRCF's executive director, Robert Basile commented onthis news: "We have cleariy
become a big-league PAC, which means tiie gay and lesbian community has increasing power in
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American politics... This means we have recognizable clout in ttie election and in the legislative
process of this country... Fbr better or for woise, politics in this country responds to money, and
politicians now know they had better respond to our community" (The Dallas Voice. June 19, 1987).

During the 1986elections, HRCFraised more than $1.4 million. This put it in die top 1% of
PAC^ nationwide. HRCF fimded candidates in 112 political races ~ "an incredible political
achievement," according to political expeits.

By fiscal year 1991-1992, the HRFC*s budget had grownto neariy $4 million. Recently, the
HRCF announced a 1992-1993 projected budgetof over $5 million (The Washington Blade.May 8,
1992, "Activists finom around the country descend on the Hill"). Political powerless this is not

Is Gay Activists' "Civil Rights"
Claim a Machiavellian "Scam?"

For the above reasons and more, we hold it likely that gay activists* use of civil rights rhetoric
to gain special advantages is largely a matter of calculated political expediency and use of "big lie"
tactics, rather than a measure of a true minority's truly felt oppression against a truly bigoted
opposition.

Gays Not a IVue Minority, But a Powerful Special Interest

We have given compelling evidence that gays as an entire class do not constitute a true
minority eligible for protecteddass status. They are not disadvantaged. "Sexual orientation"
possesses neither obvious, conclusively inborn, nor inmiutable characteristics.

Faced with the evidence above, top gay advantages ^kespersons have recently beenforced to
admit tiiat, as Colorado lesbian activist Robin Miller stated in testimony before Colorado's Attorney
General, "of course" being gay isn't the same as being an ethnic minority. Yet somehow, gay activists
assert that they should have special anti-discrimination protections despite their admitted lack of
qualifications for true protect^ class status.

Now, if gays, as they themselves admit, are not a true minority class, what are they? F. Tom
Duran, State Director of Regional Offices of the Colorado Gvil Rigihts Division (an outspoken
opponent of "gay rights" on traditional dvil rights grounds) hascut through gay activist "dvil rights"
rhetoric with this insight:

The **gay rights" movement is nothing other than a powerftil spedal interest lobby
masquerading as a "minority" and applying its money and political dout to "muscle in
on" the special status and entitlements properly reserved for the truly disadvantaged.

In otherwords, "gay rights" activists no more represent a true minority thanan ^virormiental
activist group, a trade union, or any other spedal interest lobby with a determined political agenda. :

Now thatgay affluence and political clout have been exposed, gay activists are trying to say
they want only "protection fiom discrimination." But never have special interest groups been
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favored with anti-discrimination laws protecting thdr behaviors, desiresor political agendas
from public scrutiny, criticism and control.

Special interest groups who can't get theirway through legitimate political means simply don't
have redress for their grievances under anti-discrimination laws.

It is deception of the rankest order for a special interest group to masquerade as a
"disadvantaged minority" in orderto secure benefits for itself. Will powerful gayextremists get tiieir
way and secure the benefits and entitiements of the poor? Would this not be the height of injustice for
the peopleof America to o^itulate to such a concerted and deceptive attempt to "hijack" the status of
the disadvantaged? What special interest groups would ask for special protection next? Pomographers
(tiiey also represent "sexual orientations")? Smokers? Television watchers? On close analysis, the
idea is patentiy absurd.

**Gay Rights" Strategies Involve Conscious Deception
And Wholesale Manipulation of Public Opinion

When homosexual autiior James Spada, in The Soada Reiwrt a survey of homosexual attitudes
and behavior G^ew American Library. 1979), asked homosexual subjects "Have youever had your
rights denied you because you are gay?" ~ 72.1% of his respondents answered "No" and an additional
10% gave no answer or said tiiey "didn't know."

Yet, gay mariceting professionals (and activists) Marshall Kirkand Erastes Pill, recommending
political strategies designed to lead to, as they put it, "The Overiiauling of Straight America" (Guide
Magazine. November, 1987), suggest:

"Portray gays as victims, not as aggressive challengers. In any campaign to win over the
public, gays must be castas victims in need of protection so thatstraights will be inclined by
reflex action to assume the role of protector...Straight viewers mustbe able to Identify with
gays as victims. Mr. and Mrs. Public must be given no extraexcuses to say *they are not like
us*... Ourcampaign should not demand direct support for homosexual practices, but should
instead take anti-discrimination as its theme" (^phasis the authors*).

At the same time, Kiik and Pill recommend:

n Make tiie victimizers look bad... The public should be shown images of ranting homophobes
whose secondary traits and beliefs dis^ middle America. These images might include: the
Ku Klux Klan demonstrating thatgays be bumed alive or castrated; bigoted southem ministers
drooling with hysterical hatnsd to a degree that looks botii comical and deranged; menacmg
imgs, thugs, and convicts speaking coolly aboutdie 'fags* they have killed or would like to
kill; a tourof Nazi concentration camps where homosexuals were tortured and gassed."

This attitude shows striking resemblance to, of all things, a Communist Party directive, quoted
in the 1956 Report of tiie House of Representatives Committee on Un-American Activities (Volume 1,
p. 347):
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"Members and front oiganizations mustcontinually embarrass, discredit and degrade our
critics... When obstractionists become too irritating, label them as fascist or Nazi or anti-
Semitic... Constantly associate those who oppose us with those names that already have a bad
smell. The association will, after enough repetition, become *fact' in the public mind."

Despite concerted gay advantage opponents* attempts to prevent possible violence to gays (one
traditional values organization even promoted a "Citizens* Boycott" of a gay pride parade in a
Colorado city where gays feared violence - so gays marched down virtually empty streets), and a total
absence of "gay-bashing" during controversial hearings onthe gay advantage issue, gay activists
continue to brand all their opposition as "hate mongers," "KKKers," "neo-Nazis" and "bigots."

Peihaps the supreme irony underiying this name-calling by gay extremists was revealed in a
recent Washington Blade (D.C.*s gay tabloid) "First Person" article (January 31, 1991), in which ACT
UP/D.C. founder Eric M. Pollard made the following startling admissions:

o "I have helped to create a truly fascist organization..."

o "Thedecision to create ACTUP/D.C. was conceived when I and another eariy member
attended at OUT! rally. I had taken copious amounts of LSD. We were impressed with the
energy, and withthe self-righteous anger of the crowd."

o "We conspired tobring into existence an activist group that., could effectively exploit the
mediafor its ownaids, andthat would work covertly andbreak the law with impunity...
Under tiie influence of powerful, illicit drugs, it really seemed like a good idea" (emphasis
added).

o That the group subscribed to consciously "subversive modes, drawn largely from the
voluminous Mein Kampf [by AdolfHitler], which some of us studied as a working model.
As ACT UP/D.C. grew, we struck intently and surgically into whatever institotion we believed
to stand in our way..." (emphasis added).

o "I haveleft ACT UP, more correctly, they have thrown me out for insisting on the viability
of individual dissent" (emphasis added).

Strange admissions Indeed, about a group given to stridently accusing its opposition of
employing "neo-Nazi" tactics (one of which happens to be accusing your opposation of acts and
attitudes of which you are, in fact, guilty). Evidently, this kind of gayextremist view readily
coincides with AdolfHitler's opinion in MeinKampf: "The victor will neverbe asked if he told the
troth."

Perhaps these admissions become more understandable in light of Judith Reisman*s as-yet-
unpublished study of "gay culture" as revealed in the national "mainstream" gay "slick" magazine llie
Advocate from 1972-1991.

Reisman concluded that, despite "homosexual claims of fascist persecution - and requisite ;
*gay' loathing forfascism... In contrast to similar straight publications, up to 5% of THE
ADVOCATE [content] glamorizes specifically nazi features and costume while theprevailing *gay*
tough guy culture (i.e., *tiioughts, emotions, manners, tastes habits, skills, ait*... fits the key features of
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a fescist culture" (A Content Analysis of THE ADVOCATE. 1972-1991, p. 57. Dr. Juditli Reisman,
1992, used by permission of the author).

Reisman continues: "Overall, 72% of THE ADVOCATE data socialized a set of core values -
glorified nazi dress, language and *blonde* Aiyan male beauty and brutality; contempt for
•fems, fats' and blacks; threats toward 'politically incoirect*... homosexuals, churches and
others - romanticizing 'fascist* culture to a 'youngergeneration.* Nazi costumes/fascist
concepts are a common component of THE ADVOCATE and thus laigely condoned by
prevailing 'gay* cultural values" (Ibid. p. 57).

Reisman quotes a personal advertisement from the July 3.1974. issue of The Advocate:
"NAZI ANYONE? For Info write to: National Socialist League, Box 26496A, Los Angeles, CA
90026."

Reisman comments: "No equivalent straight magazine CTIME. NEWSWEEK) has ever cairied
an advertisement to join the nazi party... Beyond the general claims of gaysupremacy and focus on
dominant white muscle men in black leather (symbolsof nazi power) issues of THE ADVOCATE
often canyads of men in fascist c^. wearing black SS-type hip boots or carrying the inevitable SS
whips and such. These culminate with ads like the 'Slave Ad* April 9.1991: 'ACHTONG! Teutonic
Lord Muscle Master...*" (Ibid, p. 57).

Gay extremists often attempt to gain sympathy by recalling the exteimination of ttiousands of
homosexuals under the tyranny of Hitter's Third Reich. ButReisman points out a paradox: "The
World Warn notion of Hitier*s persecution of homosexuals is based on his assault of "fems" not gay
nazi supermen. Many of Hitter's 'Inner Circle,* and the key men who recniited for ttie party, and who
led the party, including the most brutal military brigades, the Storm Troopers (SA), and the Infantry
School - were homosexual: Ernest Roehm [head of the SA], Rudolf Hess and Gerhard Rossbach,
while ttie infamous Goering was also said to be a type of transvesttte... Walter Langer, writing in TTie
Mind of AdolfHitter (1972), noted that RudolfHess 'was generally known as Fraulein Anna.* There
were many ottier [gays close to Hitter] and it was supposed, for this reason, that Hitter too belonged in
this category" (Ibid, pp. 57-58).

Reisman adds in a footnote: "See Berthold Hinz, Art in the Third Reich (Panttieon Books:
New York, 1979)about ttie display of brazenly homosexual nazi male imagery and concepts, and see
especially S. William Halperin, writing in Germanv Tried Democracv: APolitical History of the Reich
from 1918-1933 (Norton Books: New Yoric, 1946). Here, Halperin describes ttie roleof public
homosexual activists wittiin Hitter*s nazi party, even to major posts of import" (Ibid, p. 65).

Perhaps not surprisingly, while gay militants call opponents of their agenda "racists" and
accuse opponents of "discrimination." ttiey admit to difficulties with racism in their own ranks. After
gay activists failed to defeat Colorado's citizen initiative, Amendment 2, which forbids the granting of
"protected class" status to "gayness" in ttiat state, gay writer Craig E. Dietz pointed, in a Ouest
(Denver*s gaytabloid) article, to racism as a contributhig factor to gayextremists* failure:

"A Latino activist (requesting to be identified as 'Desidario Fernandez') believes ttiere was no
intentional plot to exclude people of color, but racismcertainly pervaded the [gay activist
strategy] meetings on a subtle, potent level... Despite EPOC*s [ttie leading militant gay
organization opposing Amendment 2]] ability to rope in outside [financial] support, wittiin the
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gay/lesbian community theperception of subtle and overt discrimination was a concern for
many people. It was a problem dating back to the original Denver ["gay rights"] Oidinance
campaign. *Femandez* notes that there were *no people of color* and *few were involved in
the day-to-day operations* of the campaign.

"Several people ofdiversity approached EPOC in 1991 ata general meeting, among them
Camielo Flores... She was one of many who wanted to get mvolved butstated, *We could see
there was a lotofinsensitivity interms of racism.* Flores believes, '...these people were not
willing to see it*

"..3y never coming to grips with the scouige ofperceived racism inthe conmiunity, and their
own exclusionaiy practices [EPOC*s] leadership allowed deep chasms ofdistrust to develop"
("EPOC: ALook at the Campaign and the Organization," December, 1992, pp. 16-18).

Who really does the bashing when the gay advantages issue is contested? Lesbian activist
Robin Miller, asked whether she thought the people of Colorado should have the right to determine
whetiier or not that Stateshould grant gaysprotected classstatus, answered, "No." Miller also
answered "No" >K^en asked if she thought individuals should beallowed to express disagreement wifli
ordistaste for gay lifestyles or flie gay poUtical agenda. Obviously, MiUer and other gay activists
have little regard for their ORwnents* First Amendment rights to petition and fiee speech.

And while gay activists appeal on the one hand toDemocratic liberals on flie grounds that they
arc "oppressed" and need government protection, they attempt atfee same time togain a foothold in
the more conservative Republican party. Their rationale? Toquote David LaFontaine and Patrick
Ward, writing in Denver's gay monthly tabloid, Ouest (June 1991, pp. 25, 30):

"We believe that the allegiance between gay people and the Republican party is a very natural
e}^)ression ofa shared desire to prevent goverrmient intrusion into the private lives of
^erican citizen... The Republican party at its best has always been a champion ofindividual
rights and liberties... Ifwe, as gay people, can only cast aside foolish preconceptions ofwhat it
means to be a Republican, and give suitable Republican candidates our full support, we stand
to gainan unprecedented degree of power and influence."

Sunmiing up, despite ttieir manifestly two-faced "civil rights" claim, gays as a dass simply do
not warrant protected class status under the above three historically established dvil rights criteria.
Protected class status is a privilege which, in certain circumstances, may even be forfeited by
legitimate minority groups which as a class achieve income, educatiosial orcultural parity or
superiority to the generalpopulatioa

((Qualified oriental American students often now getthe "short end" of "affirmative action"
allotments in college scholarships and odier minority benefits despite their imquestioned ethnicity —
because flieir demonstrated academic superiority is perceived as giving them an edge over less-
educationally advantaged minority groups.)

Gays as a would actually need to (1) greatly reduce their mean mcome, educational and
^tural stature, (2) discover some other basis flian mere shared sexual behavior or alleged
"orientation" and (3) relinqmsh the evident political power base gays have achieved to date morder to
begm qualifying for protected class status by traditional civil rights criteria. Somehow, we suspect that
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gay activistshave no plans to d ake such concessions in order to adiieve legitimate protected class
status.

As we have seen, there is little substance to the surfacereasors gay activists give for
promoting legislation granting protected class status to homosexual orientations, i.e., that gays are
subject to fiequent discrimination, 'l>ashing** and other abuse. All cr/ilized people abhor violence and
abuse of any sort generated by bigotry and hatred. Numerous criminal laws are now in force to
administer appropriate punishment for assault and other violent crimes, as well as for various other
forms of abuse and intunidation against individuals. Special gay advantage laws would add nothing to
the protections already available to gays.

"Time" magazine recently rqx)ited on a study by tbe FBI "based on information supplied by
law-enforcement agencies in 32 states," [which] found that^,558 hate-crime incidents were reported in
1991. Racial bias motivated 6 of 10 offenses reported, religious bias 2 of 10, ethnic and sexual
orientation bias 1 of 10 each." The article continued: "According to the FBFs classifications, blacks
are the targets of mostbias attacks (36%), followed by whites (19%) and Jews (17%)" (January 18,
1993, p. 22).

The City of Colorado Springs, ofit^ referred to these days by the media and gay activists as
the "hate capital of the nation" since the Stateof Colorado passedAmendment 2 (whichoriginated in
Colorado Springs), banning protected class status for gays, recorded a total of two "hate crimes"
agamstgays in all of 1992 - during which tbe Amendment 2 battle ragedfor the entire year - both
alleged, uiproved instances of name-calling.

Considering that tbe National Gay andLesbian Task F6rce*s own figures credit "verbal abuse
or threats" as being the source of nef.iy 80% of tbese "hate crimes" statistics and considering the
enormous amountof gay-on-gay banning prevalent in the homosexual community [seePart I of this
analysis], the figures hardly argue for a desperate need forprotection of gaypeople above andbeyond
that afforded every citizenby laws governing assault andother crimes against persons.

And the fact that individualgays may experience society's rejection based on their behavior
does not compel society to award all gaysprotected dass status. The writer of thispaper, a
Caucasian male, was assaulted and robbed by etimically different individuals several times during eight
years of residence in New York City*s ghettos. However, tiie fact tiiat I, and other individuals like
me, suffered "bashing" under like circumstances, and that, according thestudy just cited, neariy twice
as many Caucasians arevictims of "hate crimes" asgays, simply donot add up to sufficient grounds
to argue that Caucasian males should be awarded (sotected class andspecial ri^ and benefits.

Again, clear away the furious "dvil rights" smoke screen behind which gay extremists have
advanced tiieir agenda and you find an avaricious ^ecial interest group, cleveriy masquerading as a
"disadvantaged minority," so as to gamer special advantages and entitiements - andprotection fiom
all criticism by usir^ government to silence its critics.
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Granting Protected Class Status to Gays
Would DepriveOthers of Fundamental Rights

Peihaps the most alamiing issue raised by the special gay advantage movement is that of the
loss of rights all Americans stand to suffer if gays secure the special status they seek. Under special
gay advantage legislation, non-gay Americans stand to lose theirright to protect theirpersons, their
businesses and their property from undesirable gay influence. TTieir right to speak fieely against
lifestyles they consider immoral. Their right to protect their children from being taught and cared for
by individuals they consider unhealthy and even dangerous role models. Their right to reject
proq)ective employees whose behavior conflicts with their churches' doctrine. Their right to fieely
associate with people who share their cherished values.

It can be argued that gay activists* drive to achieve protected class status threatens to impact
more individuals in more life aspects than any other single political movement today. Special gay
advantage legislation threatens:

o Parents, who fear the influence of homosexuals on their childrea

0 School teachers and administrators, boUi public and private, against whom enormous
pressure is now being exerted, both to hire homosexual teachers, and to persuade children that
homosexuality is both normal and attractive behavior.

o Employers, business ownersand America's military services, which face coercion to hire,
recruit and promote homosexuals, and criminal action if they attempt to fire homosexuals.

o Employees, forced to 'Value" homosexual behavior or lose theirjobs.

0 Health care providers and workers, vulnerable to disease because ofprivacy given mostly-
homosexual AIDS sufferers.

o Banks and insurance companies, compelled to endorse, protect and subsidize homosexual
behavior financially.

o Legitimate minority groups, who face tiie loss ofstatus and benefits by the de facto equation
of their ethnicity withhomosexuality.

o Landlords, forced to rent to homosexuals, fliereby protecting behavior both landlords and
Inters may conscientiously deem reprehensible.

o Day-care operators, compelled to hire homosexuals to give care to small children.

o Churches, pastors, church workers and parachurch ministries, faced, in contradiction to
finnly-held doctrine and belief, with having to hire homosexuals, threatened with criminal
action and loss of tax-exempt status for merely speaking adversely of homosexual behavior.

o <^vemments and government workers, including America's military services, forced to
hire and promote homosexuals based on sexual behavior (or mere alleged desire) alone, forced
to award spousal benefits to homosexual "domestic partners," forced to share quarters and
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latiine facilities with homosexuals, forced into advocacyof the homosexual political agenda at
all levels and in all branches of government service, enforcement of special gay advantage
statutes and costlydefense of those stamtes against inevitable couit challenges.

Any movement giving a special interest group special advantages thatwould end in the forced
destniction or compromise of the protected li^ts and standards of an entire society cannot be
considered just Let*s examine in detail why serious civil rights abuses of non-gays would result from
a decision to grant special ethnic status and advantages to gay"sexual orientations."

Why equating gay sexual orientation with tnie ethnicity would deprive individuals sincerely
and intelligently opposing gaysexual practices of certain fimdamental rights and attempt to compel
those individuals, under threat of criminal prosecution, to violate private conscience.

Why granting "gayness" special minority status would banknipt businesses in an already
straggling economy, through deliberately provocative litigation and "^nnative action'-.demands by
gays resulting from special gay advantage laws.

Why pooling homosexuals, bisexuals and lesbians with legitimate ethnic groups would cause
government expenditures ongay extremist litigation and promotion that would rob trae ethnic groups
(including the handicapped) of uigently-needed resources, minority contracts and entitiement benefits.

Why special gay advantage laws would force schools to aggressively promote acceptance by
students of gay lifestyles and encourage students to experiment witii gay behavior.

Gay Advantage Laws Would Change Criminal Law

To begin witii, special gayadvantage legislation would have effects farbeyond merely
penalizing crimes of physical violence (now redressable bycriminal stamtes). Comments by gay
extremists after a Colorado House Judiciary Committee hearing (on addmg "sexual orientation" to tiie
State*s Etimic Harassment Bill) made it clear that some gay activists presentregarded Uie mere public
sharing of medical and public health facts about homosexual behavior equivalent to felony
harassment or ethnic intinildation.

Gay activists commonly report sudi occasions to federal authorities as "hate crimes" against
themselves, to be tallied under the Federal Hate Crimes Statistics Aa of 1990. Incidents like tiiese
give us reason to believe the ri^ts of thousands of non-gay American citizens, now protected under
the U.S. CX>nstitution*s First Amendment, including freedom of religionand freedom of speech, as
well as other basic rights, will eventually bejeopardized by special gay advantage legislation.

When simply speaking the tratiiabout matters of public record or sharing conscientious
convictions becomes a crime, what will become ofthe ri^ ofmany who reason^ly and openly
opposegay extremist behavior?

Under spedal gay advantage legislation, might a Christian minister or Sunday School teacher
publicly calling homosexuality a sinbe prosecuted forverbal abuse and felony harassment? Might a
daycare center ovmer who declined to offer a care-giver*s position to anavowed homosexual AIDS
sufferer be prosecuted for felony harassment?
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Might an elderly lady of delicate sensibilities be prosecuted for ethnic discrimination if she
refused, conscientiously, to rent a room in her small boarding house to practicing homosexuals?
Might a church face criminal prosecution and the threat of loss of its tax exemption if it refused
employment to a practicing homosexual?

The State of Hawaii recently passed S.B. No. 1811, legislation giving protected class status to
"sexualorientation." In answer to an inquiiy regarding the bill's effects on church hiring, Attorney
General Wairen Price wrote: "... Non-sectarian employeies of the church, church-sponsoied activities
or programs are not exempt. This would include secretaries, janitors, gardeners, teachers, etc."
[emphasis added]

"Conservative Presbyterians failed to gain exemption from a gay rights provision in New
Jersey's anti-discrimination laws [to which "sexual orientation" has recentlybeen added]. The 3rd
U.S. Circuit Court of Appeals denied a request fiom the state presbytery of the Orthodox Presbyterian
Church for an injunction barring the state fiom enforcing [a] gay and lesbian civil rightsprovision
against it The OPC had argued that its First Amendment fieedom would be violated if it were forced
to hire or retain homosexual employees" (PCA Bulletm Supplement April, 1993).

How would provisions in such legislation protect religious individuals and organizations who
publicly oppose homosexualextremism from gay activist harassmem? (Writings by gay activists, such
as Teal's The Gav Militants. Jay and Young's Out of the Closets and Tobin and Wicker's The Gav
Crusaders, also often express the conviction that all organized religions should be condemned for
aiding in the so-called "genocide" of homosexuals (op. cit, Gav Is Not Good). Might they be funiliar
with the Institute for the Scientific Investigationof Sexuality's smdy entitled "What Causes
Homosexuality and Can It Be Cured?" (ISIS, 19S4), which concluded that children raised in non-
religious homes have a 450% greater chance of practicinghomosexual behavior?)

As Berean League reporter Doug Trouten has commented...

Even when religious organizations haveprevailed underchallenges from special gay advantage
laws (as in the case of FatherJohn Buchanan, a St Paul,Minnesota, Roman Catholic priest, sued for
discrimination in 1977 for refusing to hire a homosexual to teach in a Catholic school, andfinally
settled in Buchanan's favor), the process of fighting such a challenge is costly and time-consuming.
"And i^e the homosexual bringing the complaint is represented by dty-paid [orstate-paid] attorneys,
the church must bear the cost of defense alone."

Eariy drafts of recently-defeated proposed Colorado Springs, Colorado, municipal legislation
giving protected class status to "sexual orientation" (written with the assistance of Colorado Springs'
gaycommunity) contained, according to constitutional attorneys, con^icuous threats to citizens* rights
granted under the U.S. Constitution's 1st, 4^ Sth, 6th, 9th, 10th and 14th Amendments.

American society has always forbidden attempts to control private conscience and fiee speech.
But we question whether the rights of individuals and organizations holding traditional values would
prevail should theyconflict widi the interests of gaysprotected by such legislation.

Gay advantage opponents have been told, "Don't worry - cases like those you've proposed are
only hypothetical. Civil rights authorities will judge each case onits merits." But what is any law if
not a statement about how government will respond to situations that may only possibly occur?
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The scenarios presented here are in fact highly likely to occur under special gay advantage
legislation. Recently, the Catholic Archdiocese of Mume^lis, Minnesota, was assessed $20,000 in
damages and $15,000 in fines - because it refused to allow a homosexual club to hold meetings in
Church-owned facilities.

In May, 1989, two Madison, Wisconsin, heterosexual women were initially fined a total of
$1,500, required to write letters ofapology, assigned to attend "sensitivity" classes taught bygays
involving graphic depictions of gay sexual behavior, and forbidden to ask further rental applicants
about their "sexual orientation." These women's crime? Refusing to share theirapartment with a
lesbian applicant

Privacy eventoally prevailed in this case - but not until late July, 1992. And this kind of
issue is scarcely settled once and for all nationwide. The Wall Street Journal commented: "The
question is: Where do we draw the line? The lesbian loommate casewas a painful one... As the
definition of discrimination continues to expand, the definition of privacy continues to shrink. Today
the fight is apparently over in Madison. Buttomorrow in some other city[someone] may find himself
in court, defending the veiy issueof whetherhe has ^ right to dioose with whom he will live"
("Privacy and the 'Lesbian Roommate* Case." July 20,1992).

In fEict, in Boulder, Colorado today, undera "gay rights" ordinance, apartment dwellers and
dorm-residing college students are bemg told fhey are legally prohibited fiom flsVing if a prospective
roommate is gay. Furthemiore, if theyWe been lied to and want to change roommates, the financial
burden is on them.

Wisconsin's former Governor Lee Shennan Dreyfus signed into lawthatState's billgranting
protected class status to "sexual orientation." He was assured that the bill would have no effect on
religious institutions like the40-year-old Rawhide Boys' Ranch, a home for troubled boys.

Shortly after Dreyfiis left office, two male homosexuals appeared at the Ranch, dftmanriing to
behired asboys' counselors. Dreyfus later wrote the bill's supporters, expressing his sense ofbetrayal
at the homosexualconmiunity's breach of promise.

Evidence has recently surfaced indicating that notonly was the provocative action Dreyfus
complained ofdeliberate, it was planned by the Wisconsin Governor's Council on Lesbian and Gay
Issues. In minutes from anOctober 19,1985, meeting of that Council, under the heading
"RAWHIDE." we read: "Jim Thideman [one ofeight members present] has asked some people to
apply fora job[at Rawhide] and pursue filing a discrimination report with ERD upon refusal of
employment, assuming it will be that clear cut Kathleen Nichols [anoflier Council member] reported
that Char McLaughlan is acquainted with a lesbian with a son at Rawhide who has been refused
family counseling sessions if accompanied by her lover. Fbllow-up is necessary to see if this woman
would be willing to file a complaint"

According to sources at Rawhide, heading off these conspiratorial plans cost in excess of
$30,000. Relief only came through passage ofadditional legislation that exempted religious
institutions like Rawhide. But Rawhide still has outstanding debts remaining from this episode.
Under legislation granting special minority status to gays, we can expect a plethora ofsimilar nuisance
suits and test cases toclog our legal system and bleed defendants dry financially.
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Protected Class Status for Gays
Would Destroy the Foundationof Special Civil Rights

In the considered opinion of fonner Colorado CivilRights Commission Chainnan John
Franklin, litigation arising ^m gay special advantage legislation would niin Colorado's civil rights
infrastructure and make satisfactoiy diq)osition of legitimate minority complaints neariy impossible.
As Franklin has pomted out, under such laws, the very issue of qualification for ^proved -gay status"
would be insolubly complex.

How would gay class status be detemiined? Simply on the word of a job or contract
api^cant? After a gayperfonned homosexually before a panel of dvil rights authorities? The first
time someone engaged m sex with a member of the same gender —even accidentally, as in a dnmken
or dmgged encounter? After someone became exclusively gay? Forhow long?

Grant pratected class status to the special interest group claiming that status byvirtue of gay
"sexual orientation** and extraoidinaiy civil rights enforcement complications would ensue. Once
gayness was confirmed (whatever the confirmation process) would protected classstatus and all
accompanying entitlements then become retroactive to birth? Would bisexuals beeligible for only
half protection, because then- "straight" behavior needed no protection? Would lesbian mothers call
for additional entitlements because they were not justlesbians but mothers? Would a disadvantaged
black lesbian be entitled to triple protected status benefits the moment she came out of the closet?
Retroactive to birth? What if she became a mother? Then became handicapped?

Themind boggles! How would status and entitlem^its ever be equalized given all these new
factors? Inlight ofthe extreme affluence ofgays relative to the general population (see this study, pp.
25 ff.), what would prevent opportunistic individuals from becoming closet heterosexuals, riaiming
gay class status inorder to secure benefits only available to minorities? The New American reports,
from an eariy-1993 Los Angeles Times article:

"Producer-tumed-gadfiy Julia Phillips says that bemg a lesbian is such a chic *90s thing m
Hollywood that many heterosexual women are actually faking an attraction to women toget
ahead in the mdustry" fit's Hipto Be "Gay," Mardi 22,1993, p. 37).

in states still maintaining sodomy statutes, the problem of "gay rights" becomes even more
acute. "Gay rights" laws cannot be passed with homosexual behavior as their basis, because "gay
rights" statutes would plainly represent acondoning of crimmal acts. Hius "gay rig^" laws would
have no more substantial basis than alleged fantasy or inclination —obviously impossible qualities
toprove, and making "gay" status impossible to define or limit innumbers. No "microphone" exists
capable of "amplifymg" human thou^; no camera exists able to c^ture mental visual sexual
imagery. Thus, most narrowly defined, flie entire concept of"gay rights" is utteriy lariHng in
Con^tutional merit or rational basis. We might as well award "sexual orientation" protection to
religious fimdamentalists who practice (or wish to practice) s^ in man-on-top-"missionaiy"-position
only. Sudi people probjibly outnumber homosexuals in America. Or why not "gentlemen who prefer"
buxom blonde women only? Again, "sexual orientation" as defined by gay militants to constitute
desire but not behavior affords anutteriy insubstantial and unprovable basis onwhich to build an
entire new edifice ofspecial status protections. Until and unless it becomes possible to monitor
thoughts and/or sexuaUy-related mental imagery, "sexual orientation" can only be aUeged ~ and
special rights laws protectmg gays so defined cannot be rationally established orenforced.
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In an era when only 16% of African American women and 12% of Afiican American men
hold professional or managerial jobs (vs. 49% of gays), and black-owned businesses annual grosses
average less than $50,000 per year (vs. $50,000f average yearly earnings for individuals comprising
gay households ~ see The Denver Post "L.A. riots renew focus on minority finns* plight," May 17,
19^, p. 3*H), to allow gay advantages legislation to bestow resources on a new "protected class" that
is in no way disadvantaged, is in truth a special Interest and cannotbe established or limited on any
rational basis would be simply unconscionable. Rmfaennore, a curious paradox ensues if "sexual
orientation," always defined in "gay rights" laws as including homosexuality, bisexuality and
heterosexuality, is granted protected class status: Suddenly, even if "sexual orientation" could be
proved, more than 90% of the adult population would become equivalent under law to a
disadvantaged ** minority** dass - regardless of income, education, behavior, political clout, or even
ability to prove their "orientation." Come again? 90% of nothing definable suddenly becomes a
"minority?"

Clearly, grant protected class status and special privileges solely on the basis of how a few
people representing a conceited special interest choose to have (or desire to have) "divergent" sex, and
the whole concept of special civil rights protections and their enforcem^ will becomehopelessly
compromised, meaningless ~ in fact, destroyed.

Gay Protected Class Status Would Undermine
Traditional Family Values and Structures

For gays as a class to be awarded protectedclass status would not only threaten the edifice of
civil rights protections in America, it would threaten the foundation of values and institutions,
including marriage, whidi undeigird all of American society.

Homosexual activists fi^endy express deep hostility to traditional, Judeo-Christian moral
beliefs and values. Writings by gay activists show contempt for and deteimination to do away with
the institution of the nuclear family. Gay social agendas detailed in Teal*s The Gav Militants, Jay and
Young's Out of the Closets and Tobinand Wicker'sThe Gav Cnisaders specify that:

"The family as we know it be abolished... Thathomosexuals be placed in positions of
caregivers and permitted to become teachers, cleigy, counselors, therapists and social workers.
That tiiey be allowed to participate in the rearing and education of children... That diildren be
placed in communal care away from tiieirparents, witiiboys and giris reared the same and
cared for by adults who are under the direction of lesbian women... That children should be
reared in a unisex role", etc. (as reported in Gav Is Not Good, pp. 104,105, Frank M. duMas,
Nashville, TN, Thomas Nelson Publishers, 1979).

Gay activist Midiael Swift edioed tfie frequent tone of such diatribes, writing: "(The family]
is a q)awnlng ground of lies,betrayals, mediocrity, hypocrisy and violence - and willbe abolished.
The family unit, which only dampens imaginationand curi)s fipee will, must be eliminated" (Gav
Community News. Feb. 15,1987).

Ironically, while gay activists are widely recognized to be the most vigorous of anti-traditional
family andpro-^rtion protesters, they seem quite interested in developing theirown versions of
"alternate families." The Washington Blade, a self-styled "gay weekly ofthe nation's Capital,"
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printed a front-page article in its August 23.1991 issue revealing a "Lesbian baby boom underway":

"The Sperm Bank of California... is serving an increasing number of Lesbians,
according to its executive director, Baibara Raboy... Of 465 women who reported
conception using the bank's services between 1982 and 1991, more than half were
Lesbians... The increase is attributable partly to increased access to alternative
insemination technology, paitly to the increased awareness and acceptance by Lesbians
of the possibility of becoming mothers, and partly to the increased acceptance by
society of Lesbian mothers."

males.

Mudi of this "altemative insemmation" is reported to involvesemen donatedby homosexual

Gay activists are seeking legitimization of "domestic partnerships" and demanding benefits for
"domestic partners" equivalent to those enjoyed by married couples, including the right to adopt
childrea Again, it is obvious that awarding such status andbenefits would resultin complex civil
lights "snaris." Whatwould logically prevent a homosexual (or heterosexual, for tiiatmatter) living
with numerous unmanied "domestic partners" fiom claiming benefits for all live-in parties concerned?
Recentiy, encouraged by a Madison, Wisconsin, special gay advantagesordinance...

"Madison's teachers union wants gay and lesbiancouples to qualifyfor family insurance
coverage and otiier benefits in its new employmentcontract witii the Madison Sdiool District
The union's proposal to recognized tiie 'designated fsunily partner* of gay and lesbian teachers,
unveiled at Monday's opening round of negotiations withthe district, topped an exchange of
controversial demands that promise tough and periiaps bitter taiifg ahead...

"When asked if tiie term 'domestic family partner' also would ^ly to non-mairied
heterosexual couples in serious, committed relationships, [MadisonTeachers Inc. executive
director John] Matthews said "we'd have to woric out a definition witii tiie district"
("Teachers union wants insurance for gay couples," Wisconsm State Journal. September 10,
1991, pp. 1D-2D).

Thatlegitimization of gay relationships by marriageis a goal of gay activists is abundantly
clear from numerous sources. Gays cleariy see the advantages of suchrecognition...

"Themost obvious advantage is the hope that society, including but not limited to, our
families, schools, and churches, will notonly accept ourrelationships, but, ourhomosexuality
as normal... In addition to societal and religious benefits, we will have all of the tax, insurance,
and legal benefits available to 'straight' married people. Themarital and^usal deductions
anddiminished inheritance and estate taxes alone would save us millions and maybe even
billions" (Quest Ffebruaiy, 1992, "Gay and Lesbian Marriages: To BeOr Not To Be", pg. 20).

This gay writer, at least seems utteriy unconcerned about what tiiese "savings" to gays would
cost the rest of society, which would be forced to share the cost consequences of gays' dangerous,
profligate and medicallydisastrous lifestyles.

Gay extremists try to protest that tiiey're not seeking special advantages and privileges, or to
impose acceptance of tiieir lifestyle onanyone; tiiey want only "equal rights." Yet homosexual
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activists like Jeffrey Levi, fbimerly executivedirectorof the National Gay and LesbianTask Force*
have stated on numerous occasions their desire to see their lifestyle "afKnned" and "recognized in the
law." Levies statement to the National Press Qub prior to gay extremists* 1987 "March on
Washington" is highly revealing in this regard:

"Thedemands of the Marchon Washington reflect what [our] agenda will be in tiie years
ahead. They include passage of the gay and lesbian civil rights bill, an executive orderdealing
with that branch's disciiminatoiy policies ~ from the military to security clearances; passage
of similar measures at the state level as well as repeal of sodomy laws.

"Butour agenda is becoming broader than that: we are no longer seeking just a right to
privacy and a right to protection from wrong. We also have a right ~ as heterosexual
Americans have already - to see government and society affirm our lives.

"Now that is a statement that may make our liberal friends queasy. But the truth is, until our
relationships are recognized in the law - through domestic parmership legislation or the
definition of beneficiary, for example ~ until we are provided with the same financial
incentives in tax law and government programs to affirm our family relationships, then
we will not have achieved equality in American society" (emphasis added).

A critical factor sodety must consideraboutthe question of marriage-legitimizing gay unions
is the manifest instabilityof the gay lifestyle itself, which offers little hope for ongoing success in
marriage or child-rearing. Homosexual "marriages" will onlyerodetraditional fiimily structures, s^
financial resources from legitimate, traditional families (byincreasing disease^ven insurance rates,
etc.) and cause measureless misery to helpless diildren, who would be the most wretched victims of
such "marriages." In these ways and more, as Don Feder has written, in a January 17,1992, column:
"Legitimizing lifestyles [like homosexuality] further undercuts the family. Providing spousal benefits
for homosexuals, condoning cohabitation and removing the stigma from out-of-wedlock births reduce
families to the status of a mere preference."

Self-styled "gaylegal" scholar William Eskridge reveals an even morecomprehensive
perspective - that of replacing American society's currently operative norms to suit the"gay rights"
agenda~ in a recentarticle in cme of America's mostpresitigious legal journals. The Yale Law
Review. No one can tag Eskridge's comments as representing the "lunatic fringe" of the "gay rights"
movement:

"..JBisexual, gay, and lesbian activists ought to deny the centrality of heterosexuality,
particulariy as it has been developed around rituals and taboos of manhood in American
society. As Adrienne Rich has suggested, bisexual, gay, and lesbian consciousness can
undermine claims that compulsory heterosexuality is the universal norm for our society. Rich
challenges Americans to rethink sexuality, not from the assumption that everyone must be
heterosexual if at all possible, butfrom me assumption that people are polymorphously sexual,
that there is a 'lesbian in us.'

"IfRich's point is tme (and I believe it is), then the bisexual, gay, and lesbian community
should reject the image that we are a subculture on the margins of mainstream heterosexual
culture, for this internalizes the traditional assumption that we are deviants from the norm.
Instead, legally as well as culturally, flic nonn isup for grabs, and as a community we must
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contribute to the refonnulation of the nomi.

"The gaylegal agenda then becomes something more than justour stniggle forequal rights to
engage in sexual intimacy, marriage, and militaiy service. Often in alliance with feminism and
critical racetheoiy, gay, lesbian, and bisexual legal studies becomes one fulcrum for shifting
the norms that sum>und intimacy, marriage, and the militaiy."

(The Yale Law Joumal. "A Social Constnictionist Critique of Posrer's Sexand Reason: Steps Toward
a Gaylegal Agenda," Volume 102, October 1992, Number 1,pp. 374-375)

Lesbian writer Donna Minkowitz affimis this perspectivein her recent Advocate article,
"Recruit, recruit, recruit!":

"We [gays] have been on the defensive too long. It*s time to affiim that the Right is correct
in some of its pronouncements about ourmovement Pat Buchanan saidthere was a 'cultural
war* going on *for the soul of America* and that gay and lesbian rights were theprincipal
battleground. Hewas ri^L Similarly, [homo]*phobes like PatRobertson are right when they
say that we threaten the family, male domination, and the Calvinist ethic of woric and grimness
that has paralyzed most Americans* search for pleasure.

"Indeed, instead of proclaiming our innocuousness, we ought to advertise ourpotential to
change straight society in radical, beneficial ways. Het[erosexuals] have much to learn from
us: first and foremost, the fact that pleasure is possible (and desirable) beyond the sanction of
the state. Another fiict gleaned from gay experience —that gender is for all intents and
purposes a fiction ~ also has thepotential to revolutionize straight lives."

Gay Protected Class Status Would Give
A Special Interest Extraordinary Advantages

As things now stand, gays, contrary to their assertions, enjoy the same rights guaranteed under
our Constitution to other law-abiding citizens, i.e. the rights of free association, free speech, freedom
to engage in contracts and conduct business, etc. (Ifgays object thatthey cannot many oneanother,
well, neitherdoes American societyallow anyone who so desires to marry a sibling, a child, an animal
or more than one spouse.) But gay protected class status legislation would grant practicing gays
special advantages and privileges, and thereby create serious constitutional confUcts related to equal
protection under the law.

Oncesuch legislation establishes a divergent-sexual-behavior-equals-ethnicity precedent,
preferential treatment in the form of affirmative action, quotas, set-asides, marriage and adoption
privileges, etc., will surely follow.

Impact on Businesses

Several individuals have reported their experiences as employees of businesses specially
protecting "sexual orientation." These lead us to believe non-gays would suffersevere harassment
and reverse discrimination in the woricplace. One prominent Colorado Springs, Colorado, firm
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receimy est^lished apoUcy under which employees holding traditional values were compelled as a
requirement for performance review, to "value the difference" between themselves and gay ^opll

F^ime to do so resulted in forced appearance before a"Valuing of Differences »
^s^dvilytt^g deigned to encourage acceptance of gay sexual behavior. Protecting gay 'tto led this firm to defy clear PoUcy Statements under TOe Vn of the Qvil Rights Act of
1964, which ^tect the right to private conscience. We fear many other such civil rights abuses
would ensue nom legislation granting protected class states to gays.

Gay qiMal advantage legislation's economic impact on states' bu^ness community and
econtmy would doubtless be devastating. California governor Pete Wilson acknowledged this
probabibty m recently vetoing such legislatioa

""Shtfly to Wilson's veto was tremendous pressure flom the business community,
which saw the likehhood of an avalandie of nuisance Utigation fliat would furfljer complicate doing

mm already ailing economy. (Legal costs oftaking a single spedal gay advantage
discnmination" case to tlK U.S. Supreme Court are estimated in excess of $250,000.)

TOe Chamber of Commerce of Colorado Springs also recognized the possible n^ative impact
of^al gay advantage legislation during arecent batUe in that dty over aproposed Hnman BigLc
Ordinance. In aposition paper on the issue, the Chamber stated unanimously:

"The proposed dty ordinance grants additional, broad, investigative and aiforcement poweis to
an expanded commission on flie local level, whidi are unnecessarily dupUcative and costly.

"pe ordinance would add another layer of regulatoiy bureaucracy with w^iich employers and
vutu^aiy eveiy busmess enteiprise must comply, increasing flie likelihood of interagency
conmct, added costs and confusion on the part of employers, and litigation.

"It is Jhat existing Ffederal and State agendes' regulatoiy powers would be riiminatprf
or diminished mfavor of local jurisdiction in sudi cases; rather die creation of the aty
Human Riglte Commission [a new bureaucracy diaiged to enforce flie "gay special advantaae"
pr^<^ of the proposed ordinaiKe] would add to the iHinlen ofemployeis. property owners
and busuiess c^i^rs to comply wifli additional regulations, broad policing poweis. and little
reco^ for fnvolous actions or complaints. Moreover, the expanded Commission represents a
cosUy addition to the dty budget that is not justified by cuirent or past experience."

Potential Legal Costs

♦ to im, aC^niia Su^or Court ordered SheU Oil to pay $5.3 miUion for wrongful
disch^ge of Jeffrey Collins, ahomosexual manager. Collins was tenninated when his
sui^nors discovered amemo he wrote on an office computer advertising an off-the-iob "safe

py men. The Court raled that Collins* memo was "poUtical activity" protected
under California Supreme Court precedent

" In 1982. The Christian Science Monitor dischaiged an aUeged lesbian becanm nf hi-r
onentahoa ThousJi flie Massadiusetts Supreme Court niled that the Monitor had grounds to
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terminate based on religious interests, they have allowed the alleged lesbian to pursue tort
damages. The Monitor has declined to reveal the amount of then* escalating legal e:q)enses,
for fear of encouraging other similar lawsuits.

Resolving claims of discrimination based on "sexual orientation" could prove extremely costly.
If an employer is found guilty, penalties can be exorbitant Again, under state or municipal "gay
rights" ordinances, an employer charged pays not only for its own defense, but, through taxation, for
its own prosecution. An employer eventually cleared of discrimination charges may still face
substantial attorneys* fees in addition to being penalized by lost time and inconvenience.

(The above cases, while pointing to potential dangers of "gay rights" ordinances, also reveal,
however, the extent to which gays are already protected from wrongful discharge under tort law ~
not on the basis of their homosexuality, but on the basis of exemplary employment. Additional
protections are available to homosexuals who are members of duly established protected classes, again,
not on the basis of homosexuality, but because of age, ethnic status, skin color, etc.) But legal hazards
arising from awarding protected class status to "sexual orientation" would also be compounded by the
following potential complications;

Disciplinary Actions

* Julie Brienza, a former Supreme Court reporter for United Press International, was terminated
in 1991 when her supervisors leamed that Brienza used UPFs time, credentials and resources
while writing a fiee-lance stoiy for a gay newsp^r. Brienza has filed a $12 million lawsuit
alleging "sexual orientation discrimination."

(The Brienza and Shell Oil cases raise serious considerations about limitations placed on
employers regarding disciplinary action. How will "sexual orientation" make itself known [and
establish for certain its identity] in the workplace? Will employers be prohibited from taking normal
disciplinary actions?)

Wrongful Discharge

* Two alleged gay men, a lesbian and a woman (who believes she was perceived to be a
lesbian) are suing San Francisco law firm Pettit and Martin, alleging "sexual orientation"
discrimination after they were laid off from their jobs as legal secretaries. The firm says they
dismissed the plaintiffs and five other employeesdue to a "downturn in staff requirements" in
1991.

* Alleged homosexual Daniel Coulter is suing "French Chef Julia (^d*s American Institute of
Wine and Food for $3 million. Institute co-founder Richard Graff asserts that Coulter was not
selected because his professional background did not meet the needs of the post

Unlike age, gender and ethnicity, "sexual orientation" is not readily apparent to an employer.
How can an employer know if the prospective employee is homosexual? How can an employer be
protected against "sexual orientation" discrimination claims unfairiy lodged by disgruntied employees?
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Affirmative Action

While some "gay rights" laws by clear provision include affinnative action for homosexuals
(e.g., a proposed Colorado Springs, CO, "Human Rights Ordinance", and Boulder, CO*s "gay
rights" ordinance both contain, in the opinion of some civil rights authorities, clauses allowing
for affirmative action for gays), implicit affirmative action obligations have ensued benefiting
all previously protected classes (except religion, because church-state conflicts prohibit) and
would almost certainly arise from "gay rights" laws, when coupled with other state and federal
anti-discrimination statutes. Unquestionably, granting "sexual orientation" special, protected
class status will raise questions of affinnative action obligations. U.S. Presidential Executive
Order 11246 specifically orders all government agencies and companies seeking goverment
contracts to immediately establish affirmative action for any non-religious group attached to
the Gvil Rights Act of 1964. Gay activists have been attempting to attach themselves to this
act for 20 years. The courts have also consistentiy awarded affirmative action to any group
granted the right to make claims of discrimination. Giving gays that right would virtually
guarantee that they enjoyed affirmative action remedies.

Gays have already sought and received affirmative action recognition, in San Francisco, for
instance, where 20% of all city appointments have been granted to homosexuals, and in
Seattle, where the police department has established hiring quotas for gay officers.

Right of Refusal

* In 1984, a Los Angeles Superior Court found a restauranteur guilty of "sexual orientation"
discrimination because he refused to seat an alleged lesbian couple in an intimate, curtained
dining booth reserved for "romantic evenings." The owner was fined $500 and ordered to pay
the plaintiffs* attorneys* fees of $27,000.

* In Pittsburgh, PA, two alleged homosexual men have recently filed suit against a radio station
that refused to play their song dedication to one another on the air.

* Numerous restaurants in Madison, WI, have been sued as a result of deliberately provocative
"kiss-ins" by alleged homosexual and lesbian couples since passage of a "gay rights" ordinance
there.

The right to refuse business services will be unreasonably encumbered by "sexual orientation"
protective laws.

(Most of the above cases have been researched from case files compiled by the Lambda Legal
Defense Fund, chief legal arm of the "gay rights" movement nationwide.)

Employee Morale

According to a recent Time/CNN poll, a majority of Americans still holdnegative opmions of
homosexuality. Most employees would find it extremely distressing to imagine they might be
objects of sexual attraction to same-gender co-workers. Sexual tension in the woriqplace is
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already well-known to lowermorale, yet would be legally sheltered from remedy by "gay
rights" laws.

Gays In America's Military Services?

On May 20.1992, Colorado CJongresswoman Pat Schroeder introduced legislation intended to
compel the Department of Defense (DOD) to change its current position and admit self-acknowledged,
practicing homosexuals and lesbians into the armed services. Before his election. President-elect Bill
Clinton promised gay activist groups that he would issue a Presidential Executive Orderto accomplish
the samepurpose. These actions are the results of concerted attempts by "gay tights" activists and
sympathetic supporters like the American Civil Liberties Union to overturn DODpolicy, which
presentlydisallows the presenceof openly admitted gays in America's military services.

WithSchroeder*s proposed legislation and Clinton's promised Executive Order, the "gay
rights" assault on the DOD is now being waged on three fronts: in Congress, in the courts, and
through directpressure exerted on military leadership. Let it be said immediately tiiat the United
States military has played a critical role in protecting and expanding civil rights for qualified minority
groups. As a result, Americans of diverse ethnic origin now enjoy a greater level of economic and
careeradvancement opportunity in the military thanever before. In turn, both service persons and the
Armed Services themselves benefit greatly from die dynamics of ethnic diversity in the ranks.

However, there are compelling reasons to believe that awarding iHX)tected statusand special
standing to a group of people whose sole identity is derived from their sexual behavior and/or
desires, whose true profile resembles that of a non-ethnic special Interest group would adversely
affea the military services in a host of ways.

Before describing these adverse effects, let's consider several recent related events. First,
several military-related court cases have wonnotoriety, among themthe 19899th U.S. CircuitCourt
of Appeals decision overturning the discharge of Army Sgt Petty Watkins, an admitted homosexual;
homosexual activists' "outing" [or, revealing the secret homosexual identity] of DOD Public Affairs
spokesperson Pete Williams; and gay militants' touting of homosexuals' presence in the recent Gulf
war.

What would be wrong with finely admitting self-acknowledged homosexuals into themilitaiy
community? Nothing, say homosexual activists. They assert that this would be no different from the
results of President Truman's 1948 Executive Order racially integrating the services.

In a recent letter to Joint Chiefe of Staff Chairman Gea Colin Powell. Rep. Schroeder argues
that opposing homosexual "integration" would beclosely parallel to racial bigotry during the 1950s.
Homosexual lobbyists cite "homo{Aobia" as an evil akin to racism which must be overcome at all
costs. Are Schroder and other "gay rights" proponents correct ~or do completely different
considerations apply to the question of gays in the military?
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Behavior/" Orientation" vs. Ethnidty

As Gen. ColinPowell has written (seeGen. Powell's remaiks quoted eariierin diis analysis)
there are significant differences between the very concepts of racial and homosexual
"integration." Racial integration is based on the recognition that racial alienage is non-
behavioral m nature. Nor is racial alienage based on mere fantasy if, as some gay militants
insist, special class protections for gays are not based on behavior, but on "orientation."
Again, to compare ethnicity with "sexual orientation" is, as Gen. Powell pointed out "a
convenient but invalid argument"

* Tlie militaiy has alwaysmaintained a deep-rooted historicalperspective recognizing sodomy as
an unhealthy, unproductive practice ^ch (cf. the USAF Academy Department of Laws*
publication Law for Commanders) "endangers the well-being of the public at large" and
"violates the sense of [social] decency or morality." The Unifoxm Code of Nfilitaiy Justice
(UCMJ) defines sodcnny (participationin anal or oral sex wiA another person, or carnal
copulation with an animal) as a crime punishable by court martial. This Code, similar to
Geoigia*s sodomy statute, ui^eld by the U.S. Supreme Couit in "Bowers vs. Haidwick," 1986,
is the basis for current DOD policy.

We hold that such a view does not reflect "homophobia" or any fear of homosexuals. Instead,
this view reflects recognition that homosexual behavior does not constitute an acceptable, healthy
and socially beneficial lifestyle, and homosexual desire does not constitute an "orientation" conducive
to the peifonnance of die mission of the militaiy services.

Arguments Favoring Current DOD PoUcy

Maintenance of Proper Military Discipline, Order and Morale. Gea (jolin Powell has
spoken of the apprehension and resentmem most heterosexual would feel if forced to occupy
close quaiters and bathing facilities with people who may view them as potential sex objects.
The military is not a private coiporation, and choosing roommates and showennates is often
not a military person's option.

Some argue that "closet" homosexuals are already in the militaiy, and finatemization-harassment
regulations would still be in effect to curtail sudi problems if gays wereopenly admitted. We
answer Why hasn't die militaiy abeady mandated "unisex" bathrooms and maleAemale
roommates as standard policy? Obviously, the futility of maintaining any semblance of
dignified professionalism given such an environment is a reasonable consideration
"homosexual rights" advocates choose to ignore. Columnist Stephen Chapman has observed,
comparing die experience of themilitary with wom^ in the GulfWarwith the likely effect of
gays in the military (Colorado Springs Gazette Teleeraoh. Feb. 9,1993, p. B5:

"ARoper survey found that two-thirds of the personnel in coed units serving in the
Gulf War said diere was sexualactivity betweenmen and womenin their unit - in
violationof regulations. Most of them said it damaged morale.

"What lessons can be found here fordie matter of admitting gays [to the militaiy]?
Periiaps die most obvious is fliat if gays are admitted, dierc will be homosexual
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liaisons within the ranks. It*s easy to say you can admit gays and ban this sort of
conduct, but banning it won't prevent it If heterosexual acts hann morale,
homosexual acts are likely to hurt it in spades.

"Another is that if homosexuals don*t perform as well as heterosexuals, or get
promoted at the same rate, there will be pressure to change the performance standards
[as has occurred in the caseof women] and to establish unwritten quotas for
promotion."

In a footoote to his recent Yale Law Journal article (op. cit, footoote 221, pp. 377-378),
avowed gaylegal scholar William Eskridge adds anodier perspective to the sexual aspects of flrttnifting
gays into our militaiy forces:

"Because homosocial environments such as the militaiy contain concentrated numbers of
potential sexualpartners, searchcosts for same-sex partners will tend to decline. The number
of potential partners is alsosomewhat higherthan for the population as a whole, because the
higher search costs for different-sex partners will impel more 'opportunistic homosexuals* to
accept same-sex parmers instead. As a consequence, beisexuals, gaymen, and lesbians might
be expected to gravitate toward the military in disproportionate numbers."

* The **Seciirity Risk** Question. TheDOD hasalways recognized thepossibility of
homosexuals beingblackmailed or otherwise disgraced because of their behavior. Oitics
dismiss tiiis aigumoit, sometimes citing a report showing diat only sixof 130 e^ionage cases
involving homosexuals have resulted in reports of blackmail. This proves, they say, that
homosexuals are equally arable of handling positions of tnist Ofcourse, gay militants say,
any potential for blackmail would be eliminated were the military to relax its constraints and
let servicemen and women "out of the closet."

Genuine as these aiguments may sound, they are spurious at best First, the same "gay rights"
advocates who boast that homosexuals are not liable to blackmail also declare that 99% of
homosexuals in ihe militaiy go unnoticed and unannounced. (Homosexuals must lie about bodi their
"sexual orientation" and practices togain admission into the military.) Therefore, if 99% ofmilitary
homosexuals effectively masquerade as heterosexuals, how valid can such findings as the above be?

Second, as the above-cited case ofPete Williams demonstrates, homosexuals may still not
"come outof the closet" even if they arc inmiune fiom discharge. Williams was a civil servant not a
serviceman. His job was not injeopardy even had he admitted practicing homosexuality. Williams
kept his homosexuality a secret for other-than-employment reasons. How many gays do the same
despite having sympaAetic employers? How many would continue to do so inthe military - and be
tempted to pay a high price for their secrecy?

* Health Risks Associated with Homosexuality. The sexual practices associated with
homosexual behavior (see Part I of this analysis) mandate a hi^ risk of AIDS (and other
disease) exposure and transmission. War is, of course, a bloody business. AIDS-tainted blood
splashir^ into cuts or abrasions has been conclusively implicated inthe spread ofAIDS. As
U.S. Rep. William Dannemeyer has observed: "What wounded soldier inhis right mind is
going to allow blood to be transferred into his system from a guy just the night before
had anonymous sex ^counters wifli other men? Abetter question is, what rigiht does society
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have to impose that kind of risk on those asked to defend ow coundy?"

Given tiie militaiy*s total rcqwnsibility for its members' health, these kinds of concerns cannot
be ignored. Every AIDS sufferer in a militaiy hospital is one less service person capable of
peifoiming the mission* and one more who will siphon off enonnous medical resources. These sheer
fiscal and operation constraints will not disappear simply because the military services become
"politically correct"

♦ A Higher Mora! and Behavioral Standard. Throughout histoiy, members of tlte U.S.
Armed Services have consistently beenheld to a highermoral and behavioral standard than
society at laige. In 1990, when several Air Fbrce Academy cadets were discovered performing
vulgar and indecent acts in theirdormitory, major national newscoverage resulted. Doubtless,
a similar incident would have received litde attention if it had taken place at a state university?

Ukewise, themilitaiy has consistently upheld appearance standards that go beyond duty hours.
It could be (and has been) aigued thatthese standards contribute nothing to the mission. But
for the sake of public image, these standards remain.

Although overlooked by nearly every odier courtin the nation, the militaiy stillpunishes the
act of adulteiy. Hie fact remains that American citizens rightfully expectmore from America's
military in the wayof dtiaracter than from most dvilian professions. Whether gay extremists like it or
not, a vastmajority of American citizens, when confronted with acts like homosexual anal penetration,
seminal and fecal ingestion, anal "fisting" and"water sports" are sicklied by suchbehavior, which, as
we have seen, are common in tiiehomosexual lifestyle. Should ti^ militaiy allow sudi behavior
among members in the ranks merely because ofthe intimidation of a vociferous and bogus pseudo-
minority?

Many members of the U.S. Armed Forces have probably never considered until now the
prospect of being forced to serve with openly admitting homosexuals. Should gayactivist efforts to
overturn DOD policy succeed, military members who oppose homosexuality on conscientious grounds
must be prepared to hold their tongues or face disciplinaiy procedures currently reserved for racial or
gender discrimination. Fiiitfaeimore, militaiy leadership must consider the possible limitations that
maybe placed on officers regarding disciplinaiy actions. Again, howwill "sexual orientation" make
itselfknown (and establidi forcertain its identity) in themilitary woikplace? Will officers be
prohibited from taking noimal disciplinaiy actions against openhomosexual behavior? Unless all
homosexuals in die militaiy take, and keep, a vow not to practice or promote homosexual behavior,
these considerations will ceitainly become volatile issues in thearena of military discipline.

Furthermore, how would command decisions be affected by the close proximity in battle of
homosexual lovers? What potential would exist for sexual harassment of service persons of inferior
rank by homosexual superiors of the same gendei? Would these sorts of inevitable conflicts and
dilemmas beconducive to tiie most effective accomplishment of the military's mission? In reference
to such questions, economist Thomas Sowell has written:

JDoes anyone expect either military discipline ormorale to beunaffected [by the
admission of avowed gaysin the military]? Without discipline and morale, y/tat is a
militaiy unit but a disaffected mob? We need notlimit ourselves to speculation. As
homosexuality has become increasingly accepted on many ofour leading college
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campuses, gays have become another privileged class.

"Students have been punished merely for daring to criticize the homosexual lifestyle. On some
college campuses, men*s toilets have become rendezvous centers for homosexual activity to
such an extent that gay activists have published annually updated guides to the best places for
such encounters.

"Toilets in libraries at Geoigetown University, Howard University and the University of
Maryland, for example, have made that list Holes have been drilled in the toilet stalls to
facilitate anonymous homosexual activity irom Dartmouth to Georgetown to the University of
Florida and the University of California at San Diego.

"Concentrations of young males in institutions that accept homosexuality have proven to be
magnets for gays. Toilets at the University of Florida have attracted gay men from as far as
40 miles away. Are we now to turn the militaiy into another concentration of young males in
an institution that accepts homosexuality?

"When you can't even go to the toilet without being a witness to or a taiget of homosexual
activity, we are no longer talking about how someone does his individual job. Can anyone
imagine how soldiers. Marines or paratroopers are going to react to such situations?"

("Homosexuals in the military," Forbes. December 21,1992, p. 146)

* Personal and Spousal Benefits. Would the awarding of "spousal" or "domestic partnership"
benefits become mandatory for sexual partners of gay service persons (or, because of the
extraordinary benefits extended to these single persons, would such benefits also have to be
extended to single heterosexual relationships as well)? Given the demonstrated instability of
the vast majority of homosexual relationships (again, see Part I of this analysis) what would be
the effects on the spousal benefit structure of all the military services of admitting freely-
acknowledged homosexuals into the military?

* Lastly, and above all, unity of purpose and action within the ranks is essential to
accomplishing the mission of America's armed services. It is no accident that military
training, fiom the first days of "basic," is focused on the development of military personnel as
a coordinated fighting unit. It is difficult to see how the systematic, conscious introduction
and promotion of the profound behaviorally and psychologically based "open diversity" of
homosexually "oriented" persons can help but undermine the crucial unity of purpose, attitude
and action - the vital esprit de corps needed to accomplish the mission of ttie effective
military defense of America.

It should never be forgotten that all-volunteer military forces "vote with then* feet" Many in
the armed services have already expressed their determination to abandon valued careers if avowed
gays are admitted to the military. It's true that a certain number of these dissidents will eventually
reconsider, "go along and get along." But a sizeable number will not - making retention as perilous a
consideration as morale if the ban on gays in the military is rescinded.

We hold that it would be irresponsible and negligent indeed not to take the above
considerations (togetherwith numerous others this analysis raises, including the complete lack of either
Constitutional or rational basis for any such conceptas "gay rights") into careful accountbefore
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summarily or hastily overruling current DODpolicy regarding "sexual orientation."

Impact On Colleges, Universities
Public Schools and Private Associations

Right now, college and university students throughout flie United States are under
extraordinary pressurefrom gays and "politically coirect" pro-gay educators and administrators to
accept Statewide special class protection for "gayness." On August 30,1991, the Office of Student
Activities of the Metropolitan State College of Etenver (MSCD), largest campus m Colorado's State
University/College system with 37.00(>f students, issued a memorandum to all 90 campus clubs, ^
reading in part:

"All students who wish to participate in club events must be allowed to do so regardless of <-<
age, race, color, creed or sexual orientatioa Clubswhichare found to have discriminated
against students on these grounds will have their recognition status revoked. What that means
is clubs will loose [sic] all privileges associated with club recognition including:

Club Rmding
Club Travel

Student Union Room Reservations

Club Office Space
... All clubs will now be required to have the following statement in their club constitution:

Member^p to this organization shall be open to all students ^
regardless of age, race, color, creed, gender or sexual orientation.

According to Percy Morehouse, Vice President of MSCD in charge of Equal Opportunity (as
reported by on-campus religious club leaderRick Drebenstedt), gay extremists are pressuring the
Regents and Trustees Board in the State University/College system to demand that all Offices of
Student Activities issue such edicts, to apply to all clubs, including religious clubs which may
conscientiously oppose the gay extremist agenda.

Minority author Dinesh D'Souza's recently published book. Illiberal Education. (The Free
Press, New York, NY, 1991) contains more evidence of gay sympathizers' disregard of non-gay ^
students* rights on college campuses:

"Graduate student Jerome Pinn checked into his dormitory at the University of
Michigan to discover that his roommate had covered the walls with posters of nude
men. When the young man told Pirm he was an active homosexual who expected to
have partners over, Pirm approached the Michigan housing office and asked to be ^
transferred to another room. 'They were outraged by this,* Pinn says. 'They asked me
what my problem was. I said that I had a religious and moral objection to
homosexual conduct They were surprised; they couldn't believe it*" (pp. 8-9). ^

Clayton Duvall, a Rutgers University student, was reprimanded for putting, in jest, a sign on a
friend's door saying "you're a fag" ~ after the friend had put a note on his door that read "Clayton's a m
geek." DuvaU was sentenced to 30 hours of janitorial work for violating tiie university's "insult
policy." It was asserted that if a gay student saw the note, he would be offended. Duvall claimed his
own sensibilities had been offended by on-campus gay behavior: ^
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"Mr. Duvall, for his part, says that the university tolerates cruising in the basement bathroom
of tiie libraiy, where, he says, he has seen men exposing themselves to each other. James D.
Anderson, associate dean of the School of Communications and chaimianof the university*s
committee for lesbian and gay concerns, says the committee reviewed the library bathroom
question and recommended t^ the university take no action on the grounds that the
bathroom cruising would just move elsewhere if the university stoi^d it in the library.
Says Mr. Duvall: *If a little sign that says "fag" offends them, stuff like that offends me"
(The Wall Street Joumal. pp. Al, A4, Febmary 3, 1992, "Gay students enjoy programs,
protections at Rutgers University" [emphasis added]).

In a University of Iowa incident, the complaints of students were likewise disregarded.
Approximately 45 students enrolled in German composition and conversation classes, la these classes
they were required to watch a fihn graphically depicting homosexual acts: "Teachers defended their
decision to show the film and said they did it to help smdents learn spoken GennaiL But several
students called the film pornographic and said it was repulsive, not educational. *Ihave to discuss this
fihn tomorrow in class, and I don*t even think I knowthe German words for what the people in the
fUm were douig,' said Kathryn Wortiungton, a senior... Students said they were not warned of the
graphic contentof the film" ("Iowa students forced to watch homosexual pom fifans," American
Family Association Journal, November/December 1991, p. 12, summarizing an article published in the
September 27,1991, Des Moines Register).

These actions constitute naked aggression against the Constitutional rights to free association
and fieedom of private conscience of students andorganizations —and speak volumes aboutgay
activists* blatant disregard for the fimdamental riglhts of opponents of gay extremist aggression.

Gay Activist Inroads Into Elementary and High Schools

Gayness-promotmg, value-£ree sex and "AIDS" education have alsomade deep inroads into
America'spublicschools. Right now, for instance, Denver, Colorado public school teachers and
counselors are being pressured andtrained to teach children beginning in kindergarten that gayness
is a normal lifestyle (SeeTTie DenverPost Dec. 2,1990, p. 1).

A newly-released Denver Public Schools Health and Science Education teachers* guide entitled
"Gay andLesbian Youth Tools for Educators," presented to teachers by gay instructors during a
taxpayer-fimded continuing educationcourse, states bluntly:

"There is no biblical sex ethic. The Bible knows only a love ethic, which is
constantly being brought to bear on whatever sexual mores are dominant in a given
country, culture or period." [emphasis added]

This guide contains a questionnaire designed to be answered by heterosexual high school
students. It asks, among otiiers, the following questions:

"3. Is it possible yourheterosexuality is just a phase youmay outgrow?

5. Is it possible that all you need is a good gay lover?
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7. If you have never slept with a person of the same sex. how do you know that you
would not prefer to do so?

12. The majority of child molesters are heterosexuals. Do you really consider it safe to
expose diildren to heterosexual teachers?
•••

14. How can you hope to become a whole personif you limit yourself to an exclusive
heterosexual object choice and remain unwilling to explore and develop your nomial,
natural, healthy homosexual potential?
•••

19. How could the human race survive if eveiyone were heterosexual like you, considering
the menace of over [sic] population?"

In addition to aggressively promoting acceptance of homosexuality, bisexuality, lesbianism and
condom use (with graphic descriptions of these behaviors and techniques) this teachers* guide suggests
that teachers distribute resources to children including pamphlets containing telephone numbers of
adult gays who might possibly serve as mentors, to encourage children to "explore their gay
identities" and experiment with gay behavior.

Los Angeles public school districts pioneered this kind of gay-promoting "mentor" program
with the notorious Project 10, and similar programs have now spread to dozens of American
conmiunities. Special gay advantage laws could make it mandatoiy for private schools also to include
such programs to promote this sexual spedal interest in thecurricula, despite evidence that a teenager
induced into homosexual behavior has a onein four chance of contracting AIDS within five years
after Initiation into "gayness" (see Gav and Lesbian Youth. Harrington Press, 1989, p. 185).

As mentioned in Part I of this analysis, in a recent, notorious New York Qty controversy,
school authorities have attempted to force a so-called "Rainbow Curriculum" onsupposedly locally-
controlled public school systems. This "K-12" curriculum requires that homosexuality be presented
as a healthy, desirable lifestyle in every subject taught It is strongly suggested bythis curriculum
that first and second graders be assigned to read books suchas Daddy's Roommate andGloria Goes to
Gay Pride, whichdepict "hq)py, healthy" homosexual and lesbian-headed "families" with small
childrea (As mentioned, these books* publisher, when notproducing such "children's literature," is
known to specialize in books maiketed to the adult gay community - including numerous titles
encouraging pedophile practices and telling gays where and how to procure underage sex.)

Impact on Private Clubs and Organizations

Despite complaints (previously documented in Part I of this analysis) of homosexual
molestation inthe Boy Scouts (which, agam, have cost the organization deariy in legal fees to
prosecute offenders), U.S. West, Colorado's biggest coiporation, threatened recently to remove several
hundred thousand dollars in ftmding firom the Scouts - because the Scouts refuse to accept avowed
homosexuals as leaders of young boys.

Overwhehning public pressure forced U.S. West to withdraw its threat, but gay special
advantage legislation would doubtless weaken the resolve ofmany organizations who would oppose
promotion ofgay behavior/'orientation" and the "gay rights" political agenda.
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Gay Protected ClassStatus WouldBe a Retreat,
Not an Advance, in Civil Rights

We conclude that allowing the special interest of"sexual orientation" the status ofe^city
would not be a "civil rights" advance, but a retreat - a clear and present threat to the civil rights,
physical, spiritual and mental health of the United States and her people - by using the power of
govenunent as a"billy club" with which to inflict punidmient on non-gay individuals and institutions
and a "megaphone" with whidi to promote gay extremists' political and ideological aims.

And again, tmly disadvantaged minorities would stand to lose most by the awarding of
protected class stams to gay special interests. Tnie minorities would be forced to compete with gays
for protected class benefits, minority contracts, and government-subsidized health care, with gays
siphoning off countless doUars reassigned to pay the cost of already well-funded AIDS research and
treatment Gays, an already highly-favored group, would be granted exttaordinaiy privileges - at the
expense of die truly disadvantaged and just about everyone else. As former Colorado Civil Rights
Commission Chairman John Franklin has said:

"Making sexual orientation aprotected class does a disservice to all those people
presently being discriminated against or mistreated, by diluting the significance of civil
rights protection. I would hate to see resources taken away fixjm those who are tmly
in need of protection."

We can come tonoother conclusion than that granting gays special advantages and protected
class status would cause America's people to forfeit every trae standard ofrights, justice and morality
we have traditionally raised and defended.

Gay Special Advantage Position
Rests On Baseless Arguments

How. in the face of such compelling evidence, and in the absence of any valid claim to
protected class status or special minority advantages, do gay activists and special gay advantage
supporters argue in favor of their aims? They employ avariety of fallacious arguments to "shore up"
their position. Among these are the following:

**It's a Simple Individual Rights Issue*'

Gay activists and sui^rters argue: "This is not a complex, but a simple individual rights
issue. Every person has an inalienable right to behave orexpress him/herself and pursue h^piness as
he/she chooses."

Sudi a categorical "right" simply doesn't exist Any person's ability to continue pursuing life,
liberty and h^iness always depends on his or her maintaining good behavior ~ as judged by
society. In many ofthe United States today, acts ofmurder cause individuals to forfeit all three of
these basic rights.
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Attorney Kenneth R. Gray has commented: "Under the Declaration [of Independence], rights
were said to be inalienable. Thatis a specific legal term which means that the right cannot be sold,
exdianged, divested, ortaken away without just cause or 'due process*. It isnot an absolute right.
The only proper way an 'inalienable right' can be taken away is ifthe person with the right has

an act which is a breach of the duty that goes with the right. Fbr example... if one man
kills another, ttie murderer has violated the rigliof his victim, and has breached his own duty to not
violate flie rights ofothers. Under these circumstances, he may forfeit his life inorder to vindicate the
life of hismurder victim, but only if the government obtains a murder conviction witii *due process*"
("Why Roe v. Wade Is Worse Than You Thought ItWas," article by Kenneth R. Gray, copyright
1990, emphasis added).

Again, society must make judgments about which behaviors itwill protect and which it
cannot Laws, prisons and institutions fbr the mentally-impaired exist as a result ofsuch judgments.
Homosexual bdiavior, like aU other behavior, is subject to society's judgment as well as society's
commitment to due process. Such ajudgment should not, we believe, result in homosexual behavior's
receiving protected class status and entitiements. And again, special interests are simply not eligible
for special anti-discrimination class protections.

"We've Never Asked for Protected Class Status" Argument

Now that it has been conclusively demonstrated that gays as an entire class inno way qualify
for protected class, "higher scratiny." minority or ettmic-equivalent status, gay activists arc toying to
deny that tiiey've ever sought or now desire, such status. They say, "We don't want any of that. We
don't want affiraiative action orquotas - we just want tobe Me to make claims ofdiscrimination
based on our sexual orientation."

Fust, tiiey're lying. A 1991 Colorado Springs proposed "Human Rights Ordinance" employed
the terai "protected status," and included gays under it, numerous times. The same ordinanre draft
includes all protected classes in tiie city's Affirmative Action Plan. Aproposed Grand Rq)ids,
Michigan, oidinance asks that city to recognize gays as a"protected class." Denver's recently-passed
"gay rights" oidinance refers to gays as "a minority group," togetiier witii all classes protected under
the ordinance. Boulder, Colorado's "gay rights" oidinance contains a clause cleariy allowing the
practice ofaffiimative action for all classes protected under the oidinance. Colorado gays would have
been included ina proposed, but defeated "Etfinic Harassment Bill," increasing to felonies penalties
against harassment of "etimic groups," including gays.

On Ffebruaiy 19,1991, tiie Colorado Qvil Rights Commission convened at City Council
Chambers in Colorado Springs, Colorado. Among tfie agenda items fbr that evening, we read:

"VI. Public Hearing/Audience Participation

"The Commission will takepublic testimony to assist in determining its position on
whether sexual orientation should be a protected dass under Coloradodvil rights
laws. The Commission will consider such infoimation in its support of legislation in:
tiie 59tii General Assembly (1992)"
(emfdiasis added)
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Clearly, die Commissioii, headed by an individual who at that time served simultaneously as
Co-Chainnan of Colorado's leading "gay rights" advocacy oiganization, was considering protected
class status forgays ontiiat evening. Only when ananti-"gay rights" group proved, using the
arguments develops in this position paper, that gays as an entire class do not qualify for protected
class status, did gay activists begin vigorously denying they had ever sought sudi status.

Second, no persons who are not members of protected classes can make discrimination
claims. To claim one doesn't wantprotected class status but does want to make claims of
discrimination, or c(Hne under anti-discrimination laws is deceptive double-talk. Possession of anti
discrimination protection is possession ofprotected class status, and all att^ant rights and privileges,
whether that status, and fliose rights and privileges arc named in the proposed "gay rights" ordinance
or not This "dodge" holds no water, and gay militants should not beallowed touse it unchallenged.

**Falrness/Compassion** Argument

Gay activists claim that those who would deny them special class status and advantages are
"unfair" or "lack compassion." This isnot a moral issue, they say, but a fairness issue. Morality
shouldn't be an issue herc, they say. We beg to differ. Nowhere does our Constitution demand moral
relativism. As Chief Justice Warren Buiger observed in the U.S. Supreme Court's 1986 "Bowere vs.
Haidwick" decision, "The law... isconstantly based on notions ofmorality, and if all laws representing
essentially moral choices are to be invalidated... the courts will beveiy busy indeed."

It is impossible to define fairness or compassion widiout referring to some moral code or
ethical standard. And by what code or standard do gays imagine it would befair orcompassionate for
America to give legal i^proval or protected class status toa special interest whose behavior (1) hamis
neariy all who practice it; (2) threatens the health and civil rights of thousands more people impacted
by it; and (3) would forcibly redistribute benefits from the tnily needy to the already well-advantaged?
As wehave seen, it would benomore "compassionate" to pretend that gay behavior is normal and
healthy than to encourage alccdiolics to "celebrate" drunk^mess.

"You're Imposing Your Morality On Everyone Else"

Gay special advantage supporters insist that opponents ofgay entitlements are "tiying to
impose their morality" on society. We ask: What privilege allows gay extremists and their siqjporters
to aggressively force on all Americans special advantages and protected class status for their
dangerously promiscuous behaviors?

Colorado Health Department statistics directly implicate homosexual behavior in 85% of that
State's AIDS cases. 85.2% ofthose cases are to be found inthe Denver Metropolitan area alone -
whicli probably means that approximately 85% ofColorado's homosexual community resides in the
Denver Metropolitan area. Yet Colorado gays insist on tiying to secure statewide "gay rights" laws.
Who's trying toforce their "values" on whom? What gives gay special interests the license to impose
their sense of "political correcmess" on society ~ and at the same time imagine they can foibid
opponents of the gay extremist agenda to express traditional values politically?
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The right to express opinions on issues, the right to freely choose one*s associates and the
right to woric to achieve political ends fluough State, local and Federal political systems are inalienable
under our Constitutions. It is gay extremists like Robin MiUer who. infact, wish to deny otiier
citizens* exercise ofthese rights and impose gay extremists' sense of"values" on the rest ofsociety.

Gay extremists have used "local control" as an excuse to maintain unjust "gay rights" laws
against statewide efforts to overturn local ordinances that favor them. Yet they and their supporters
are pushing at aU levels, federal, state and local, for special gay advantages. After Colorado voters
proved that state*s Amendment 2. forbidding protected class status for gays, gay extremists mounted
a nationwide boycott ofthe state. Ifgay militants' wishes are granted, no individual, state or
municipality or government agency will have any choice but to accept their political agenda.

Opponents of the "gay rights" agenda have every right, through our system of government, to
"push back." And while gay activists accuse opponents of special gay advantage of "mixing questions
ofdiurch and state." they themselves never hesitate to iq)peal. with the active assistance of"liberal"
clergy, to falsely-constnied notions of "biblical" compassion to support their cause. Marshall and PUl
suggest in this regard:

"... [publicizing] support for gays by more moderate churches, raising theological objections of
our own about conservative interpretations ofbiblical teachings... Second, we can undermine
the moral authority ofhomophobic churches by portraying ttiem as antiquated backwaters.
badly out of step with the times and wim the latest findings of psycholo^. Against the
mighty pull of institutional religion one must set fee mightier draw of Science and Public
Opinion... Such an unholy alliance has woriced weU against churches before, on such topics as
divorce and abortion. Wifli enough open talk about the prevalence and accepmce of
homosexuality, that alliance can woric again here." ("The Overhauling ofStraight America,"
op. cit)

True compassion never condones wrongdoing —esj^ally persistentiy selfish behavior that
harms others. It offers forgiveness to wrongdoers - on condition tiiat they repent ofand forsake
behavior destractive to themselves and otiiers. Jesus said to tiie adulterous woman He saved from
stoning. "Go. and sin no more" not "Go and sin much more."

Homosexual leaders tiiemselves admit tiie moral deficiencies of gay life. Kiric and Madsen
say: "In short, tiie gay lifestyle - ifsuch adiaos can. after all. legitimately be called a lifestyle - just
doesn't woric: it doesn't serve the two ftmctions for which all social ftameworits evolve: to constrain
people's natural impulses to behave badly and to meet their natural needs" (After tiie Ball, op. ciL. pg.
363).

Kirk and Madsen's antidote? Of all tilings, some sortof moral or social code of theirown
devising! "What gay men want, witiwut knowing it." tiiey say. "is a return to the sacred, and a
fk-amework of ethics witiiin which tiiey can begin to tnist and believe in one anotiier" (After tiie Ball,
op. dt, pg. 294). Indeed, society cannot exist in a moral vacuum. But we see no reason to allow
special gay advantage legislation to impose a new brand ofgay extremist "morality" on our nation.
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"Denying Special 'Rights' to Gays Threatens the Rights of All"

Cuisoiy analysis makes clear the d)surdity of this "old chestnut," long a favorite of political
liberals and the American Qvil Liberties Union. Denying a murderer the right to life, liberty and the
pursuit of happiness in no way threatens the rights of law-abiding persons ~ even a condenmed
murderer's closest relatives, so long as diey*re innocent Plainly, if society jails murderers, it won*t
also imprison people for not murdering. If we hold that every person's rights are threatened eveiy
time a wrongdoer is punished, we'll have to give up prosecuting crime and vice altogether! And
again, gay special interests are not really seeking "ri^ts" but special status and advantages for which
they do not, as we have seen, qualify.

Institutionalizing civil rights fraud protects no one's dvil rights. And surely, no one's civil
rights are threatened when a civil rights firaud is prevented; rather, true special civil rights are
protected by ensuring that "civil rights" atrocities like "gay rights" do not gain force of law. As John
N. Franklin, past Chaimian of the Colorado Qvil Rights Commission, has said,"... I do not believe
that either current special class protections given disadvantaged minorities or basic Qvil Rights
protections enjoyed by all Americans will be threatened if gays are not granted special protected class
status in the foreseeable future."

"Right to Privacy" Argument

Some argue that homosexuals' "right to privacy" shouldoverride the public health, safety and
civil rights considerations we've raised. As Justice Harian wrote in "Poe vs. Ullman," 367 U.S. 497,
552-553 (1961): "The right of privacy most manifestly is not an absolute. Thus, I would not suggest
that adultery, homosexuality, fornication and incest are immune from criminal enquiiy, however
privately practiced... but the intimacy of husband and wife is necessarily an essential and accepted
feature of marriage, an institution which the State not onlymust allow but which always and in every
age it has fostered and protected."

Again, the Supreme Court in "Bowersvs. Hardwick" refused to grant homosexual behavior an
absolute "rightto privacy." The Courtexplained that the right to privacy inheres only in family
relationships, marriage and procreation, and does not extendto all private sexual conduct, even
between consenting adults. And, problematically, many gays don't practice theirbehavior in private.
Homosexuals commonly engage in sex acts (often with anonymous partners) in public paries, public
rest rooms and bars, bathhouses and other establishments open to public patronage (also in public
parades, as we have seen).

According to The Gav Retx)rt (op. cit., p. 500), homosexual most fiequently practice their
behavior, not in the privacy of their own bedrooms, but in public rest rooms, bus stations, service
stations, public libraries, reststops, etc. No one compels homosexuals to perform sexual acts in public
places. Yet their behavior can easily become an intrusion on the privacy, as well as the health and
safety, of others. (The August 3,1989,Laeuna Beach News Post reported that Qty Council there
refused to take action on the complaint of outraged citizens who appeared in support of a distraught
mother. Hersonhadbeen frightened by three homosexual men engaged in sex in a public rest room.
With a gay mayor at the time, and a special gay advantage ordinance, investigating and prosecuting
such offenses was not a priority in Laguna Beach.)
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Neverbefore the laigely-homosexually-spread AIDS epidemic has privacy been a factor in
society's dealings with transmitters of highly commmiicable - even curable - diseases. Never before
have carriers of incurable diseases been granted absolute rights to privacy, plus special legal
protection and privileges. Never before has a special interest group been rewarded by government
with total privacy and immunity from criticism. Tragically, the loudest defenders of an absolute "right
to privacy" for AIDS carriers are often the same individuals who aigue that society should protect the
"rights" of criminals at all costs. These First Amendment "defenders" show a waiped, but "consistent"
unconcern about the fate of innocent victims. We don*t share their misguided sense of justice.

Some argue that to deny homosexuals the license to publicly exhibit whatthey call their
affection is to hinder the full expression "ofour society's rich diversity." (In The Gav Report. Jay and
Young [op. cit] reported that 51% of gays surveyed thought they should be granted a "right" to
engage in public sex at any time.) Must all American citizens be forced to endure as "diversity" what
most conscientiously consider depravity? We think not

If You Oppose Special Gay Advantages,
You're "Discriminating" Against Gays

To claun that opposing special gay advantages "discriminates against gays" begs the question;
it assumes gays already possess universally recognized, protected class status, which, as we have seen,
is not the case. In traditional civil rights terms, one cannot "claim discrimination" without being a
memberof a protected class. To oppose the aims of gay special interests may violate their wishes and
deny them undeserved advantages; it does not"discriminate or create discrimination" against gays or
violate their rights. It simply draws a distinction between legitimate minority status and gays*
illegitimate claim to that status.

Criticism of, or legal business action contrary to the whims of affluent special interest groups
like gays who do not possess or qualify for protected class status does not constitute
"discrimination." Saying that a wealthy corporation president doesn't qualify for protected class
minority status isn't "discriminating" against him or her. It's simply stating a fact No amount of
non-actionable verbal "millionaire-bashing," for example, will compel government to declare Teddy
Kennedy or other plutocrats a protected class. They simply don't qualify for that status, nor do gays,
or any other special interest group. As Past Chairman of the Colorado Qvil Rights Commission John
Franklin has said, "To have discrimination, you have to have a disadvantaged class. And at this
point., this class does not meet the judicially recognized criteria for protectioa"

F. Tom Duran, Director of Regional Offices, the Colorado Civil Rights Division, has said, "I
think there is a tremendous difference between gays and lesbians and the traditional protected class
minorities... I don't see gay ghettoes, I don't see gays [being] homeless, I don't see gays being
disadvantaged politically or economically... I think they have tremendous power, they have tremendous
economic control, and I don't think that they are in the same disadvantaged class as blacks, American
Indians, Hispanics, women and other minority groups." Ignacio Rodriguez, also a Past Chairman of
the Colorado Civil Rights Commission, has commented: "Ifyou are economically viable, you can
obtain certain things that those who are economically disadvantaged cannot.. For all practical
purposes, [gays] as a group, are in the advantaged category. So I would not anticipate that anyone
would identify this group in those arenas with other, ethnic minorities. For [gays] to indicate that at
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any time they, as a group, have suffered the OHisequences of discrimination that ethnic minorities have
suffered is ludicrous."

Fuithemiore, refusing to grant special advantages to gays does not deprive gay people of a
angle fundamental Constitutional right. Protected class status bestows rights and privileges
additional to the Constitution's fimdamental protections. A non-disabled Caucasian male under 40
years of age withno specific ethnicidentity is not a beneficiary of protected class status; nevertheless,
it cannot be said that he doesn't possess all fimdamental Constitutional rights because he does not
enjoy special status. It's gay extremists who seem most eager to "reversely discriminate** against most
otherAmericans, by forcing society to accept and subsidize gay lifestyles (and pay forgays' exoibitant
medical expenses), criminalize expression of all viewpoints opposed to theirown and institutionalize
their ownvalue systems by using government as a bludgeon to advance their interests.

No, opposing special gay advantages isn't "discriminating against gays," it's simply making an
absolutely critical distinction between a powerful ^cial interest group which already shares all the
fundamental rights of American citizenship and far more advantages thanmost Americans —and true
protected classes. Likewise, opposing special gay advantages is not "singling outgays" for unfair
treatment Gay activists have singled themselves out by aggressively pursuing special protected status
to which they demonstrably have novalid claim whatsoever. Thus, gays* "singling themselves out"
constitutes nothing less dian a £naudulent claim. To deny this claim is only an actof justice.

If You Oppose Special Gay Advantages,
You're **Stealing Rights*' Ftom Gays

The U.S. Supreme Court's 1986 ruling in "Bowers vs. Hardwick" established that no
Constitutional rightto engage in homosexual sodomy exists, and thathomosexuals do not constitute a
specially protected class. How can you "steal" fix)m people somediing they haven't got?

Is taking action against standing special gay advantage ordmances "stealing rights" fiom gays?
Imagine two women: One is destitute. The other is well-off, enjoying four times the yeariy income of
thepoor womaa Both lay claim to a sizeable grant, to be given only on condition of need. The rich
woman af^lies for tte grant dressed in rags. She presents false documents, including a neariy-empty
bankbook, and convinces the grantors bythese fraudulent means that she is poor asa church mouse,
and dierefore eligible for the grant

Thegrant ends up being divided between the two women - one who's in real need, the other
well-off and greedy. If evidence later comes to light proving that the affluent woman acquired a
portion ofthat grant through fraud, will it be "stealing** for the grantor to reappropriate that
mon^ and give it to the poor woman i«^o was truly entitled to it? Or would it be justice served?

We hold that gay extremists have won tiieir grants ofprotected class status by fiaud - by
consciously concealing die tnith about their bdiavior, their economic, cultural, educational and
occupational advantages, and then- true status as a special interest group. Where gays have gained
special advantages, legitimate, disadvantaged minorities now face having todivide then* status and its
benefits with affluent gay special interests. Qear evidence ofgays* advantages and sexual
irresponsibility has indeed come to Ught, revealing that gay special interests have acquired special,
protected class status by fraud. Would itbe "stealing" for sodety to forbid special, protected class
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status for gays ~ and restoie the full meaning of that status and its benefits to those disadvantaged
people who traly qualify for it? Again, would that not be the only fair and just thing to do?

We believe the people of America have a right to hear all the new evidence about gay
behavior and advantages. And we believe Americans have a right to reconsider this issue and make
better-infoimed decisions about both pending and previously-awarded special gay advantage legislation
and policies. For gay extremists to deprive Americans of that right would be theft indeed!

"Sympathy" Argument

At root, gay extremists and their supporters offer little aigument other than a blatant appeal to
sympathy - often citing veibal or physical abuse of gays as justification for being recognized as a
specially protected class. They hope, by concealing the truth, to arouse sympathy and manipulate the
consciences of truly compassionate people, and gain the reward of special class status.. Their argument
boils down to this:

Gays have suffered emotional torment and physical consequences because society
disapproves of their behavior. Hierefore, society should grant gays special ethnic
status and advantages ~ to redress their injuries and make them feel better.

First, as we have seen, gays have never been able to demonstrate a convincing pattern of
discrimination causing them as an entire dass to suffer significant economic, educationalor cultural
injury. While crying loudly out of one side of then* moudis that diey are an "oppressed minority," gay
extremists boast fiom the other side of their mouths that they are affluent, prevalent and duiving in all
areas of society. Fkirthermore, no matter how loudly proclaimed, allegations of "discrimination" by
gay extremists do not constitute proof that oppression of gays as an entire dass exists. All available
evidence of gay income levels, educational achievementand political power roundly refute that
widespread persecution of gays has occurred.

This writer has investigated some 35 cases fiom gay legal defense fimd files, alleged to
represent the dismissal of employees "just because tl^y were gay." He is not satisfied that a single
case in point did not involve dismissal for compelling,job-relaled cause. In case after case, "gayness"
seemed to become a factor only after the dismissal was finalized. Also, in many states, Colorado
included, gays are protected fiom "wrongful termination" by tort law. (Incidentally, during a most
recent three-year period, the Colorado Springs, Colorado, Human Relations Division recorded a total
of two complaints related to either sexual discrimination or ethnic harassment- neither in any way
related to homosexuality.)

Second, injured feelings per se offer no compelling reason to bestow special ethnic status and
privileges on a special interest Should all mdu^py millionaires (Sen. Ted Kennedy's recent woes
come to mind) be granted q)edal protected status simply because they're miserable? Should all
criminals serving sentences for bad behavior be released and given protected status simply because
they're unhqjpy behind bars?

In a variation of their sympathy ploy, gaysmourn things like "my inability to simplytake a
walk in the evening hand-in-hand witti the one I love." Besides pointing out that claims like these
seem less thancredible in today's climate of tolerance toward homosexuals, we remind gays of
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something all adults know ~ that behavior has consequences. Bestialists, necrophlliacs, pedophiles,
practitioners of incestand autoeroticists arc alsonot able fineely to publicly exhibit their "sexual
orientations'* withoutsuffering consequences. Whatmakes how homosexuals practice sex more
worthy of special protection than these other behaviors?

Celebrities often complain about the loss of privacy that accompanies theirpublic status. But
the factthatcelebrities arestared at and approached for autographs, etc., in no way compels passage of
laws against "starism" or autograph-hounding. Gays* decisions to pursue whatthey admit are
"divergent" lifestyles bring wifli them self-induced consequences of all kinds. Butthefact that gays
may subjectively perceive value in these lifestyles does not compel non-gay individuals to share gays*
assessment of "gayness as good" ~ or compel society to overtook the potentially perilous effects of
granting the special interest of "gayness" special protection, advantages and subsidies.

No Defensible Rationale for Special Advantages for Gays
Including Need for "Equal Protection" for Gayness

In the final analysis, gayextremists are forced to resort to the% specious arguments because
they have no defensible rationale by which to daim protected dass status for their sexual
behavior. As blatant fallades, theiraiguments deserve no credence or place in rational discussion, no
matter how stridently advanced. From the mere ^act that some spedal interest has a grievance, it
doesn't automatically follow that the aggrieved partyis in flie rightor deserves redress. Sodety is
oftencorrect Innotprotecting theactivities of dangerous, spedally interested and anti-social people
(the Mafia is one good example).

In fact, 24 of the United States not only don*t reward homosexual behavioror desire with
protected class status. They place homosexual behavior under penalty of law. Whether sodomy laws
should be re-instituted by states that have at some time repealed them is, according to the Supreme
Court in "Bowers vs. Hardwick," a matter for individual states to decide. But much new evidence
(some compiled for the first tune m this analysis) hascome to lightthatmandates the re-examination
of currently standing, as well as proposed, special gay advantage legislatioa And we do strongly
suggest, on reasonable grounds, that "gayness" not begiven special, extraordinary class status in any
state, and that where "gayness" is awarded such status, dtizens fight vigorously to rescind or repeal
laws granting that status to this deceptive, two-faced spedal interest

Whatwill gays "lose" if special, protected class status is denied them, or rescinded? Not a
single fundamental right that all Americans share. As John Franklin, past Chairman of the Colorado
Civil Ri^ts Commission has said:

"...Gays already have established recourse against discrimination. They have the right to
pusue dvil litigation if they have been defamed orheld up to ridicule. They are protected
ag^ verijal abuse by harassment laws. They are entitled under current laws to protection of
their own property and persons. They arc entitled to protection by all the criminal laws ofthis
State.

"The basic Qvil Rights laws ofthis countiy protect all people for basic due process. While
gays are not currently elevated to the status ofa specially protected class, they do have the
same basic protections as all Americans. And I do not believe that either current special class
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protections given disadvantaged minorities or basic Qvil Rights protections enjoyed by ail
Americans will be threatened if gays are not granted special protected class status in the
foreseeable future." Nor will gay people loseanystatus or advantages theymay be dueowing
to their membership in any legitimate suspect class.

Claims by gay extremists that a denial of "gay rights" laws represents a denial of equal
protection and/ordue process are without merit Gay activists consistentiy claim denying them special
protected status is based on irrational motives - and due process/equal protection indeed cannot be
denied absent a rational basis. Butwhat tiiere is truly no rational basis for is any such thing as "gay
rights." Even if there were sudi a tiling as a discemable status based on "sexual orientation," gays as
an entire dass do not meet established criteria for ^cial, protectedclass status.

Furthermore, the direct, traditionally-honored, unseverable connection betweencivil rights law,
claimsof discrimination and protected class or suspect status cannot be circumvented. The Legislative
Council of the Colorado General Assembly, in its Research Publication No. 369,1992, "An Analysis
of 1992 Ballot Proposals," (sent to every voting household in Coloradoprior to that State's 1992
General Election) defines all three of ttese terms, as follows (emphasis added):

"'Civil rights laws* refers to local, state, and federal laws desgned to protect classes of
persons firom discrimination in areas such as employment, housing, and public
accommodations.

"...'Discrimination* as commonly used in civil rights law, means any act which denies,
prevents, or limits any personfrom ol^ainmg or maintaining employment, housing, or public
acoonmiodations based on race, age, gender, disability, nationality, or religion... [ie. all the
traditionally recognized protected or suspect classifications]

"'Protected status* means that a group has been identified for protection from actions which
affect a protected or suspect class and which are limited or scmtinized as required by anti
discrimination statutes, ordinances, or common law."

Thus,denying gaysprotected classor suspect status cannot constimte a denial of equal
protection or due process, since gays cannot now qualify for that status under well-established and
reasonable criteria. And tiie fact thatno rational grounds for establishing protected (or suspect) class
protections on the basis of "sexual orientation" existmeans tiiatgays as an entire class may certainly
be denied protected class statuswithout violating equal protection or due process. Periiaps Andrew
Jackson, 7tii Presidentof tiie United Statesand a bastion of strengtii against the special interests of his
day, described best the dangers special interests pose to governments - and the stand determined
citizens oughtat least to take against these. Jackson*s words apply just as well to the furious claims
of "gay rights" activists as they did to 1832*s special interests:

"It is to be regretted that tiie rich and powerful too oftenbend tiieacts of government
to their selfish puxposes... When the laws undertake...to make tiie rich richer and the
potent more poweiful, the humble members of society...who have neitiier the time nor
tiie meansof securing like favors for tiiemselves, havea right to complaia.. If we
cannot at once...make our governmentwhat it ought to be, we can at least take a
stand...against any prostitution of our government to the advancement of the few at tiie
expense of tiiemany." (Message on tiie occasion of Jackson's veto of legislation
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renewing the charter of the Bank of the United States, 1832)

Hope for Homosexuals

We regret having had to recite this litany ofui^Ieasant and embarrassing facts, aigmnents and
concerns. Butwe've raised issues absolutely critical to the decision America must make about special
gay advantage legislation —andmade public information that simply cannot be dismissed as
symptoms of ^M;alled "homophobia," "homdiatred" or "bigotry."

Calling names cannot establish - or discredit ~ truth. The Greek roots of flie word
homojdiobia mean "fear ofmea" We who oppose granting protected class status ongrounds of
"sexual orientation" don't fear or hate men. Why should we in any way fear people whose
preoccupation with the sole attribute of sexual behavior is so obsessive that it drives thmi to make
only irrational claims, onnone but specious grounds? How can we hate people whose identity is so
fra^e, and so totally defined by sexuality, that they are obviously terrified at what they imagine to be
the slightest threat to its unbridled expression?

Attributing negative characteristics to others without proofis the essence of bigotry. We have
offered no proofof eitherhatred or bigotry toward gays. We thmkit is clear on which side of this
issue the real bigotry lies.

What accounts forgays' personal misery? Can their unhappmess be wholly blamed on a
"repressive" straight society? Blaming others only for one's woes is diaracteristic of classic
psydiological denial. And supposed repression by straight society inno way salisfectorily explains the
persistent misery ofgays. Certauily not mour era, which has, infeet, been enormously tolerant ofgay
behavior. Gays themselves must accept responsibility for the consequences of their restless and
destructive behavior. Whether gay extremists like itor not, sharing personal responsibility is the price
allmust pay who wish to exercise personal freedom in oursociety.

Homosexual Behavior a Misguided Attempt to Love

Webelieve homosexual behavior has essentially nothing to do with freedom —or even with
Mxuality. We believe homosexual practices are misguided efforts to fill love needs not provided for
in eariy childhood by same-gender parents. Homosexual behavior is, as ex-homosexual clergyman and
counselor Colm Cook puts it, "a psychic solution to a real problem, but a false solution." Gay
behavior is what the Bible caUs "sin" because sm defines any attempt to solve human problems or
meet human needs without regard to God's wisdom and solutions as found mScripture and mHis
saving gr^ and mercy. We beUeve gay behavior can be changed. The weight ofavailable
psychiatric evidence rests solidly on the side of "gayness" being noh-irmate, dierefbre, an acquired and
mutable inclinatioa

Extending a Hand ofRestraint and a Hand ofHope

Because homosexual behavior is neither innate nor immutable, and because by no means are
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all gay people gay extremists, we ought to oppose granting homosexuals special eUmic status and
advantages finnly, but gently. It is my experience that only a small percentage of gay people are gay
militants. Many gay people desperately wish to escape the destructive lifestyle and behavior in which
fliey are ensnared. They have no interest whatsoever in "gay rights" —in fact, they would be glad to
discard their own "gayness" altogether.

As we have seen, there is much hope for people struggling to abandon "gayness." Across the
United States, support and counseling groups are multiplying, offering love compassion and healing
for the wounded spirits of distraught homosexual people. This paper's author and his wife have begun
an oiganization which currently woiks with neariy 150 people impacted by, or desiring to leave,
sexually destroctive lifestyles.

Americans of good will should shicerely hope, pray and act with troe compassion to encourage
all homosexuals, bisexuals and lesbians to reflect deeply on then- behavior. To stop justifying it And
to forsake it In living fact, many homosexuals have done so.

We would ask eveiy gay person to consider a question asked by a great prophet of the Bible:
"Why are you striving for that which doesn't satisfy?" (Isaiah 55:2)

Does homosexual behavior meet that need ttiat bums inside us all for deep and lasting love?
Gays* extraordinarily fervid promiscuity aigues an eloquent "nol" No amount of special gay
advantage legislation will bring gay extremists the dignity and fulfillment they crave. But thousands
of gay people have stopped striving to find love in ways that don*t satisfy. They have found rest fiom
their desperate promiscuity and torment of soul. They have gained tnie dignity and found love that
does satisfy ~ in the life-changing grace of God. In happy mamages and biologicalparenthood. In
lives of authentic peace and fieedom.

The road to release firom the torment of homosexuality is not an easy one. But escape can be
found fiom the false "freedom" of gay behavior and other forms of sexual addiction. Hundreds of ex-
gay men and women are living proof that sexual addiction can be conquered through compassionate
therapy and the power of God.

That is why the deepest purpose of this paper's author and distributors is to extend a hand of
hope to gays. To wheneverpossible introduce gays and families and fdends of gays to fiiends who
can tell them more about this hope and encourage them, every step of the way, to walk in true
fineedom. To all who reach out for it, we are eager to extend that hopeful hand m return.
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